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Abstract.

The

existing material bearing on the first part of

the subject was meagre and in certain important respects
misleading and incorrect necessitating extensive research
in manuscripts.
I. Concerning the author of the Nau Tarz i Mura§§a*
I have traced fresh particulars, examining >4 sources,
the following being new:(1) *Ayirush Shu'ara.
(.2) Tcg^klra e Sarvar.
(j) *Imadus Sa*adat.
(4) To&kira of Hindustani Poets.
(5) Anonymous tqgkira e Shu'ara e Urdu.
II. Discovered:(a) a work by TolisIn, hitherto unknown, namely,
the Ruqqa'cLt i Hadirat i Rozmarra Navisi;
(b) the original name of the Nau farz i Mura$§a‘
(o) the fact that the composition of the ttura§§a
was begun in 1768 and not after as hitherto
supposed by all authorities;

(d) more manuscripts of the itura§§&*, here and
In Germany, of one of which I secured
photostats, collating its 9 copies,
tracing out import ant omissions, reliandl Inga
and interpolations and preparing its com
plete text for publication;
(e) Poetry by TaSjsln of which critical estimate
is given
III. (a) Cleared tip the oanfusion about the sources
of the iiura§fa# and the real author of the
stories by comparing it with 8 manuscripts
of the Persian Cahar Darvoah and by deter
mining Anjab, the Spaniard, os the probable
author of the Persian.
(b) Shown that the Mur&^a' was probably trans
lated into Persian.
IV. Discovered one more Urdu version, the Car Qulshan,
of the Cahar Darvesh and compared the ulura§§a*
with seven Urdu renderings in all, providing
much new information.

The soopo of the second part of the thesis is widened
by manuscript-study.
I. Traced out and discussed
(a) Six new prose writers:(1) Shekh Maraud;
(2) Ketelaer, (a Dane);
(}) Schultz, (a German);
(4) #U*lat;
(5) Shakir;
(6) Aararullah.
(b) Two unknown prose works:►
(1) The Dakhnl incomplete translation of
Abul Paul’s abridged?utrl Hama.
(2) The Bengali - Hindustani rendering of
the Anwar i Suhaill.
(c) Two known hut hitherto untraoeoble pieces of
proses(1) Sauda's irefaee;
(2) Pauli's frefaoe.
IX. Furnished further information regarding
(1) Gesu Daraz;
(2) Shah Mfrajl;

(3) Mtrljl

of Hyderabad.

Many errors of catalogues and writers on the subject
have been detected and rectified, and the present writer
has set forth original views on numerous points at issue.

CHAPTER 1
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CHAPTER X.
LIFE OF THE AUTHOR.

External
Evidence

The name of the illustrious author of the Hsu Tarz 1
+0

Muragga* is Mir .lugammad Husain *Ata Kha. who was poetically
surnamed Taljsln.

For the last century and a quarter, i.e.,

since the epoch-making literary activities of Dr. Oilohrist,
his name together with that of his hook has been widely know:
but till quite recently no account of his life was available
One possible reason may be that although the masters of Urdu
language in India cultivated and produced much poetry and
wrote extensive tagkiras of poets with some sort of literary
criticism, their apathy towards Urdu prose and its writers
was conspicuous till the advent of a new era whose apostle
was Sir Sayyad, and it was only Uui^ammad Husain, la ad, who 1
his monumental work, the Ab 1 Hayat, published in 1882, first
mentioned the name of Ta^sin amongst the few early writers
of prose and gave 1798 as the date of the compilation of his
work, the Muragga*.

But as Azid himself knew practically

nothing about the author or the book his account is hopeless
meagre, embracing only a couple of lines.

However, for year

2

together other Indian biographers of Ta^sln who followed
Xzad could not from any new source add anything to the par
ticulars given by him.
merits referenoe.

Of the many Uot^noad Ya$ya, Tanha,

He wrote, forty years after the publication

of 5b i $ayat, the first biography of purely prose writers,
called the Siyarul Uu?annifln, in which in his notice of
Tatysln he simply rewrites in his own phraseology 5aad's few
lines, and at the conclusion of it records his confession, as
to the non-existence of material on the subject.
Under the circumstances the only course open to me was
to make a search for possible information in all the sources
in the great libraries of the British Museum, the India Office
and the Royal Asiatic Sooiety, etc., and in pursuance of this
I have examined the documentary evidence detailed below, the
greater part of whidh is not available in India in one place,
and some portion not obtainable in any known public or private
library there:-

Ho.

Author.

Bate. Remark

Work.

(1) Mir Muhammad, Taql.Ulr Hikatush Shu'ara

1752

(2) fatal? 'All 9'usainl
GurdezI
#

Tagkira

1752

(3) Ktora_1a Kha Hamid

Gulshan i Guftar

1752

(4) Qiyamuddlii kalm

Mnkhzan i Nikat

1754

(5) Laohml Narayan,
shaflq.

Canonistan 1 Shu'ara
'
£*. ?\\4
'
*v.v

1765

(6) Mir $aaan

Tqgkira e Shu'ara
e Urdu

1776

(7) HonrSb 'All Ibrahim
Kha. Khalil

Gulzar 1 Ibrahim

1784

(8) Gulam IlamadanI,
Uuj^afl

Tagklra a Hindi

(9) Khub Cand, Zaka

'Ayarush Shu'ara

1788

I.O.MS
P.313

Gulahaa 1

1800

I.O.MS

(10) Ulrsa 'All, Lutf

r +

' r

'

''V/

V.

*

Britis
Museuc
MS. Or
2188

India
Office
MS. P.
3522

m

B.M.MS

27319
1794

B.M.MS

Or.28

h <wh

P.}1S
m
Tagkira e Sarrar
(11) Ulr i/i'u^j.amad Kfta.
A'sanuddaula,Sarvar

1801

(12) J. B. Gilchrist

180}

Preface to the first
Complete Edition of
the Bqg o Bahar

I.O.MS

P.}lC

Author.

HO.

Work

m
(13 > Wudratullah Kha.
wasim
'
(14) Gulom iiuljlyuddln
'ishq
t.
(15) Gulom #All, Kha

Date. Remark.
1806

I.O.MS.
P. 3123

Tabaqat i Sukhan

1807

*i

'Imadus Saadat

1808

Divan i Jaha

1812

B.U.US.
Add.
24043

(17) Anonymous

Ta^kira of Hindus
tani Poets

1815

1.0.U8.
D .35 c

(18) Anonymous

T^kira e aiu'ara
e Urdu

1826

1.0.US.
U.34

Gulshan i Bekhar

1832- B.U.US.
34
2164

Histoire de la Littcrature Hindouie
et Hindoustanie

1839

(21) F. Fallon and
Karlmuddln

A History of Urdu
Poets, or
Tabaqatuah Shu'ara

1847

(22) wutbuddln, Ba^in

Gulistan i Bekhiza

1849

Sqkhanush Shu'arn

1873

Catalogue of the
Hindustani USS.
in the B.U.

1898

Uajmu'a e Hagz
'_ '

\c

.

m

(16 ) BainI Harayan, Jaha
,

:•'•-};<•*'v’'•*
.tf*•*
'
4' ••**'-iv»V '
S*‘

m

(19) Mustafa Kha. shafta
■ I' vi- *'n‘
1.&X

(20) Garcin de Tassy

(23)

*Abdul (Jafur Kha.
Hnawnleh

(24) Prof. Bitaahardt

.

Author

Ho.

Work

Date. Remark.

(25) Sri Baa

Khumknana. e Javld

1908

(26) Sir

Enoyclop .edia Britan
nica, XI Edition,
Vol. XIII.

1910-

C. J. Lyall

11

(27) 'Abdul Hal

Gul i Ra'na

(28)Prof. Blumhardt

India Offioe Catalogue 1926

(29) Ram Bobu Sakaaina

A History of Urdu
Literature

(> 0 ) 'Abduasalam, Hadrl

She'rul Hind

(3D Sayyad Muhammad

Arbib i Hasr
•• i Urdu

1927

(32) Mnljnrud Sheranl

Panjab me Urdu

1927

(33) A^san-tilarihravl

Tarikh i Hasr i Urdu

1930

(34) Mir Mu^araaad Husain

Preface of the Hau
Tars i ...ura§§a

'Ata Kha. Ta]?sln

1927

In its
printe
editio:
Mid
eight
UAR

Of these authorities Mir, GurdezI, I)amld, Wain, Shaflq,
Hasan, Khalil. Muf^afl, Lutf, Qasia, Jaha, Sri Baa, rAhdos
salan and A^san-iM arihvarl do not aexrtion Ta^sln.

*Abdul 1.1a!

like Tanha has chiefly dravn from Tzad and is extremely soon

Panjab me Urdu and the Encyclopaedia Britannioa contain pas
sing references to Ta^sln and add nothing to our knowledge.
Saksaina and Sayyad Muhammad give accounts of our author but
they are almost entirely derived from Bluohardt's note in th
Catalogue of the British Museum and not from that in his
Catalogue of the India Offioe which is much bettor.
dismiss all these writers from consideration.

Hence v

Shefta, Bafin

and Uassakh. as will be seen later on, discuss Tatysln's
grandson Sayyad Wasim 'All Kha. Wesim.
Of the rest all more or less deal with the facts of
Ta^sln's life.

Khub Cand,

Zaka,

seems to be the first biographer of Ta^sln whom he notioos
on p. 944 of his ta^kira, and calls him "a poet of the older
group, a prolific writer, a man of dignity and modesty", and
he quotes some of his verses, but he does not mention his

^1 ^SJJrenger (Catalogue of the Arabia, Persian and Hlndu'staz
USS. of t e Libraries of the King of Oudh, p. I85 ) gives
1793» 3.798 &m4 18,51 as the date of the compilation of his
memoirs. Ethe (Cat. of the Persian MSS., India Office)
aooepts these dates. But gaka on p. 2 of the MS. mention
1788 in a chronogram.

book, the Uuro§sa/ and he gives a wrong name to his father.
mt
whioh, aooording to him, was Wurad Hha. Shauq.

In 1801^^ Sarvar speaks of two TabsIns without parentage
one on fol. 122b whom he names Mxroshl Husain 'Ata Kha and
describes as resident of Btawah and one of the gentry of ths
district, who lived his life in peace and comfort and had a
.>

i • 2,

S.. • 1*[y *

v -c '4;

"fondness for Rekhta poetry fixed in his heart", and the oths:
on fol. 12}a who is mentioned as Mir Muframmad Husain Kha.
Lfura^^a* Raqam, resident of Lucknow, a servant in ths depart
ment of Calligraphy in ths Government of Va^Irul ifumalik and
veil versed in the art of prose composition.

In both the

notices verses are cited as specimens but no reference is mad
to the Murag^a*.
The two TaJjsIns, however, are identioal.

Sarvar has

split up his full name into two names with the repetition of

the word ^usaln in eaoh case and made two persons out of one.
Likewise his account has erroneously been divided into two
portions.

In one ease the native place is stated to be Etawa

and in the other Lucknow.

But ve know that Ta^sln was a

native of Etawah and also lived in Lucknow. His verses meet
with the same fate.
^

The two given under the first Ta^sln are

Ethe calls his work Tqgkira e Sarvar and places it in 180
basing his view on a colophon on fol. 378a, while Sprenge
(Oudh Cat. p.185) styles it Utada e iiuntakhaba, chronogrammatio for 1801 (fol. 376b) and assigns this year whio
is supported by another chronogram, Safina e A gam (fol.
376b), yielding 1801, and also by a statement on fol. 323
in Mir Qudratullnh, Qasim'a tazkira, Uajmu'a e Hagz,
written in X8O0 , Sprenger's view seems to be more tenable

to be found on p. 99 of the printed edition of the tturafga'
with the wrong heading of quatrain as they axe independent in
meaning, and the one ascribed to the alleged seoond Ta^sln
forms the last two half-verses of the opening stanza of the
Mu^ammas on p. 66.
Amongst Western scholars, that immortal patron of the
Urdu language Dr. Gilchrist was the first to mention the name
of Tafcsln and his work, which he did in the preface subjoined
to hi8 edition of Mir Amman's Bajg o Bahar.

But consistent

with his aim there his allusion constitutes merely a criticise
of Tallin's style in the Mura^a' and gives no biographical
information

Mu^lyuddln gives Ta^sln's full name together with that 01

his father Muhammad Baqir Kha. Shauq, and says*' ^ ^ "he lived ii
the Court of Abu Mansur 'Alyy Khan (Jafdar Jang.

He is the

Sprenger, in presenting a brief biography of Rekfrta poets
OOudh Cat. pp. 195-306 ) as based on abridged accounts of
them reoorded in various tazkir&s he examined in the roya]
libraries of Lucknow, inolucbs in the material he availed
himself of Muhlyuddin's tazkira (Oudh Cat. pp. 187-68)
vhioh was written in 1807.

yy

author of tho
and of tho
Earwyahes."

/

Jy^ ^
<r/'/^

and of

*

-

T?

la Persiaa

which la an Urdu version of tho four

She most salient facts brought out here by him

as veil as the dates of some of his ova works, like the
Persian tagklra. llajmu'a e *Ish<i or Beg 1 Gulshan i £usn end
Cahar Daftor 1 Shauq, written la 1774 and 1786 respectively’
,
point to the inference that he was Xafcsln's oontenporary end
henoe his notice of him has the advantage of being original.
Besides, he is the first writer who mentions the Morals'.
A passing allusion proving that he was a loyal and trust
worthy servant of the British Government is made to Iagain 1j
a History of the Kings of Oudh, called tho *laadu3s‘adat,
composed in Persian by £ulaa #AlI 4ha in 1808.

Titysln was

then probably in the employ of one Captain Harper, referredt
on p. 115 of the above history as Resident at the Court of
Lucknow, and the inoiddnt in which he figures as participant
is the interception by the Captain of a reply from Shuja*uddaula to Shakh

Nayak, (1702-1782), expressing friend

ship with the British. The Captain handed it over to Tessin 1
confidence,

him to make its purport dear, which he 4

The date of this episode Is not given in the text but it can
positively be Inferred from other statements preceding and
following it, both of which are dated A.H. 1185, A.D. 1770-7
The reference in the MS. "Tqgklra of the Hindustani

Poeth?of 1808 or 1815j^ ^ is very sparing of details and consists of Ta^sln1s oorrect name, the title of the Wura§§a#,
which is also called wi??a e Cahor Darvesh, tnd all the
'

' ’

** >'•** v '* \ V ’’

»

' *• 3f-4*

seven stanzas of his ihikhammas. occurring on pp. 66-67 of
the printed edition*
The voluminous anonymous "To-kira e Shu'ara i Utdu"{2^
. 'v

J* v*'.* V"*. «v.;

^

*r^vK** >*

1*

..

* *i

* f * ' *$ — a -

. •

* ’

•

'

'»*'

contains a muoh fuller aooount of Ta^sln than any of the
preceding biographical works.

Here he is described as be

longing to the BujjyI Sadat, a native of £tovah and a poet
whose "verses are worthy of praise and whose talk is united
to the neok of eloquence", a pupil of the great calligraphiat
*Bjaz Racism Klia, himself a master of oalligraphy, addressed
as iiura§§a* Raqaa, a man of eminent position in prose and

(11

Blumhardt allots no definite date to it. I venture to
suggest that it was compiled or at least oopied near 1808
or 1815 by one Ata ullah of Gangoh as it bears the impres
sion of his seal,"dated A.H. 1223, A.P. 1808, and is bound
together with another US., the Divan of Dard U. 35a, vhie
as he himself observes in the ooloohon, he oopied in 1815.
The scribbled handwriting of the Divan olosely resembles
that of the ta&kira on p. 19 .
^2 ^It was apparently begun immediately after the death of Shi
Tltea in 1806 whose memory is fresh in the author’s mind,
and not completed before 1826 (See fol. 124b). The writer
seems to be a Hindu as numerous Hindu poets of whom he
speaks were hie very intimate friends. The tqskira is ful
of useful and trustworthy information.

poetry who wrote in addition to /avabit 1 AngrezI and Tarlkh
i <<asiml in Persian, the Han Tarz i Uuras§a , whose purity of
idiom and entertaining phraseology were admired by lowers of
literature. He is also mentioned as a writer of much Persian
poetry and his grandfather Havasish *AlI Kha.as Tehflldar of
Sikandrabad under the English Government, who also wrote good
L'asta* 1 Iq and Shikasta scripts.

Taisia’s verses both Persian

and Urdu are quoted, of which the latter are to be found on
p.

63

of the printed tfuraffa*.

Huftafa Kha. Shafts, writing his great tazkira between
I832 and 1834, does not devote any article to Tatysln but refer
to him in the account of his grandson, Qasim

All Kha. («asim,

whom he states to be a master of the art of Music, residing in
Luoknow and to have held the post of Tehflldar.

Specimens of

his poetical production cow also reproduced.
Goroin de Tassy says that the reading of Sauda's couplets
filled Tattain with a desire to interest himself in Hindustani
poetry, he lived at Calcutta, Patna and Faizabad in turns, got
access to the Court of Shuj a *uddaula and his son Afafuddanla,
wrote the tturaffa* by the command of the former and the book
was liked by the latter; then he reiterates Gilchrist* s critic
note; he also knsw the names of Tdrain's works, ysvabit i
AngrezI and Tarlkh i Qaslml, mentions seven manuscripts of the
Uuraffa*, two of which were among the MSS. of Fort

one In his own possession, one in that of 8prenger (tbs Berlin
MS.) and another belonged to the HisSm's Vaalr.

Tho remaining

two are the B.M. ,128.,No. Add 8921 and the Boyal Asiatic Sooietj
MS., Bo. 12.

In the beginning he misunderstands certain words,

for instance, he takes mukhatab (» addressed) to mean "orator"
and muragga'reqam (« a sobriquet) for Tagain's takhallug. etc.
KarXmoddln, whose tasklra, A History of Urdu Poets or

Tabaqat i 8hu*ara is, as is well-known, chiefly besed on Gsxeii
de Tassy, follows the original and states that he had "perused
• -

<'

T

"

,

* ''

t.

*

'

the Han Tars 1 Muragga* himself a number of times.”
Mir Qutbuddln, Batin, was personally known to Tagain'a
grandson, Qasim, but he says nothing of the grandfather.

Ac

cording to him, Qasim enjoyed hlgi official position in the
British Government, and was a pupil of the poet Baalkh.

*Abdul

Gafur Kha. Bassekh, from whoa alone we derive our knowledge of
the mams of fagain*s eon which is given as Sayyad $aidar *Ali
Kha. poetically sumaaed Haidar, corroborates Sbefta's account
of Qasim in toto.

A H the three authorities cite hie verses.

'

So far the evidence is external and though it does not
comprise adequate facts of Tagain'a early days and education,
his environment and his various activities and vicissitudes of
life, even the date of his birth and death hawing been left
out. yet, briefly, it is sufficient to show that he was a man
of high birth and of great respectability. His family was
distinguished for the cultivation of art and poetry and for
general intellectual attainments.

He, as well as hisgpendfMhsr

Havasiah *All Sha, M s grandson and probably M s son gaidar
all in turn served under Hngllflh officers, and, as is quite
evident free the anecdote recounted in the #laEdnss'5dat, hi
devotion and loyalty to the early British adelniatrators was
unquestionable.

He also enjoyed, probably through the in

fluence and recommendation of Captain Harper, the patronage
of £2iuja#uddaula and his eon and successor, Xgafuddaula.
As a poet he is described as writing both in Persian an
Urdu and he not only transcended ths rank of a versifier but
be la acknowledged aa a poet of distinct ion and originality
at a tins when poetical standard was very hip>; be oonpooed
elegies also; he was gifted with great oratorical powers and
was "Bisyar go wa pur go* enormously productive though the
outcome of bis poetical talent is now in a large measure los
t

to us.
post.

He was not less notable as a oalligraphist than as a
He is reckoned also aa an accomplidhsrt writer of pros

As can be seen from the foregoing notices, he found favour
with the biographer* who in their treatment of oontaqporarls
are apt to be swayed by personal political and religious
prejudices and predilections.
Internal
Evidence

ve now turn from these fra&aanfca of biography to the cc
slderatlon of internal evidence.

Fortunately for us fstysln

has left a preface prefixed to the liorag^a* which affords t]
most authoritative source of certain particulars, specially
concerning the causes which prompted him to undertake, postpoi

for some time and then complete the writing of this book.
The preface is written in a highly ornate style generally
cultivated and admired by the School of Lucknow, with lengthy

sentences, and opens with few but beautiful verses, Immediate:

after which TagsIn speaks in spirited terms of his father, whi
he represents as well known throughout the length and breadth
of Hindustan,in the circle of the accomplished and the learns
for his religious and mundane achievement.

He then refers in

passing to his teacher E*jaz Baaam ffha who, besides being s
poet and a writer of note, was a very good oalligraphist.
From him/he received his education and training, and he says
that after the demise of his father he entirely devoted him
self to the study and production of interesting and sweet
stories.

He tells us that once he had to travel in a boot

to Calcutta in the company of General Smith, commander of the
English forces.
companion

But the journey being long and wearisome, a

of his used to amuse him by telling curious and

entertaining tales.

One day he related the story which is tb

subject of the present book; then he (lagsIn) thought that
though he had already composed Insha e TagsIn,2 avabit i
AhgrezI and Tarlkh i Farsi in Persian, yet he should write
that story in flowery Hindi, for no one among the old masters
had ever attempted this "Ijad i taza", the new invention.
Accordingly he reduced to writing a few ohapters of the com
mencement of tho tale. Afterwards, as General Smith at the

time of his departure to England invested him with responsibl

duties and powers of attorney at Patna, he was unable, in thi

midst of anxieties about his new work, to continue his litere
pursuits, keeping, however, always in view the completion of
what he had begun in order to perpetuate his memory,

He

therefore put off the compilation of the tale for some time*
He now saw better days through the patronage of English of
ficers, but certain people in power in the Province threw
him out of offioe and he was rendered helpless.

Then he

recollected some consoling "verses of Sauda who carries the
palm of poetry in these days" and received a sort of revela
tion that as he had for the greater part of his life lived
happily and comfortably, he should not mind passing a few
days in adversity; but as destiny always goes hand in hand
with eounsel, he should seek light from the merit-recognising

s\m, that is, Hswab Shuja'uddaula Abol liangur Kha £afdar Jani
In pursuance of this inspiration he came to the city of

Faizabad and soon after was favoured with the audience of thi
King and taken on to his special staff.
One day ha read a few sentences of the story above
mentioned to the King who was so much pleased with it that
he ordered it bo be completed.

Consequently he "clothed it

with the garb of language" and was about to present it to th
King when he (the King) suddenly died.
He then "remained quiet and contented with his fate".

In the mean-time the deceased king's eldest son Uawab A$afuddaula Ysjjya Kha Hishhar Jang kindly sprinkled on his disap
pointed soul the water of life*

It then occurred to him that

the tale which had been decorated with the name of *Insha e
iiau Tars i Murag^a*'could not aoquire fame unless it was pre
faced with the praises of the F-ing approved of by him

So "I

write a panegyric constituting the glories of the'Janab i #£Ll
and present it to him.

Thank God that my hopes are fulfilled

and with a gladdened heart I submit this Quldasta e Cast an in
the following diction and style w

The prefaces of the eight USS. of the Hau Tarz i liura?§a*
preserved in the libraries of the India Office, the British
Possum, and the Royal Asiatic Society
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and the Library of
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Berlin furnish corroboration of all the important details
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given above.
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that they are copies of copies written at various times and
sometimes by very oareless or imcpqpetent copyists.

But the

differences to be met vith in them are, from the standpoint of
our line of enquiry at the present moment, such that we can
safely ignore them.

Blumhardt in preparing his two notes in the Catalogues of

the British Uuseum and the India Office on Ta^sln has utilised

in the main these prefaces. But one detail given in both of
them, via*, that it was after the death of his father that
Tocsin settled at Faizabad, is not substantiated by the auto'*

v v ? • * •»
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biographical narrative, in the beginning of which Taljein him
self puts the death of his fattier long before his going to
Calcutta and muoh longer before his return to Patna and prooeedlng to Faissobad.

Another observation in the India Office

Catalogue also needs amendment. Blumhardt specifies Tocsin’s
journey with General Smith as "from Lucknow to Calcutta",
whereas, according to Tahsin, it was a "journey on the Ganges
to Calcutta". Obviously it began from Allahabad whioh, and
not Lucknow, is situated on the Ganges.

CHAPTER II

TAgsL.’S WORKS

CONTENTS.

Tagsixv's Works t(1) Buqqa* at 1 Hadirat 1 Bos Uaxra Navlai.

(2) Tavart&g i Farsi.
(3) gavabit 1 AjSgresI.
(4) Man Tara i Huragga*.
(i) Its nans.
(ii) Date of compilation: Other authorities
eritioiaed.
(iii) Probable date of composition of the First
Instalaftnt •

CHAPTER IX.
TAIiSIn' S WORKS.

Tag3In himself enumerates in his published autobio
graphy three other works which he wrote in Persian, to wit,
TavarlkJa i Farsi, 3&vabl$ 1 Ahgreal and Insha e Tags In,
long before the Ifuragga* came into existence.

This list

occurs in almost all the US. prefaces with the word vagaira,
meaning etc., which points to tho inference that he had
compiled other books also, most likely of minor importance.
Accordingly, in IO.JiaTJ.53 there appears to be at least one
book more, namely, Ruqqa'at i Hadirati Roz Uarra havlsl,
and this, though it falls under the category of epistolary
composition, is mentioned separately from Inaha e Tagain
which is here called Insha TarazI.
••

All these books are burled in oblivion for the present
and we know nothing except their names.
Altaf Husain, Headmaster of

the

My learned friend,
well

-

known

Islamla

School, Btawah, Ta^s.ln's native place,

to whom some time ago I addressed a letter requesting
him to institute local enquiries regarding Tafraln and
his works, communicated to me the fact that there sur ■
vivas up to the present time a gentleman, named Maulvi
Sayyad Hasan of the family of Tatysin, who claims to be
in possession of three manusoripts written by Taljsln
himself.

It is hoped that some literary institution

in India or authorities here like those of the British
Museum will see their way to taking up the question of
the securing of these manusoripts, and that the immediate
future will throw abundant light on them.
The
Tavarlkh
i Farsi

A few words, however, may not be out of place in
this connection.

The book Tavarlkh

i Farsi mentioned

in the printed edition is stated, particularly in U8S.
U. 52, P- 1036 of the India Office and 316 of Berlin to
be Tavarlkh i Qaslml.

Blumhardt accepts both the names,

the former in his catalogue of the India Office and the
latter in that of the British Museum, while the Tcakira .

0 Shu'ara e Urdu (p. 11

above) and Garcln de lossy

both give the name of Tavarlkh i wasiml. Scantiness of
.

.

.

.

.

.

information on the point renders * it impossible to de
clare definitely which of the two is the correct name.

'

X aay, however, venture the remark that the title
Tavarlgi 1 Farsi convoys little or no sense and its
rival Tavarlkh i Qasiral has dooided superiority over it
and that tho hook nay ho some sort of history connec
ted with the name of iJawab Qasin *A1I Kha who was
raised to the M&sn&d of the Government of Bengal, Behar
rgnrt Orissa in 1760 and deposed in 1?63 and who was Tag
ain’a contemporary and perhaps patron at sorae tine when
our author visited Bengal.
The hook Javabit i AagresI, as its title implies,
seems to he a work on English Grammar, and serves to
show that Tagsln, besides being on eminent scholar of the
Persian language and most probably of Arabic also, as
in tho so days the two languages were cultivated side
by side, attained such proficiency in the English Ianguago that about two centuries back he produced in Per
sian a treatise on its rules.

So for as our knowledge

of the history of inglish education in India goes, he
belonged to the first batch of the inglish-knowiag In'<
••
*
aians, and not very unlikely was the first iiugammadan

known to history who apparently knew English i»erfectly
v

veil*

v

/* *
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The book. as has alreat^r been remarked, is known

by its name only and therefore we are precluded from
pronouncing judgment on its merits.
•

"

i

.
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The Nau 3hrz i Uura9§a#

The name of this book as given in. the printed
edition of 1846, on page 11, is not Nau Jarz i l£ura§§a'
but Inaha e Nau Tarz i Mura^^tf.

The four MSS. in the

India Office all furnish the same title with the word
Inaha on folios 7&» 7b. 7& snd 8b respectively.

But

in the prefaces of the two MSS. of the British Museum
this preliminary word is omitted and the name appears
only as the Nau Tars i Mura§?af which is also to be
found In ‘ishq’s Tabaqit i 8ukhan written in 1807
as well as in manuscript anthology of 1815 described
on pages 8 and 9

and the Tegkira e Shu'ara e Urdu, p. 10.

It

It i3 obvious that one set of authorities is op
posed to the other and we have no reason to accept the
one or discard the other, their dates also being of no
service as they are not definite in all cases.

But when

we think that in olden times the names of Urdu books,
in imitation of the Persian fashion, besides being
charged with a predominant Arabic element and tinged
with a poetical sense! w e d to be, in particular, heavy
and lengthy, the word 1Inaha1 seems to be wanting in
the present name of hau Tarz i ihara§jar. Moreover

1Inaha* means writing and writing in a new ornate style,
not inventing, the story of the Pour Dorveshes, whioh
already existed, was the chief thing accomplished by
Ta^sln in the production of the book.

It was therefore,

natural for him to employ a term connoting the precise
nature of his share of the labour.

Indeed, the residual

expression fKau Torz 1 i£ura§§a#f, the new gold-embroidered
style, refers exclusively to the language of the book
and demands fInaha1, the writing of, to complete its
sense.
Dr Gilchrist was the first Urdu soholar to publish ,
Kau i’arz i ilurajga' as the name of the book.
did in his preface to the Bag o 3ahar.

This he

In 1822-3*

iiugtafa Kha. Shefta, also refers to It in referring
to its author as §agib i Hau Tara i Uurag?a‘ in his
la&kira and the book when printed was also entitled
i.au Tars i tfurag§af. This name is now so firmly es
tablished that it defies all possibility of ohungins
it into any other form, even that proposed by the
author himself.
It may also be noted that Garoin de Tossy, in
the opening paragraph of his article on TagsIn, calls
the work Guldasta e Dastan as well whieh is but an
v*

oversight.
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This expression is metaphoricallyused for

the story by Tagain at the end of his preface like many
*v

others, viz., Dastan i Baharistan and Guldasta e Baharl
on p. 5 and not as the name of the book.

Approximately

a hundred years afterwards Mugammad ‘Eva? karri, of whom
we shall speak in the following p\ge». entitled his ver
sion of the tale Hau Terz i huragga* withoutanyacknow
ledgment of or reference to its prototype.
The date
Glaring blunders have been oommitted by various
of compila
tion of
biographers of Tagsln as regards the date of the oompilat-IlO
Muresga
tion of the Hau Tarz i ;.iura§ga‘. Of the numerous authori
.

ties we have examined Hugammad guaain, Izad, is the writer

who

first mentioned its date as 1798, basing it on

the belief, derived from the existence of the q^jlda
in the preface of the ^urassa* in praise of A^afuddaila, that the book was written under this king's
patronage and finished near the time of his death in
A.R, 1213, A.D. 1798.

This date was accepted unre

servedly by Blumhardt in 1898 i& his note on the U8.
of the Mura§?ar, Ho. Add. 8921, in the British Museum.
Other authors of note like those of Siyarul
Mujgar.nifin, Gul i Rn*na and A History of Urdu Litera
ture, etc., unhesitatingly followed 3zad and Blumhardt
in this respect.

But about 24 years later, obviously

on & more careful perusal of the preface of the ’£ura§9a
Blumhardt rightly rejected this date in his Catalogue
of the India Office, page 68, where he says:nAccording to Ax ad (Ab i ljnyat p. 24) the work was
completed in A«E» 1213 U-D- 1798); but this
must be a mistake, for it appears from the
author!s preface to have been almost finished
when 3huja* al Daulah died (A.D,

1

775)* and

was completed before the death of X?af al
Laulah (A.D. 1797)-

The date of composition

would therefore be probably about 1780."
This is much nearer the truth than Is ad's state
ment.

But still Blumhardtfs inference is not free

from flaw.

In fact, the actual work, to the exclu

sion of the qa§Ida in glorification of X^afuddaula and
the autobiographical preface, as set forth in the most
indisputable terms in T&^slnf3 preface itself on page
10, was completed some time before Shuja^uddaula' 8 death
in 1775*

And, as will be seen, (p. 14 supra)he began

the tale and wrote a portion of it much earlier, post
poning it for some time, perhaps a year or two, during
his stay at Patna; and since the death of Shuja *uddaula
had deprived him of the fruits of his labour he composed
a qa§Ida hymning his son Agafuddaula's praises and amal
gamated it in the preface in 1775 when the latter king
was elevated to the throne and obtained his reward from
him* as he avers, in the closing lines of the preface*
Before 1 take up the further question of the actual

time when the earliest portion of the tale was under taken I wish to place on record say strong suspicion
that tho qa$I&a which is mentioned by Taholn himself
'
as having been written in praise of JLjafU&daula, which
consequently contains laudatory references to him in
the two following lines on pages

13

and

15*

respec

tively, of the preface:-

ftnd which misled 11sad and others as to the date of
the composition of the Mura§§a' was originally com
posed for and addressed to Shuj£#uddaula and completed
together with the book before it was dedicated to A§afu&daula.

For, we know, in the first place, from the

preface that Tahsln resumed the compilation of the
Hura^ga* at the command of the former, finished it

when he was olive and was about to place it before
him for .approval
and benediction when he died.
—
Hence it Wfflil most probable that aocording to the
time-honoured usage in the Orient and in anticipation
of reward from him Ta^sln wrote a qa§Ida celebrating
y

the glories of Shuj a*udaaula. It is to me inconceiv
able that he could have submitted a book to the hawab
..

without glorifying him.

. .
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In the seoond place, we find

in the preface, on page 9» a poem, in which Tobtain eu
logises i’ai^abad and oalls it Shuja' uafh after the title
of Shuj a'uddaula and not
“ •V *•
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af flayh as in the following
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"If anyone asks me the description of
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Shuja' flaph (I shall say) the heaven
is resting on earth in the shape of
this fort.'
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which serves to show that the poem was solely composed

*

with, a view to gratifying Shuja'uddaula, who, (vide
Fotcl^. BsMjah, B.M. Or. 1015, fol. 152a) took the
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greatest pains in the improvement and "beautification
of Faii^abad, riding out some mornings with a hand of
spadesmex* and masons to make and supervise personally
alterations in the main streets.

*Jow the metre and

rhyme and general trend of this poem are exactly the
same as those of the qaglda and at the merest glance
one is convinced that both the poems originally con
stituted one continuous whole in which the •shehr1 and
the Vabehryar* were praised one after the other and it
was only subsequently, on the death of Shuja#uddaula,
£*-;•
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that Tocsin made nooesaary amendments in that part of
it which treated of the ’shehryar’to suit his successor,
and, as it would appear, Ta^sin heartowed very little
thought on the changes he hurriedly introduced.

In one

of the only two lines which underwent such retouching
he puts one of A§afuddaulafs titles Hishbar Jang and
in. the other his particular title 'Ajafuddaula1, by
which he was commonly known.

But both these titles

can quite easily be replaced by similar titles of his
father, namely, 'Safdarjang' and 'Shuja'uddaula' with(1 )
out injuring the sense of the qagida and the lines
would then read:-

• vv.v-
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The rest.of the subject matter of the qaglda is
too general to be applied to any particular person, not
to speak of the father or the son mentioned therein, and,
if it does apply, it is more applicable to Shuja'uddaula
than to Kgafuduaula as the former had a glorious career
standing to his credit while the latter had only started
his at the time of its oomposltion.

On the oontrary, the first verse, when referred to
ShuJ a uddaula, gives birth to a pun through the word
•Shuja‘*

,

v

•

The same argument holds good of at least the
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greater part of the preface itself.

It was also writ

ten before Shuja#uddaula?s demise*

Only the concluding

paragraph, between the poem on F&i^abad and the qaflda,
in which Tessin stated the reason for hia having recourse
to S^cfuadaula, was rewritten or added after the enthrone
ment of this king in 1775*

v.e must now pas3 on, in pursuance of our intention,
Date of
composi
to the determination of the approximate, if not the exact,
tion of
the first
year in whioh Taijsln first wrote a portion of the Hura^a*
instal
ment of
This date, as oan be seen from the information vouchsafed
the Hura ^ a
to us by him, (p. 14 supra), must lie somewhere between
the time of General Smith's journey on the Ganges and that
of his departure from Calcutta to England, and it would
have been a matter of comparative convenience to find
out the two dates had there been a full account of the
life of our author's General available.

Unfortunately

no book has ever been written on the life of this officer.
Spark, foster, Laurie, Kay and Baal do not mention any
Smiths in their works, called respectively, East Indian
Worthies, Heroes of the Indian Empire, Sketches of ths
Distinguished Anglo Indians, Lives of Indian Offioera
and Oriental Biographical Dictionary.

Sidney Leo enu

merates in his voluminous Dictionary of National Bio
graphy, Vol. III., scores of them, but here the majority
are heroes of affairs on ths European horizon, and the
./-»•».r 4
Vv*/v**’ * * yf*'4^32^5*.>“V7;'W'•%..v’*
■
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rest are in no vay connected with the military history

of the English in India*

The Dictionary of Indian Bio—

grajphy by Buokland mentions on p. 39* on® General Joseph
Smith who was apparently Ta^sln's contemporary and lived
between about 1733 and 1790; "Served under Clive in the
Carnatic in 1752, taken prisoner by the French in 1733;
*
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commanded the Trlohiiopoly garrison, 1737*38; was present
at the taking of Karikal and the siege of Pondicherry,
1760-61, created Colonel 1766, in command of the foroes
which defeated Raider and the Nizam at Trinomalai, Sept.
21, 1768; made treaty with the Nizam 1768; Major General;
took Tanjore, 1773; retired; died Sept. 1, 1790."
According to this sketch he seems to have retired
after 1773 about a year er two before Shuja'uddaula'a
death, probably when T&^sln oame from Caloutta to Patna.
This is to a very great extent supported by widely scatterod a d Isolated pieoes of information to be found in
the Indian Record. Series, Vestiges of old Madras by Henry
Davison Love, Volumes II and III, where in addition to
numerous minor details and anecdotes of his early career
from 1746 when he was a boy and an ensign in the Madras
f*
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garrison to the time when he rose to the rank of Brigadier
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General during the years 1767-1770* he is stated to
have resigned (Vol. III. pp. 73 &xxd 5*7J first in 1772
and (Vol. II. p.597) after being superseded by Col.
Wood to have been reinstated shortly after by the
Madras Council and finally to hove resigned a second
time, (Vol. III. pp. 73-74 and 81) retired in Ootober
1773 and sailed for England.
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India then oomes oompletely to an end when Stanhope,
writing in February 1776, remarks in his Memoirs
"the memory of General Smith will ever be revered
in India."
The name and the title of this officer and some
of the later dates of his oareer lead one to the be
lief that Joseph Smith may have been the Tatysln’s
Smith, but there are two outstanding grounds which
totally negative the idea.

Firstly, he appears no

where to be associated with the parallel events oc
curring in northern India and hence had no chance or
need to undertake a boat journey on the Ganges; he
came, lived and served in the South.

Secondly,

-•

although he was In favour with the rulers of the
Valajah dynasty In the Northern Saroare and onee, (Vol.
II., p. 620) on the 25th of May 1770, received 1500
pagodas as reward from the king there he was never
the recipient of any native titles like Mubarizul ttulk,
Iftlkharuddaula. §aulat Jang Bahadur, by vhloh Tajjsln
characterises his Smith.
There is, however, another contemporary General
Smith whose Christian name is Riohard and whose life
sketch is as usual ignored in all the above authorities,
excepting the last,

Prestiges of old Madras, Vols. II.

and III.} even this contains very minor and unimportant
details of his arrival in India and his earliest ap
pointment as gate-keeper, etc., but he has been referred
to in the Index (p. 662) of the India Office Records,
styled Home Miscellaneous Series, as Brigadier General
Smith, Madras and Bengal Army.

Further investigations

into other commonly unknown records and European manu
scripts preserved in the India Office disolose, however,
that this was the Smith who spent most of his life in
the North of India and was invested with native titles

also, thus supplying the two chief links missing in
the hypothesis relative to Joseph Smith.
Accordingly there exists in Volume 37 of European
Manuscripts, called the Orme Collection, on p. 81, a lettex
No. 4, dated, Head Quarters at Allahabad, 4, July, 1767*
from Colonel Smith to the Governor and Council, Fort
William, enclosing letters from Shah ‘H a m to the Gover
nor and to the Council, regarding a present of two lakhs
of rupees which the king wishes to make him; another
original letter. No. 17, in the same volume, pp. I3I-I38 ,
dated. Head Quarters near Allahabad, 31 , August, 1767,
from Richard Smith to R. Browne, asking him to use every
effort to induce the Court of Directors to sanction the
King's present to him, and adding in the concluding para
graph, "the King after two years attendance and soon af
ter my coming to the ohief oommand of the army was de
sirous of bestowing a mark of his royal munificence on
me - the same he had given to my predecessor - two lakhs
of rupees did he offer me."

And yet another letter on

pp. 193-206, dated. Head Quarters near Allahabad, 13 ,

Sept. 1767, from Richard Smith to the Court of Directors,
concerning the Shahaada's present of 2 lakhs, in which he
says "Notwithstanding I have the honour to command an
army consisting of no less than 34 battalions of Infantry, yet all my emoluments In your servioe do not
exceed seven hundred pounds per annua . . . "
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There are other letters amongst the European manu
scripts, eited above, under the headings Shuja'uddsula
and Shah 'Ham as well as under his own name written by
himself to his friends or signed by him which all go to
place the foot beyond the possibility of doubt that for
years and years his field of activity unlike that of
Joseph Smith was the north of India, particularly the
%

area lying to the east between Delhi and Calcutta, and
in these records there can also be traoed two royal
letters which embody Shah

31am's orders with regard to

the present of 2 lakhs of rupees alluded to in R, Smith's
letters, of which the first is "addressed to the Prime
,,-v
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Minister of Britain (Lord Chatham is named) in Smith's
own handwriting, eulogistic of him" and in vhioh he has
been at two places called 'Col. Smith Bahadur' , and the

second whioh is like the first undated, "to the
Governor of Fort William, translated from the original
by one Ur. Uaddison, the Company's translator of Per
sian letters, again in Smith's hand, regarding ths
present."

It would not be going too far should we

give here this second letter as it contains the native
titles, of oourse in English translation, conferred on
General Smith probably by the Court of Delhi.
"From The King Shah *3lam
To

The Governor of Fort William
"After the Form

"It ia now two years during which the Dignity
of nobility and Honour, ths Seat of Awe end Terror,
our loyal Servant, Worthy of Bemmneration, the Aggrandiser of Fortune, the Mirror of the Empire
Col. Smith Bahawder, Tremendous in War, has, from
ths integrity of his most labored (?) in tendering
obedience good wishes and services in ths resplen
dent presence, has rendered our sacred and propi
tious Personage well pleased and satisfied by the
excellency of his servioes, his attachment and

fealty.

In return therefore for all these good

services and out of our regard to our servants*
welfare two lakhs of rupees have been granted by
the subline Sircar as a donation to that gentleman.
You therefore the Dignity of Nobility will on the
receipt of this Royal Shuokah pay the aforesaid
sum ;agreable to the Draught to the Warrior of
the fiapixe:Bahawder and agreable to that Draught
it shall be brought to the aocount in the Subline
Sircar.

Seeing that the above-mentioned Bahawder

will not accept this without the order of your
Worthy of all Bounty we therefore direct that you
the Dignity of Nobility should write to the Colonel
upon the subject of accepting the aforesaid donation
so that he may receive the above mentioned sun agre
able to the Draught.

For the rest know that our

sacred and auspicious Personage have you from our
heart ever in remembrance."
The titles occurring in this document are (1) Dig
nity of Nobility and Honour, (2) the Seat of Awe and
Terror, {}) the Aggrandiser of Fortune, (4) the Uirror >/

the Empire, (5 ) Tremendous in War, (6 ) Warrior of the
Empire, Bahawder, the last of which is a correct ren
dering of Mubarisul Uulk, and the last hut one may he
taken to stand for Jaulat Jang whioh literally means
Terror or Fury of War.

Tatysln's third title Ifilkhar/

uddaula equivalent to the Pride of the Empire is not
there nor are the rest of the titles of the transla
tion to he found in Ta^sin's preface.

This disagree

ment, whioh is immaterial, is prohahly due to the dif
ficulties of translation in those days and partly to
inclusion of forms of address

in the list of titles

on the part of the translator.
These data regarding his connection with Northern
India and possession of native titles are, in my view,
sufficient to show that this Riahard Smith is the man
whom Tallin accompanied in his journey to Calcutta.

Now

it is time to recur to our main issue, that is, the deter
mination of the time of the journey and that of Smith's
departure from India between whioh Ta^sln wrote a portion
of the tales of the Uura$;a*.

It may he remembered that

Ta^sln in his preface describes Smith as General and
seemingly the date of the journey should be subsequent
to his elevation to that rank which took place (according
to a very significant document I discovered in the heaps
of India Offioe Records, Home Series, Miscellaneous, 24,
Contents p. XXII, Text p. 148) on the 2nd of November,
1768.

But suoh is not the oase.
**•* J> *
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Before that date he
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was placed in the position of a Commander, as he himself,
writing on the 31st August and ljth September, 1767, res
pectively, makes olear (pp. 35-36 supra)

"the King after

2 years' attendance and soon after my ooming to the chief
command of the army,” and "notwithstanding I have the
honour to command an army consisting of no less than 34
battalions of Infantry”, or in accordance with the Indian
interpretation of the word 'commander' he was a General
about a year earlier then when the Commission was issued.
Moreover, even granting that Smith commanded enormous
English forces when he was not yet oreated a General I
contend that because Taj^sln wrote his preface some years
not,
after the grant of the commission, he oouldK it is quite
obvious, then have called him other than a General.

4

/

Therefore, the date of the Commission, November
1768, does not stand in the way of our seeking the date
of the journey before it.

Curiously enough* 1 have ob

served amongst Einhard Smith's letters, bound in Volume
>8 of the European Manuscripts, quoted above, a series
of movements of his a year earlier, indicated by succeed
ing dates of his letters and by the names of the various
camping places which are situated betveen Allahabad and
Calcutta:One letter isdated
The following

,,

Another

,,

near Allahabad

1, Jan. 1768

Myr Absels (a
10, Feb. 1768
garden near Patna)
near Patna

17, March, 1768

OtherLetters Missing
And the last

dated

Calcutta

19, Sept, 1768

In none of the letters, however, is any reference to
journey by river or land made for reasons unknown to us.
But

the fact that he vas at this time moving from place to pL

is unquestionable and I strongly feel inclined to think
that these movements constitute Smith's journey lasting
for about 9 months from January to September 1?68» of

which, as ha complains in the preface, l'a^sln was tired
and to pass the time he listened to interestlng stories
narrated by one of his oompaniona.
In regard to the second important date, of Richard
Smith's departure from India there exists, so far as I
hare been able to explore, no official published informa
tion.

However, in the same European MSS. pp. 45-47, and

49-65, there are two very serviceable letters from which
we can with great certainty infer the date desired.
One letter, dated St. Helena. 17th February, 1770,
is from R. Smith to his friend Robert Orme in England,
asking him to break the news of his arrival to his wife;
the other, dated Calcutta, 28, August, 1770, is from
Charles Floyer to Riohard Smith, describing the course
of affairs in Bengal since Smith's departure and the
quarrel between the Council and the Select Committee,
sends him a copy of the debates; says that no news has
been received of the Aurora which left the Cape with
Commissioners Forde, Scrafton and Vansittart nine months
previously, refers briefly to the relations of the Govern
ment with 3huja*uddaula, the Marathas, Kaidar *All, etc.

In view of tbs Importance of Smith's letter we
quote It below:'
"St. Helena,
17th February, 1770.
"My Dear Oram,
"Thus far, my dear friend, am 1 advanced
In my passage to England In good health and good
spirits.

At this plaoe I have heard of the Com

missioners who are gone abroad.

It is true 1

wrote the Company of my intentions to quit their
%. .

‘v

.

• -i

service whenever the situation of their affairs
would permit but I never (? expected) to see a
military man sent abroad with superior power, how
ever disguised until they know of my resignation.
However 1 shall suspend all judgment of these
matters until we meet and as 1 shall sail within
seven days after the vessel whioh carries this
letter and as the Hampshire is remarkable for good
passages it is most improbable but I may be in
England ere this shall reach you.
"1 have thought it more eligible for you
to inform Mrs. Smith than for me to write her of

my near approach.
*'
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to her by degrees rather than for her to feel so
sudden a participation of suoh welcome intelligence
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my friends at Beading.
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At Bengal we enjoy the pro•■

foundeat external tranquility.
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The Commissioners

will not have much to do beyond the Department of
financing.

The Brigade recalled into the Provinces

and perfect harmony with Shuja'uddaula.

Indeed I

have finished my oareer at a time and in a manner
the most agreable to my fondest wishes.
In the pleasing hope of a speedy and happy
meeting I beg you will remember me amongst the sincerest of your friends, for I am, dear Qrae," etc.
Considering the slowness of the means of communica
tion in those days it calls for no comment that in order
to be able to write from St. Helena in the month of Febnuu
1770* Smith should have left India at latest towards the
’
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to Patna to prootisa probably ,-,,as
a pleader on his
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reoommendation.

This date is corroborated by the

episode related by the author of the 'iraaduss'adat
who speaks of Tafcsln as being in Lucknow in 1770-71
and reading Shuj a *uddaula's KharIta for Capt. Harper
(p. 9

supra) after spending in all probability a

year or so at Patna.
Thus it is de a r that the earliest portion of the
ttura^ga* was, broadly speaking, penned between the early
part of 1768 when the journey on the Ganges was under
taken and the do se of 17&9 when our Smith bade adieu
to India; and, judging by the trend of Ta^sln's state
ment in the preface, I am tempted to the oonilusion that
the first instalment of his prose was begun and completed
during the Qangetio voyage the last date of the termina
tion of whioh is 19th September 1768.
This is about 3° years earlier than 1798* the date
assigned by Xsad, and about 12 years before 1780, the
date suggested by Blumhardt in his Catalogue of the
Hindustani Manusoripts in the India Office.

CHAPTER III

COMPARISON OF THE EIGHT MANUSCRIPTS
OF THE
NAU TARE I MURAggA'

COUTSITS.

(1

The Printed. Murage*.

(2

1 .0 . 118. 0. 52 .

(5

Do.

u. 53 .

(4

Do.

P. 1036;
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DO.

TJ. 54 .
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B.U. 18. 444 8921.
Do.
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Or 4708.
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(11

Persons In the Jiuragga*.
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Differences of Words.

(13
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Interpolations in the Text.
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Differences in Vereee.
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Extra Verses in the USS.
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P. auragga*

(19 Taljsln'a Poetry in the Uuragga*

CHAPTER III.
COMPARISON OF THE EIGHT MANUSCRIPTS
OF THE
NAU TARE I HURAggA*.
iv

How I undertake the comparison of the eiglit manu
scripts of the Nau Tara i Mura??a* with the printed edi
»

tion, describing
first separately the■* characteristic a
of
•/ ' . *»
!y.
•;

-

*

each of them and then bringing out the differences of
text with a view to preparing a complete and oorrect
copy for publio&tion.
The first four MSS. belong to the India Office
Library and have been wrongly classified under Poetry
on pp. 67-7° of the Hindustani Catalogue, the following
*

two to the British Museum, the seventh to the Royal
Asiatio Society and the last to the xreussisohe Staatebibliothek, Berlin.
The
Printed
Murads'

It may also be noted that the printed Muraraa*
which forms the basis for comparison is one of the
rarest Urdu books, there being one oopy of it in the
India Offloe, another in the British Museum and one in
my possession which I got hold of at Hyderabad, Neocan,
after years of strenuous search.
As stated on the first title page, the book was

printed in 1846 in Bombay, and in my copy as well as in
that of the

India Office there is a sort of certifying

note in English, pasted to each of them, written by Vans
Kennedy, Oriental Translator to the Government of Bombay,
whioh is wanting in tho B.U. oopy.

This note is remark

able in that it embodies an expression of appreciation
of Ta^sXn's style in the iluragga* on the part of on
European as against the condemnation of it by almost
all the other Western scholars of drdu probably follow
ing the lead of hr. Gilchrist.
'flie print was apparently made from some good US.
but it does not contain tbs tale of Barkhuada Siyar, or
Adventures of the Dog-worshipping Merchant, and is not
free from mistakes.
India
Offioe
US.,

U. 52

This US. is much worm-eaten but it is legible throu^iout.

It has, besides the six lacunae pointed out by

Blumhordt, two more gaps, occurring as follows t(1) A gap of one page from the middle of p. 24 to
the middle of p. 25 of the printed book after fol. 10 .
(2) A gap of six lines of p. 74 of the book on
fol. 42b.
The date of the US. is the 20th of Ramgan, A.H.
1241, A.D. 1826, os given In tho oolophon at the end.
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It agrees very largely with the printed edition but it
'is fuller, containing the tale of Farkhundn Siyar or
Adventures of the Dog-Worshipping
I.O.US.,
u. 53

erohant.

This is an incomplete oopy, consisting only of the
author's preface, the introductory account of king Farkhunda Siyar and the story of the First Darvesh.

The

US. is undated; Blumhardt assigns it to the 19th cen
tury whioh is but a oonjectural date.

It belonged to

the Royal Library of the King of Delhi and was secured
*1

m
* vV • ••v‘ v v ■.*s«jy ’ . * * . ‘c ; . . .Api.S-V-V

'

by Lord Canning in 1853.

*'%,*'

It is written in a careless,

illegible hand and so marred by errors that it is al,.*-v ' f v 7 ' *

most valueless.
I.O.US.,
p. 1036

Another incomplete oopy, oontaining the author's
preface,whioh Blumhardt has omitted to mention in his
Catalogue, the introductory story and the title of the
First Darvesh.
date.

It, like the preceding one, bears no

Blumhardt fixo

19th oentury.

It was, however,

prepared, as appears from one of the three notes on the
first page, for the library of Ur. Richardson, banker
to Warren Hastings, in tbe city of Lucknow.
it

Though

4.a written in a very shikasta nasta'llq. the hand

writing is extremely beautiful and perfeotly legible.
1

f;
Y
It is free from mistakes and with the aid of it I have
been able to oorrect my own oopy.
1.0.113.,
U. 54

This US., dated the 29th Uuharram, A.H. 1248, A.P.
18J2, comprises Taijsln's preface, the introductory ac
count of Farkhunda Siyar and three other stories, namely,
the stories of the First and the Third Darveshes, and of
the Dog-Worshipping Merchant, of whioh the last two have
been given the Qolleotive title of Uarwarld and entirely
composed by one Uu^ammad HadI, known as Mirza ttugal,
poetically named, Gafil.

Thus the US. consists of a

part of the Uuraf^a'and the Uarwarld and cannot justi
fiably be called an entire oopy of the former.
B.U.US.,
Add 8921

This US. was oopied for one Captain Corner,whom
the soribe eulogises in a prose colophon on fol. 146b
and in a short qafida, beginning,

on fol. 147a. The date of copying is not given.

This

is a complete oopy of the Uau Tars i Uura^a*, including

the story of Khwa.ja Sag parast.

Its text, however, differs

entirely from the printed edition and the other seven MSS.
as well.
B.M.MS.
Or. 4708

This is the earliest copy of the lot.

The samvat

year 1880, A.P. 1823, i8 mentioned on the last page.

It

tallies with the printed edition in every respect, but the
Adventures of the Dog-Worshipping Merchant are wanting,
notwithstanding the fact that the name Nau Tars i Muraf^a*
is written in the preface of the MS. the scribe chooses
to call it in his red-ink colophon, fol. 92b, Qi§§a e
cahar Darwesh, which he copied, as he says, at Kol
(modem Aligarh) from the copy of one Mahajan Lola Man
Singh for another Hindu Lila Khushhal Rae. son of Lala
Hhagvan Das, agent for the Maharaja of Bharatpur.
The US. is in a very good condition and vritten
very neatly.
Royal
Asiatic
Sooiety
MS., Mo.
12

The seventh MS. of the Mura§§a‘ belonging to the
Royal Asiatic Society is also mentioned in the Oriental
Catalogue of the Sooiety as Cahar Darvesh.

It was

never perused before as its pages were not cut and
numbered. It is, however, oomplete and the best of all
the copies discussed above.

It is very carefully written

J?

end free from mistakes of writing.

The first page is

missing, involving the loss of the introductory verses,
it is dated A.H. 1241, A.D. 1823-26.
Berlin
US. 316

During the course of my researches I came across,
in the libraries of the India Office and the British
Museum, a book, called the Bibliotheea Orientalis
Sprengeriana, published at Giessen in 1837.

It is a

catalogue of Sprenger*s private collection, consisting
of MSS. and printed books which he despatched from In
dia, as appears from its preface, "round the Cape of
Good Hope to Hamburg" a year before.

In it each MB.

or book is described in a short note and on p. 95
1746, is the
.

"

.

•

Ho.

V" *

A story by Ata Husyn Khan
m: 4°, 500pp. Fine."

Judging the MS. from the number of its pages, I thought
it must be the fullest copy and contain more material
than any of the London MSS.

Accordingly I went to the

University of Bonn, in Germany, to approach Professor
Paul Kahle, Head of the Oriental isohes Seminar and
Secretary of the German Oriental Sooiety, with the
request to take steps in the direst ion of discovering

a clue to the MS. spoken of in Sprenger's Bibliotheoa.
He very kindly promised compliance with it and in about
two weeks' time the MS. arrived from Berlin in Bonn and
was placed at my disposal.

The first page of it had a

printed slip attached to it with the remark that the
oopy contained 5 X) pages but this information as well
as that in the Bibliotheca was utterly inaccurate and
misleading as the US. actually oovered not more than
152 folios or 304 pages.

However, it was complete i,:

from start to finish and dated A.H. 1250, A.D, 1354-55*
and was in very good oondition and beautiful ahikasta
hand.

Through the kindness of Professor Xahle I had

photographs of sixty pages taken, embracing tho story
of the Bog-Worshipping Merchant, to be incorporated in
my complete and correct copy of the Hnu Tarz i Murafga*.
Out
Passing on to the disoussion of the torts of these
lines
of the
various MS8 . it seems desirable at the outsot to point
oomplete
Murossa out that though our work is generally called the wi??a e
Cahar Darvesh or the Tales of the Four Darveshes yet
every oomplete version of it, the Persian, the Muras?a*,
the Bag o Bahar and various others contain independent
accounts and tales more in number than suggested by this

title, the constituent ports invariably being:(1) The Introductory Account of King Farkhuada Siyar;
(2) The story of the First Darvesh;
(3)

Do.

Seoond

Do.

(4)

Do.

Third

Do.

(5)

Do.

Dog-Worshipping Merchant;

(6 )

Do.

Fourth

Darvesh;

(7) And the Concluding Account of Farkhuada Siyar.
And so far as the Uura§§a' is oonoemed all its eight MSS.
end the printed edition oontain
(8 ) An autobiographical preface spoken of above.

Different Tcarte
of the
Uura§§a*.
The chief persons of the various tales and. anec
Persons
in the t
dotes are in most oases the same in all the MSS. as they
Uura$9a
are in the printed book save that in the B.U.MS. Add 8921,
fol. 10a, the King iarkhundn Siyar is oailed by the name
of Szad Bakht.

However, at the end of the story of the

First Darvesh, fol. 50a and 50b, he is at 3 different
places mentioned as Farkhunda Siyar instead of Asad Bakht.
In the Berlin MS. both these names are amalgamated into
one and the King is named "Asad Bakht Farkhunda Siyar"
on fols. 10a, 10b, and lib.

But farther on on fols. 63b,

110a and 133a the name is restored to its simpler form
Farkhunda Siyar.
Likewise, in the former US., the name of Farkhunda
Siyar*s vaair is given as 'Aqnlmand in place of Khlradmand whioh latter is found uniformly in all the remaining
seven MSS. add the printed book.

Besides, in the story

of the Third Darvesh the Prince of 'Ajam and the Princess
of Forong are towards the conclusion ^respectively called.
Prince Bakhtivar and Ualaka e Uehr Niger.

They are men

tioned under the same names also in US. Or. 4706 of the

B.M. and the Berlin US. J16.
In the last MS. the Fourth Darvesh calls himself the
Prince of

(Khotan) wliile in all other MSS. the

name appears as the Prinoe of

(China).

This

difference is of no consequence as both the words have
exactly similar forms when written in Urdu script and
the disagreement lies only in the situation of dots which
ore so often omitted or misplaced in shikasta writings,
especially by careless scribes.
Differ
ences of
words

So far as individual words, single or compound, are
concerned, most of the texts utterly lack uniformity.
The reason seems to be that a soribe being unable to
decipher certain words in a manuscript, from which he
was called upon to make a fresh copy, thought out for
himself with the aid of his imagination wholly new words
which never come into the mind of the author, thus even
tually changing the text in many places.
Here are some specimens of such innovations in the
printed edition whioh from consideration of spoco we com
pare with only three manuscripts,

In almost each case

the context shows at onoe whioh is the correct reading.

<sr

US. U. 52
Corre

Printed yura§ya'
Incorrect
P. 101
.. 131

»»

•J. 53

.. 24
53
>, 59
,, Add.8921
,, 19

,,

20

>. 23
Besides these Tarlants I have detected and noted for
emissions
In the
Text
toy use instances of lines ranging from one to several
having been omitted in most of the MSS. and the printed
ifura§5 &* and if some of the omissions are not restored
the text is meaningless.
Omissions in the rJSS.

1 .0 . 11.52

..

U. 54

B.U. Add. 8921

Fol. 84a

-s p. 159 of the p.Uura

128a a

204

70a

—

101-02

15®

*

27

6lb

m

124

64a

•

128

Pol. 68a » p. 136 of the p. Kura??!

B.M. Add. 8921

87b «

172

1356 -

194

B.M. Or. 4706

48a *

117

Berlin 316

75a »

123

141a »

190

148b 3

203

Omissions in the printed ihira^^a*

Rehandline of
the origin&l
text

p. 4

3

8

3

Preface of Cf. 53
,,

P. 1056

197 3
197 -

145a, 516
1351) and 136a, Add. 8921

197 *

124b, U. 52

In MS. Add. 8921 a suooesaful attempt has been made
to simplify the language of Tahsln.

The highly ornate

expressions have been modified and at places ■whole sen
tences viiioh were fall of far-fetched metaphors and in
tricate conceits have been dropped.

Indeed, in this

copy the tturaffa* has been overhauled.

Still, the rest

is from the pen of Tahsln and tallies with all the oopies.
In order that some idea may be formed of the modifications

I give below a specimen of 12 lines, selected at random
from fol. 10b corresponding to pages 16-17 of the printed

Muraijja'

This attempt at simplification of the diction ap
pears to he identical with the brilliant attempt of
Ulr Amman at the suggestion of Dr. Gilchrist which pro
duced the famous Bag o Bahar.

This US., as observed

above, was prepared for Capt. Corner and it is not un
likely that in this case the suggestion emanated from
him.

Regarding the author of the changes no informa

tion is forthcoming in the MS. 1, however, think that
they were made by the scribe of the US. who gives his
name as £ulam ffaldar on fol. 147a and the fairly long
Urdu oolophon embodying also a critical estimate of the
Uuraf§a# is written by him in a manner and in a language
that show that he was a very well educated person.
Similar disagreement between US. No. 12 and other
copies is also quite conspicuous.

In it alterations

have been carried out on such a scale that while the
original lines have been followed the work as a whole
has been partially rewritten.

It, no doubt, conduces

to an easier comprehension of the subject but occasion
ally it loses the classical dignity of expression.

The

following few lines from the US. fol. 102a and the printed
Uura^fa' pp 178-79 will serve as illustrations-
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Inter'
polation
in the
text

As explained above Mirza Mugal is a partial author
of MS. U. 54, and, as he himself states in his own short
preface, whioh he has added to the work, he has changed
Tatysln*a preface,' the introductory story and the tele of
the First Darvesh in so far as he has discarded most of
the verses used in them by Ta^sln together with the
qaglda alleged to be in praise of A^afuddaula and sub
stituted in their place entirely new verses from the
poetry of standard masters, Sauda, Mir, Dord and Mir
jjasan.

Differ
ence in
Verses

Further examination has revealed the existence of
disagreement in the Persian and drdu verses embedded in
various texts throughout.

There are a number of coupleto

in the MSh whioh are not to be found in the printed Mu
rage*} and there are others found in it but wanting in
the MSS.

We reproduce here all such extra versos from

the USS. and our object in so doing is to

help future

students who may be engaged in determining and collecting
Taysln’s poetical productions.

Concerning those couplets

in the printed Mura^a* which are wanting in the MSS. we
will content ourselves with quoting the pages of the
former along with the oorresponding folios of the latter.

Tie hare omitted certain verses In the MSS. whioh
through a series of mistakes of transcript ion have been
*^

V .

1

reduced to doggerel,and oorrooted others common to
various MSS. with the aid of one another.
Extra
Verses
la the
MSS.
MS.U.52

M S . or.

52 , fol. 68a, 3l6$x *f©l. 6}a

(Printed Mura$§a*, p. 100)
O. 52 , fol. 67a, Or. 4708,
fol. 44b, 12, fol. 66b, and
^16, fol. 68b.
(Printed Uura§ga#, p. 110)

Or. 52 , 67a, 12 , 66b, and Jl6, 68b
(P.M., 110)

o r. 52 , 87a, 12,90b (P.M.,154 )
Do.

120b

( Do. 190)

Do.

12j)a,

( Do. 194)

If a verse isfound in more than one US. the numbers
and folios of such MSS. are also given.

I hove also in

dicated corresponding pages of the printed Mura^a
a verse is wanting.

where

This US. contains 29 introductory verses in lieu
of 9 in the printed Mura§fa*.

Bat all of them are con

fused and. meaningless, excepting the following two:-

U. 53. 35b, 12, 36*. 516, 36a
P. 10>6, 27a and b. (P.M. 60)

This oouplet ooours in P. 1036,

27a and b only.

Add. 8921, 72b, Or. 4708, 60a
(P.M., 145)

Add. 8921. 80a (P.M., 159)

In the p. Mura§§a* the first and the last hemistiches
have been wrongly united into one distich.
Add. 8921, 84b, Or. 4708, 69b,
#

316, 98b, (P.M. 167)

Add. 8921. 85b, 12, 97b,
(P.M., 168)

Or. 4708, 28a, (P.M., 70)

4708

Or. 4708, 35a, (P.M., 89)

Do.

79b, 12, 139a, (P.M.,187)

Do.

83a, (P.M., 194)

/>

MS. 12

12, 69a. (P.M., 115)

ho., 70b, (ho.

118)

ho., 74b, (ho.

125 )

ho.

130 )

77b

(ho.

f t
•.

12, 79b, J16, 80b, (P.M., 133)

Do. 81b, Do. 82b,

(DO.

137)

Do. 147 a cmd b,

(Do.

199)

A (Do.

207)

«r

Do. 152b,

4

US. 316

316, 88a, (P.M., 147)

Do.

88b,

(So.

148)

Do.

98b,

(DO.

167)

SO.

107a

(SO. 182)

So.

138a

(So. 184)

so. 139a

(so. 186)

316, 142b, (P.M., 192)

Do.

14>b

(Do. 194)

Do.

144a

(DO. 195)

Do. 144b

Do.

147b

(Do. 197)

(DO. 202)

Do. 148a

(DO. 203)

Do. 149a

(Do. 205)

us. o. 32
Extra
Verses
in the
P.Uur&3§a

Page of the P.Uura$$a*

Polio of the US.

No. of Verset

2

Preface

2

6

1

12

61
Xabit

45

35b

68

m

97

58b

100-101

60a

4

108

65b

2

123

74b

7\

%

124

75b

125

76a

139

84a

184

117b

184

118b

2

188

119b

2

190

120b

2

192

121b

1

194

123a

196

123b

197

124a

199

125a

203

127b

204

128a

205-209

128a-130a

10

tf. 55
Page of the P. Uura§§a*

2

Folio of the US.
Preface

Mo. of V

1

2

12 and. 1}
57

55a

2

60

>6a

5

P. 10J6
24b

54

1

u. 54
I

0

3

1

Tersea hove been interpolated
Add. 8921

14

Preface

2

19

12a

5

26

15a

2

27

lja

2

54

19a

5

116

^8a

1

125

61b

1

154

66b

1

144

75*>

1

167

84b

1

175

88a

1

/*

Or. 4708
Page of the P. Mura§§a*

Polio of the US.

flo. of Verst

2

Preface

1

115

47a

1

117

48a

Kablt

159

38a

1(Verst

167

69b

1

MS12
2 and 3

Preface

12-16
63

38a

114

68b

115

69a

116

69b and 70a

117

70a

118

70b

12>

73a

124

74a

123

74b

131

78a

132

78b

133

79b

134

80a

137

81b

1 and a Kal

A

MS.12 (oontinued)
rage of the P. .tura§§a*

Folio of the MS. . Ho. of Verses

1J8

82a

1

139

82b

1

141

83b

1

142

"

143

84a

3

144

84b

1

146

85b

2

147

86a

1

148

86b

4

150

87a

2

153

89a

2

154

90 a

1

159

93®

1

160

93b

2

162

95®

2

166

96b

3

167

96b

1

168

97b

2

171

99®

1

172

99b

2

1

173

“

6

174

100b

4

1

MS.12 (continuedJ
Page of the P. Mura^a*

Polio of the MS.

ho. of Verw

177

101a

2

178

102a

4

180

10}a

1

MS.316
50

30a

l|

51

30b

1

60

36b

}

61

37 a

i

114

70b

115

71a

1

122

75a

1

12}

"

2

124

75b

2

125

76a

1

131

79a

1

137

82b

1

147

87b

2

143

96a

2

144

98a

1

148

99b

2

173

101b

4

175

103a

1

li

2

MS.316 (continued.)
of the P. Mura§§a*

Polio of the MS.

Mo. of Terse:

183

107b

!

184

138e

4

188

139a

2

•

140a

3

190

141a

1

192

142b

3

194

143b

1

193

144a

2

196

144b

3

197

"

2

198

145b

3

199

146a

202

147b

203

148a

204
206-208

148b
149a-150b

1

2 half vers
1
3
8

Tahsln* s
poetry
in the
Sfuraggtt

Tatjnln, as already considered above, was 5° years
ego introduced to the modem Urdu literary world first
by flsad as only the author of a prose work with the re
sult that all the subsequent biographers, Muhammad Ya^ya,
Tanha 'Abdul #al and Saksaina, etc., treated him purely
os a prose writer and authorities on poets like arl Bam
and *Abdus Salam, Hadvi, omitted all referenec to him
in their works, KhuraTri^rm e Javid and Shi'rul Hind res
pectively.

But 1'a^sln was really a votary at the shrine

of the Muses.

He wrote both in Persian end Urdu.

His

own opinion about his skill in tne curt is reflected in
his verse in MS. U, 52. of the India Office, fol. 68a,

in which ha calls himself TutI o ilindosta, the parrot
or the most eloquent poet of India.

His poetical work,

however, has unfortunately, through the ravages of time,
not been handed down to us.

But in the printed :?ura§§a*

alone out of over 450 Persian and Urdu versos intermingled

/ *

with ths text throughout to afford a relief from the
monotony of prose description, lafrain's Urdu couplets,
so far as 1 have been able to doxortilae, amount to 12j>,
all being Jrdu, and I deem it desirable to append here
a list of the various pages of the Lura^a' on whioh
they occur and subsequently take up a few of them for
discussion in order to form a critical estimate of his
poetry.

As some of these verses are also oited as spe

cimens of his poetical talent in the t^kiraa examined
above X shall also refer to them vhere uscessury
Jjo* »f CoupXsjLS
&

s s t a * ‘

2-3

^

9u ;

9

12

12-16

61

30

3

62

5

First two quoted in
*Aycrush bhu'ora

First two quoted in
*Ayaruah Sim*ora

In the India Office US. U.53 their number is 29.

£Sm of tho printed

a.,., of Coupleta

hurhyyU*

6> >

5 First two quoted in 'iogkira
© Hhu*ara i Urdu,

66

14

Two recur on p. 51 of the
p. Kuro^a*, ton quoted
in *Ayarush Sim*are., and
ell in Togkira of the
hinoustanl roete.

99

^

101

11

105

1

Both quoted in Tqgkira e
Sarvor, pp. 10-15

Throe more Urdu couplets, contained in the 1 .0 . M3S.
U.52 , fol. 63a, and U.55 , preface, and one Persian worse
given in Tqfckira e Shu*ora e Urdu, pp. 13-21, may he added.
All these verses really belong to Tagsin.

host of then

embody his takhallua: thoae in whioh this is wanting are
spoken of by him in the text as his composition and in
oases where both these proofs foil they are cited as his
in one of the above te&kiras.

It is quite possible that

among the remaining verses which embroider the tfura^ga*

there are more composed by him but as mo evidence is
forthcoming as to their identity I cannot but leave them.
Estimate
of His
Poetry

In Tafrsin1s time the Urdu language was in the course
of evolution and employed chiefly as the vehicle of
poetical thought.

In the Horth of India there were two

centres at the time, Delhi and Lucknow, and the impor
tance of the latter consisted mainly in the fact that
owing to the decay and disintegration of the Mugal power
at Delhi and to the diminution of patronage and bounty,
great masters of the art of poetry like Sau&a and Mlr
and whole families of men of learning had migrated from
that sanctuary to this new nucleus of security and opulence
where the rulers were ardent lovers of true merit and geniui
Those stars in the galaxy of Urdu poets Itish and Haaikh
had not yet raised the standard of the literary indepen
dence of Lucknow.

Delhi was, therefore, the only place

where Urdu was cultivated.

Anyone who happened to be

bora there was able to acquire a thorough oomaand of the
language and attain to the rank of a first rate poetTahsln, on the contrary, was a native of Etowah, and

although his style is powerful and fresh it looks
Dehlvl-iss end oil that it implies.

Ka often wrote

after the approved tendencies of Lucknow and indulged
in Persionisad construction.

On p. 9 °f the p. Muro§§a*

he says in praise of FaigabSd

and on pp. 12, 15 and 14 in praise of Asefuddnula

All these verses are characterised by subtleties of

thought and high flights of fancy but they exhibit
extreme Persianisation and are, therefore, very stiff;
they are olevor but mechanical; they boar the imprint
of dexterous workmanship and, like all poetry of Luck
now, they appeal to the train only.

They ore paraded

to show scholarship and erudition, and as they all form
pert of poems written in praiso of the city and its
ruler they arc e sort of rhetoric in verso rather than
V

true poetry.

»

‘
fetfysln wanted money end he wrote them for

money.
His gasala, however, hen’s a note of genuine fueling
they are passionate and echo the heart, throbs of the
lower in ayony and their tone is elevated.

He says on

p. 99*««y.

'
•

\

'I

-

•,

In this verse he extols tbs deep devotion and loyalty
of the lover,

ne is described as still sitting on the

spot where his disloyal sweetheart left him last and no
consideration whatever could remove him from the place.
He is there like a foot-print which excludes the possi
bility of movement and transference.
His versos ore also roplote with gufl elements*

tingad with personal emotion •nd breathe on atmosphere
of real vision of the working of the human mind.

Another

verse of the some gatsol runs thus:-

"I sometimes am a dweller in the sacred enclosure
of Meoea and sometimes in the temple of idols;
my heart has made me unscrupulous by shifting
me from place to place."
Here he honestly discloses the inner behaviour of
a crude soul whioh is at one time inclined to
love spiritual and at another to

f

Cr*J

Cr*J worldly

love and. he disapproves this state of the nind which, as
he asserts, is debased and needs to be refined.
Another verse whioh he wrote in on inspired and
eloquent moment dealing with a theme of mysticism is os
follows

" A heart devoid of Thee is like a bottle without
\

wine;
Of what use is that rose whioh has no fragrance?”

In this verse his observation points to the fact
that however complete an embodiment of
and refinement a man may be

sobriety,

culture

he can not be serviceableto

his fellow beings unless and until he is linked together
with God, the fountain head of all culture of the human
soul, and derive light from him.
Last, not least, is Tajjsln's iJukitlxaanaas which has
been cited in most of the ta&kiras mentioned above.

It

consists of.seven stanzas, beginning with

It is marked by beauty
diction and spontaneity; it

and grace, eleganceof
flows with evenness

and

absence of break and is singularly effective and melo
dious.

It has an erotic element, emotion being given

more play.
In regard to Tatyaln* a Persian poetry only one thought
ful and spontaneous verse is vouchsafed to us, namely,

"I came to know only after my martyrdom that life

(whioh. is & worthless thing) can also bo of
some servioe."
whioh Is quoted in the ‘Taftkira e Shu*era e Urdu* (p. 10
above) and Tagain simply claims to bo a soholar in that
language in one of his introductory verses In the Mumgga** vis.:-

•I am similarly well-versed In Persian but It is
very difficult to understand It."

Ip

CRAPTEB IV.

a m sooner

of t h e

MUHAggA*

CGHTSHTS.
g w ...fiB«g&Jan J&s. jjaaaasa*,..l♦
Tho Persian Cahar Darveaii.
(1) B.U. US. Add 8917.
(2)

Do.

Add 7677-

(>)

DO.

Add 5652.

(4) Bodleian US. So. 44}.

(5> 1.0. US. Uo. 7>9(6)
Do.
740.
(7)
(8)

So.

741.

Do.

742.

Author of the Persian CahSr Darreah.
(1) *"^t* jOjusrau.
(1) Biographies of Khaaran.
(ii) Khxtarau Conlttee's Tier.
(ill) Khaaran* a ora aooount of hia works.
(It) Jfeaorau's Prose Style.
(t) Aneodotes connected with Hlzanruddln,
Anliya.
(2) Ouseley'a lie*gua.
(3 ) Karri, the Pseudo-author.
(4) Anjah, the prohahle author.

The Scrorce of the

Moragga*. II

(1) Tajjsln*s own Assertion.
(2) Tajjsln translated B.H. 118. Add *>6j2.
(3) His US.slightly different.
(4) Tocsin’s share In the Muragga*.

CHAPTER IV.
THE SOURCE OF THE MURAJoA .

The information existing on the source of the
Muragga* is rather oonflicrtlng.

Gilchrist says that

the Muragga* is a translation from the Persian original
composed by Aalr Khusrau. while Tafcsln asserts in his auto
biographical preface that he heard the stories of his
book from a friend of his.

This naturally leads to an

examination of the Persian original and also to the
detexnination of its author and subsequently to a com
parison of the Persian text with the text of the iiuragga'.
.The
Persian
Cahar
Darvoah

Tho Persian original commonly believed to be from
the pen of Amir Khusrau of Delhi is a rare book.

For

tunately there are extant in the wonderfully equipped end
precious library of the British ifuseum three manuscripts
of it* two oomplete and one defective.

There is also

one manuscript in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, which
formerly belonged to Sir William Ouseley.

In the

libraries of the India Offloe, the Royal Asiatic Sooiety,
Cambridge University, and Berlin there are catalogued
certain works of Amir Khusrau. but In none of those has
the existence of the Cahar Darvosh cprae to light. The
same is true of most of the libraries in India.

For in

stance, the Asiotio Sooiety, Bengal, Bankipur Library,
the private but famous collection of JJablb ganj, belong
ing to Basrah gadr Tar Jang, include numerous books both
MS. and printed of the authorship of Amir Khusrau. but
our Qi§§a is not traceable there.

However there exists

a MS. of it in the state Library of Kanpur from which a
copy was obtained by the authorities of the Muslim Univ
ersity, Aligarh.

Thus in India, the home of the book,

there are available only two copies.

To these a refer

ence is made in the Prolegomena to the collected works
of Amir Khusrau. published at Aligarh in 1917* and, as
it would appear, the original Rampur MB. has no special
features and does not add to our knowledge anything more
than what is contained in the MSS. preserved in England,
to the description of whioh we now pass.

^^

See Appendix on

p.

below.

W

US. Add.
8917

The first of the B.U. MSS., described in Rieu's
Catalogue of Persian USS. is Ho. Add. 8917*

It fills

440 pages and contains 18 paintings; it has no preface,
nor colophon

Hence the author or the scribe of it

the date when it was written axe untraceable.

Rieu places

it in about the end of the seventeenth century.

But 1

have not been able to discover any testimony to its cor
rectness.

The US. is marred by omissions and errors of

every description.

It is interspersed with but few

verses.
US. Add.
7677

The second US. of the B.U. is numbered Add. 7677,
comprising 214 pages in all, the story of the Fourth
Darvesh being incomplete and the concluding account of
2zad Bakht wanting.

The defective story covers only six

pages, dealing with the death of the king-fother of the
fourth darvesh, with the usurpation of the throne by the
brother of the deceased, and his endeavours to destroy
by stratagem the rightful heir, the fourth darvesh, with
his being befriended in his adversity by one of his negroslaves who takes him to his father's bosom friend Sadiq.,
the King of Jinnat for help whioh is promised on condition

that the prince shouLd procure the original of a paint
ing of a very charming girl.

Then the story breaks off

abruptly on fol. 107a.
Rieru remarks that the text of this MS. slightly
differs from that of the preceding one.

It is true but

the real fact is that the first MS. appears at some places
to be an abridged rendering of the second one. end the
abridgement extends both over prose and verse as in tho
corresponding passages of the two on folios 2b and 3b.
He puts the second MS. In the early eighteenth century,
that is to say, from about a quarter to half a century
after tho first MS., but as this latter is derived and
abbreviated from the seoond it cannot be an earlier copy.
The date of the first must therefore lie somewhere after
the eighteenth oontury.
The seoond MS. is a very correct copy and has numerous
verses.

And all suoh passages or episodes as are wanting

in it and yet oontained in the third 3.U. MS. and in the
Mura$$af are also omitted from the first, for example, the
story of the Incalculable Wealth of the Princess of Ba^ra.
*}•
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Moreover the lost adventure of the dcg-worshipping merchant

1

0

t

is ascribed in both of them to Saudiigar Bacca e %arbaejin.
V>e shall see that UXr Amman follows,in his version,
the Bag o Bahar, this sooond US. and through it the first
one.
US. Add.
!>6J2

The third B.U. US., Bo. Add. 5632, ooaprises 212

pages, is a complete correct and very good copy, its hand-wri)
is extremely ahlkasta and oon be deciphered only with
•

difficulty.

. iiy*:

%y.-
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*

• V-S
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Nevertheless it is beautiful.

^
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It lacks

all information os to the author or the date.

Rieu

puts it like the foregoing US. in early 18th century.
The diction and style of the book indicate that it has
been written by some Persian and not by on Indian.

It

is hlgily ornate, there being scarcely an expression
whioh is not tinged with metaphor, but it is graceful,
dignified and unrivalled, and there is an easy simplicity
that seems inseparable from the diction and the narration
of coherent facts.
The difference between the phraseology of this US.
and that of the preceding one is so marked that either

V
4the one or the other

tos

completely reviseu and re

written by a different man.

However, notwithstanding

the fact that US. Ho. Add. 8917 follows very closely
the outlines of US. Ho. Add. 7677 in every possible
respect it has at least one detail common with this US.
then all the darveshes gather together in one plaoe and
in the beginning sit in silence with their heads bowed,
one of them sneeses by dhanoe and the other three dar
veshes are awakened by the noise.

This is to be found

in the first US. on fol. 6b, line 1, os also in this
third US. fol. 4a, line 5. but is wanting in the second
US. in whioh it should have been on fol. 4b, line 1.
Bodleian
US.
Ho. 443

This oopy of the Persian Cahar Darvesh came into
Sir William Ouseley*s possession in 1795-

Its Ouseley

Ho. is given as 221 in Saohu and Bthe's Cat., Bodleian
Library, wheroas it is 417 in the owner's original Cata
logue Uanusorits Orientaux, preserved in the B.U.

On

the fly-leaf of the US. Ouseley signs his name both in
Persian character and English and further odds that the
author of the book was one JJaklm Mufranmad ‘All Ua*§um.
The US. has a oolophon of which the words 'novishta
shud' ore taken down as 'du so soda' in tho note of the

*

Bodleian Catalogue with a doubtful nark,

It is dated

”2. P.M., Sunday, 27th aha'ban 1131 *AlI" (1131 wrongly
given in the Catalogue as 1141).

There was never in

vogue an era oonneoted with the name of

All.

Hence

**AlI* is a slip for 'Fa§ll*. As regards the date it
self Z have reoeived the following information: na) Shore are several fafll eras in India, but
this M3., written in Orissa, probably follows the
Bengal one, which began on 2nd R&bl u§ Sinl 963 *
Feb. 14,1556 . (Cunningham: Book of Indian Kraaj
•

f

t

Caloutta, 1S8>, p. 82 J Add to this 168 solar years,
and we get 1131 fa^ll a 1724 A.D. ■ 1136 A.H.
«b) Between U 31 A.H. and 1141 A.H. the only
year in whioh Sha'ban falls on Sunday is the very
year just mentioned, viz. 1136 A.H. * 1131 fa$ll.
We may therefore date tho MS. with exceptional pre
cision as ooznpleted at 2.0 p.m. May 21 1724 whioh
is the equivalent of iiha'ban 27 1131 fogll."
The name of King TtzEd Bakht is written fasad Rakftsh
in the US. on p. 1 and reproduced as suoh in tlie Catalogue,
but in the book it reappears as fasad Bakftt on fola. 66b,

67a, 6?1) and 153a, eto.

In the story of the Second.

Dorvo&h, hu'aon, the traveller. Is oailed Bu'aaj and
in that of the Third Darvesh the Queen of Bo$ra is
mentioned os the daughter of the II e Barameka or the
celebrated House of Beraicides, whose story of incal
culable wealth is omitted.

It is, however, the same

story of the four darveshes, covering 322 pages; the
folios of the various stories are not specified in
the Bodleian Catalogue whioh are as follows j(1) Introductory Aooount of lead Bakht.
(2) Story of the first Darvesh,
(>)

Seqond

"

(4)

Dog-worshipping
Merchant,

1- 6b
6b - 39a
39a - 67b

67b

120 b

C5>

Third Darvesh,

120b

142a

(6)

Fourth

142b

155a

155a

161 a

"

(7) Concluding Account of Xsad Bakht
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APPENDIX.
MANUSCRIPTS OP THE PERSIAN CAJ&R DAHFESH
IN THE INDIA OFFICE.

After I had completed the first part of my dis
sertation I found that there are four copies of the
Persian Cahar Darvesh in the India Office also.
matter calls for a word of explanation.

The

In Ethe's Pers:

Catalogue the MSS. containing fables are, like all ether
USE., allotted numbers, and mentioned by names in the
contents under the heading 'Romances and Tales' but the
numbers as well as the names of the copies under review
are altogether left out.

It was by chanoe that I dis

covered them in the body of the Catalogue where they are
properly described tinder the boa -729 to 7*2 in columns,
50^-506.
Fortunately all the four MSS. tally with the B.M.
MSS. Add 7677 end hence what I have said of it in the
course of my scrutiny and comparison of the Persian
source with the Urdu versions, may be considered as true

of these MSS. also.
I hare, however, the following remarks to offer as re
gards the Individual character 1stios of each:-

J-
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1.0. MS. 739. This copy is dated, A.H. 1188, A.D.

1774- 75 . it has a detailed colophon in which the transcribe
a Hindu, gives a short historical account of the circum
stances under which he made his copy; he mentions certain
places in Delhi and also the fact that his original copy
was obliterated at certain places and marred by mistakes
which he corrected.

His text, however, is not reliable.

1.0. MS. 740. This is a good copy and was probably
brought over here not from India but from Persia as oan be
gleaned from its two notes, one in English and the other
in Persian.

The former is fThis tale is one of the most

popular in Persia9, and the latter, addressed to some
nobleman, is written by a book-binder who states that as
his tools have been carried off by the robbers of Hamadan
he is obliged to return the book unbound and is very
regretful on that account.

The MS. is undated.

1.0. MS. 741. A former owner of this MS. was G.
Swinton.

It, too, has no date.

Kthe, in his enumeration

of the stories, has omitted the story of Sag Parast which

may bo found in tho MS. between folios 75& and I38&.
Besides, Bthe’s note that there seems to be o lacuna on
fol. 159 is not oorreot.

I have collated the text whioh

is continuous and complete.
1.0.

MS, 742, This copy formerly belonged to

fiichard Johnson (probably 1772-J.785).

Its folios of

various tales are not given in the Catalogue which are
as follows:(1)

Introductory Account

lb

(2)

First Story

4b

(3) Second

•

26a

(4) Story of Sag Parast

42b

(5) Third Story

75*

(6 ) Fourth

88a

*

(7) Concluding Account

101a

Author
of the
Pers. .
Cohnr
Darwesh

Popular belief awards the authorship of the Persian
Conor Darwesh to Amir Khusrau and investigations show
that the responsibility for having originated or at
least given currency to the idea rests with Mir Annan
who, writing his preface to the Bag o Bahar in 1802, says2" . . . this tale of the Pour Darveahes was
originally composed by Amir Khusrau of Delhi on
the following ocoasion:- the saint ttigsmuddln who
was his spiritual preoeptor . . . fell ill and to
amuse him Khusrau used to repeat this tale to him
and to attend him during hie sickness.

God, in the

oourse of time, removed his illness, then he pro
nounced the benediction on the day he performed
the ablution of cure 'that whosoever shall hear this
tale will with the blessing of God remain in health.
Generations have passed and the information given
here gained rather than lost ground by tins.
published it in English.
Europe in his patron.

Gilohrist

India believed in Amman and

But, curiously enough, during the

course of our comparative study of the different versions
of the stories we have oorae across writers to be considered
shortly, who either themselves lay claims or have olaims

advanced in their favour by others to the authorship of
the Cahar Darvesh.

Under such circumstances it is abso

lutely necessary to test the validity of the. olaima of
and.
each to try to determine the probable author.
A
We first take up Annan* 8 statement which naturally
involves an examination of
(1) Biographies of Khusrau.
(2) Khusrau's own account of his works,
and
Biogra
phies of
Amir
Khusrau

(3 ) His Prose style.

As regards his biographies we have abundant material
He has been discussed from the earliest tine after his
death down to to-day by Persian and Indian biographers
alike and during the last century and a half dlstinI
guished European orientalists have also studied him
with more than ordinary Interest.

Below we describe

the Chief biographers and chronicles we have consulted
on the point.
Jam!, who lived comparatively near to Khusrau's
tine notices him in his Hafa^atul Uns, B.U., Add. 16718,
fol. 282b, and after mentioning a few particulars of
his life simply says that the number of his workc was
99.

Daulat Shah, Samarkand!, B.U., Add. 18410, fol. 120a

Khmru3a

details at some length Khusrau* s four dlvmas
end cites specimens of his poetry.

Amlnuddln, HasI,

B.U., Add. 16734, fol, 130b, consecrates a fuller artiole, recounting most of his works and puts his poetry
between 4 and 3 hundred thousand couplets. Shah

Abdul

$aq of Delhi gives in Akhbarul 'k^yar, B.M., Or. 221,
fol. 86a, only some biographioal particulars of the
poet without referring to his intellectual product and
in Khasana s ‘Smira, B.U., Or. 232, £ulam

All, Szod

ignores him entirely while the author of the RiSfuah
Shu'ara, B.M., Add. 16729, fol. 137a, furnishes even the
smallest details of his life, works and his relation with
his spiritual master,

His&suddXn, Aullya who is stated

to haws onoe said, -if Ood asks
I

shall say,

a

passion for

you

m

. what have ^ brought?

K h u s ra u ”

. and he concludes by

observing that -Khusrau wrought miracles in poetry and
prose";

Khulasatul Afkar, B.M., Add. 18342, fol. 90a,

Siyorul 'Krlfln, B.M., Or. 213, fol. 129a and Xtaahkada
e %ar, B.U., Or. 1268, fol. 191a, all deal with him but
do not provide any fresh information.
Sir Gore Ouseley in his Biographioal notices of
Persian Poets, B.M., Bo. 14003, e. 3 . (pp. 148-133),

treats at length, in a modern critical way, of Kkusrau* s
life and works and discusses under a separate heading
\1
'*
!
‘
his prose output, admitting his extraordinary producti
.v

■

.

*

*

4.

. .

■

■
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;-k,

vity and tho profundity of his thought. Similarly Sprenge:
quotes in his Catalogue of the Royal Libraries of Oudh
an extract from an important biography, not known to
have appeared in print, oailed, the Tqgkira e Khuah Go,
setting forth the longest list of Khusrau’a work with
informative notes on his divans and Uaanavlyat.

A. 0.

Korelshi in his book, Amir Khusrau e Dehlvl, B.lf.

757*

I. 4., affords a fine oritioal study of the author with
a discussion of all his Chief books.

The editors of

the famous Catalogue of Bahkipore Library, Vol. X. pp.
179-180, mention some biographical fragments and only
2 of his divans.

Shibll Hu'manl has brought out a book

entitled. Bayan i Khusrau. School of Oriental Studies,
Pam. XII.- 1. Urdu, pp. 21-25» end although it is the
beet of the lot and deals with 20 works of Khusrau with
a fine grasp both of large Issues and of detail yet he
also does not mark a step forward.
There exists among these ohroniolers much divergence
in their accounts of Khusrau* s literary works but one

thing is perfectly certain an* unanimous

They do not

make a mention of the story of Tour Darveshes and the
theory put forvard by Amman is in no way substantiated
by any of them.

Quite recent writers of modern enlighten

ment like Shibll who must have known that Amman attributed
the book to Khusrau. do not even consider it worth their
while to touch the question.
Khusrau
The findings of this Society whioh was formed at
Committees
Vi.sw
Aligarh under the Honorary Secretary, 11.A.0. College, in
1914, for bringing together the scattered works of Amir
Khusrau. also do not make any fresh addition to our
knowledge.

The efforts of the Society, as can be aeen

from its lengthy English and Urdu reports issued in 1917.
were unique.

A group of talented scholars was selected

and engaged for the uphill task, appeals to provide
trustworthy information on the subject were circulated
through the press, revards were offered for giving clues
to the whereabouts of any unbraced work of Khusrau. long
journeys were undertaken to follow the searoh, every
public and private library througiout the country was
examined, letters of enquiry were addressed to all

students of Khusrau. and, in short, vast expenditure
was incurred on these activities and though the hand
of workers succeeded in collecting 25 works of the
fortunate Khusrau and in establishing the authenticity
of their texts through elaborate processes of scrutiny,
yet the conclusion to whioh they arrived regarding
the authorship of the Cahar Darvosh is hopelessly bar
ren.

To quote the English report, p. 27,
"Besides these 25 works, we have . . . the
Uissa Chahar Darwiah Farisi of whioh an Urdu
translation from the original Persian goes tinder
the name of Bagh o Bahar and whioh is also oommonly asoribed to Amir Khusrau.’'

Khusrau himself speaks of his own life and writings,
Khusrau1s
own aOoount of especially in the prefaces of his two divans, the Ti%his works
fatu§ Sfigr and the OurratuL KsmSl, (vide KullIySt i
Amir Khusrau. B.M., Add. 21104, folios 176ar-190b), but

the details given by him there relate mostly to the variotu
periods of his poetioal productions, his literary taste,
superiority of Persian poetry over Arabic, several
fciwdfi of figures of speech, etc., and to his being an

object of favour and patronage of different Emperors
of Delhi, they do not reveal any reference to the hook
Cahar Darvesh.

Khusrau' s
Pr08e
style

One farther means of ascertaining the truth of
.Amman's statement is to study and compare Khusrau'a
prose vith the language employed in the manuscripts of
the Persian Cahar Darvesh noticed above.
-

-
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Khusrau. as admitted by ell authorities, has left
behind three Persian prose hooks:(1) The Afgalul Favaid, a collection of sayings
of St. Nisamuddln, B.ii., 14779. d.ll.j
(2) The KhazalnUl Fututy, containing an account of
Sultan *AlauddIn, Khll.1l*a victories, B.M.,
US., Add. 168J8;
and

(j})

The E#Jaz i Khuaravl. called also Basailul
E*jas, a treatise on elegant prose writing,
B.ii., US., Add. 16841.

We dismiss the first hook from consideration on
the ground that it being a hook of the saint's sayings
it obviously includes a large element of language ac
tually uttered by him and not emanating from the pen

/df

of the author.
Thu second hook Khazaln Is a small treatise and
we went througi it from cower to oorer and as we write
this there lie before us oopies of some of its folios,
beginning with 9a.
style.

It is written in a highly artificial

In each paragraph a particular set of similar

and metaphors is used and the ideas are so clad in alle
gories that the only value of the language is that it
affords us a specimen of the singular taste of the age
in whioh it was written.

From our particular standpoint

it exhibits complete unfitness to be employed in the nar
ration of simple and entertaining facts of stories and
bears no relation to the intelligible prose of the texts
of our stories.
In the third book, the £*jas i Khusravl. the author
desoribes at length nine different styles of Persian
prose to whioh he adds a tenth, his own, as superior to
all.

It undoubtedly possesses artistic merits of a high

order, a fertility of unbounded scope and affords a
sterling testimony to the profundity of Khusrau* s genius,
but in it also the author strives after effect; it is

laboured, ponderous end verbose, and so thiokly inlaid
with Arabic words and phrases throughout that it resea-

blss more Abul Fail's bombastic prose than the pleasant
and remarkably elegant phraseology of any of the Persian
texts of the Darveshes.
It may he remembered that Amman in asoribing the
Anec
*
dotes eon
stories to Khusrau also specifies the occasion whioh in
neoted
with Hiaamuddln duced him to write than and, as he says, it was to enter
Xuliya
tain M s spiritual guide Hizamud&In, Aullyi , while he
was laid up with sickness, and so forth.
In order to trace this story we directed our atten
tion to an examination of aneodotes connected with the
saint, collected and preserved in M s life-time in two
valuable Persian books, one of vhiah, dffalul Favaid,
written by Khusrau himself is already mentioned above,
and the other, Favaidul Fuad, B.U., 14718, f. 10, by
another of M s great disciples, Amir gasan

Ala Sonjarl.

Both these volumes contain a variety of particulars of
the saint's life, his numerous sayings and teachings and
in the former there is to be found on p. 110 an anecdote
embracing the oiroumstaners in whioh that book was com
posed, shown by Khusrau to, and corrected and blessed by,

his spiritual preceptor,

hut we hare failed to find in

these two hooks any clue to the anecdote handed down to
us by .Amman about the Cahar Darvesh.
This exhaustive examination of data sufficiently
indicates that Amman's source of information was certain

ly unreliable and he erroneously ascribed the book to
Amir Khusrau.

It may seem too vide a departure from

and on abandonment of a time-honoured end hoary opinion
but we have consulted both primary and secondary sources
and our ohoioe now lies between reposing faith in a be
lief and looking to evidence whioh is at once fundamental,
definite and conclusive.

To us Amman's view is as utter

ly unfeasible as his anecdote regarding the occasion of
the composition of the Cahar Darvesh is absurd and un
warranted.
Ouse-

Tfe now turn to other alleged authors and claimants
t0 the authordhip of the stories among whoa the first i,

author

Muhammad 'Alt Ha'?um.

Sir William Ouseley in hie cata

logue, "Manusorits Orientaux", 18J1, preserved in the
B.U., refers to him under
"Ho. 417

s beautiful story aelebroted

by Sir William Jones (Dis. on the Musical Modes).
The author was Uuframmad *All, Ua'gum.”
This US. of his, as shown elsewhere, is exactly
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should consider the foxner first but for practical
reasons we reverse the prooess.

Karri

whose Urdu

version of the stories is fully discussed on pp.
himself claims in his preface to be the author of the
Persian original.

He lived about 136? and the Ouseley

MS. was already transcribed about a oentuxy and a half
before his time.

His olaiu is, therefore, false, and

was, in all probability, intended to raise his literary
importance in the eyes of his half-educated and illinformed patron, the Baja.
Anjab,
His full name was Badl*ul'o$r, commonly known as
the Pro
bable
HajI Hob I' -uagribl, and poetically called, Anjab. He
Author
is very briefly noticed by Kishan Cand in his tqgkira
of Persian poets, the Hamaaha Bahar, I.O., US., 2162,
fol. 22b, compiled in 1722, and described as living at
the time.

But Muggafi consecrates a fuller article in

his biography, the *Iqd i Suriyyu, B.J. US. Add. 16727,
fol. 4a, composed in 1785* and says, among other things,
that Anjab was horn in Andulus and oame in his Childhood
to Agfehan where he spent 2° years.

After long travels

he settled in Delhi and died upwards of a hundred years

old.

He was a most prolific writer and in the words of

the biography "his writings were, a camel load", out of
which there exists only one Maaaavl, the Falak i ^*zaa,
B.M., US., Egerton 1036, written in 1744, dealing with
the story of Kararup and Kaalata but providing no fur
ther information about the author.
'iujqafl, who stayed in Delhi between 1776 and 1787,
was personally known to Anjab and had the opportunity, as
he notes, of examining some of his works, in enumerating
which he makes the Important statement that he "saw with
his own eyes ths wl$§a e Cahor Dorvesh in Persian prose
composed by him."

This testimony vouchsafed to us by

MugqafI is far more oredible than the statements of
.Amman and Ouseley.

Amman flourished about five hundred

years after his alleged Author Khusrau. while Ouseley's
view is not even borne up by ia*§um who simply asserts
that he is a translator and not the author of the book.
But in the case of Anjeb the information is unambiguous,
direct and first-hand os the informant 'JujhafI was per
sonally acquainted with the book and its maker.

The

evidence is strengthened by tho fact that the date of
the Bodleian US. is contemporaneous with the time of
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Such agreements are to be found only after 2 to 4
pages and do not exceed J or 4 lines and then the narra
tion as it proceeds becomes independent and dissimilar.
This is a natural process of translation.

Elements of

language and thought common to the original and the trans
retained
lation are usually in the latter by a competent translator.
Tahsln was true to his type.
His
However, I have reason to bdlieve that the Persian
Persian
original of which Tahsln made use for his translation was
Text
slightly
different not an exact copy of the MS. under comparison. The fol
lowing divergences are instances in point:-

(1) In his introductory account Fark&undn. Siyar is
taken to the four daivoshcs who had recently gathered
together at a ocmeteyy by means of the contrivance that
during the time of his disappointment and grief at not
being favoured with a son he sav it written in a book
thet if any one is oppressed with sorrow and anxiety
not to be relieved by human agencies he ought to resign
himself to Providence, visit the tombs of the dead and
pray for the blessings of God on their souls, fol. }b.
This episode is not given in the Murasj§a* on p. 27
and F. Siyar is described as getting into the habit of
visiting tombs at night on the advice of his vasir.
(2) ’
•’■hen the Princess of Sham

is incensed with

the iirat Darv -ah, turns him out of her presence far
40 days, after whioh he is brought book to her considera
bly pulled down through shocks and suffering, her royal
physicians (p. 17, the l£uray§a#) prescribe a lengthy
recipe which

is wanting in the US. on fol. 15a and in

which only such imaginary medicines ore specified by
Tahsln which serve as similes of certain parts of the

m

figure of a moot beautiful sweetheart, for example,
badara 1 oaahm, the almond of the eye;
gul i aurkh i rukhaara. the rose of the oheek;
muahk i siyah i kakul, the black musk of the looks,
and so forth.
(J) The same princess, when her wounds were healed
and ah© was completely recovered but still living in the
house hired by the First Darvesh (vide the Mura§9&* pp.
44-45), obtained by means of a letter considerable sums
of money from her treasurer wherewith she purchased through
her darvesh valuable necessaries of life,

liow in the US.

fol. 9b there have been enumerated two letters instead of
one and by means of the second ahe got hold of the re
quisites also.

This has destroyed in the Persian text

the link whioh imperceptibly Introduces the reader to the
main story of the handsome Yusuf, the slave-merchant.
(4)

When, at the end of his story, the First Darve

intends to kill himself by a fall from the mountain there
appears, in accordance with tbs MS. fol. 22a, a znhld, a
hermit who prevents him from taking the suicidal step.
In the Murage', p. 101, this man is mentioned as 'All,
tho Fourth Islamic Khalifa, whioh foot shows Ta^sXn's

shl'a proclivities.
(5 )

la the atory of the last dorvesh, near the end

the prince and his faithful slave Uubnrik bring with
then the extremely beautiful daughter of the blind non
to be presented to ^diq., king of the Jlnna, and when
the prince feels, owing to M s deep attachment to the
girl which he has developed during the journey, very re
luctant to hand her over to ^adiq, the sieve applies
certain stinking ointment all over the body of the girl
to disgust the king with her.

So far the Uuragfft* and

the US. agree, but in the latter an anecdote is added
whioh throws light on how Uuharik learnt the preparation
of the ointment from the father of the prince in one of
his interesting visits to §adi<i.
Tessin's
share
in the
Mura^a

In bringing out his book Tahsln has endeavoured
with success to effect certain changes and improvements
in the stories.
In the introductory story and elsewhere he has
replaced the name, Az&d Bakht. by Forypir.da Siyar whioh
by virtue of its meaning fits much better into the

account given of the king's good nature and happy
disposition,

die vazlr's name, Boshon Hoc, in all

the Persian MSS., is un-Indian and therefore Taijtsln
dropped it in favour of its more welcome synonym
nhiradmond which even Amman liken and retained in
his hook.

The suitable names, 'Isa of the skilful

surgeon, l’irpolia of & place, Yusuf of the beautiful
slave are the outcome of TaysSn1s imagination and
do not exist in the Persian originals.

.imilorly in

the 3tcry of the Third Darvesh there is one name, Bedir
Bakht of a generous host in the city of ka^ra which
exclusively belongs to the liura§ga'.
.1admin has also introduced with taste into his
toxt several purely Hindi habits and also used Irdu
versus in place of Persian found in tho original, put
ting them in contexts of his own choosing.

CHAPTER V.
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Other Urdu Versions of the Cahar Darreah.
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CHAPTER V.
OTHER URlO VERSIONS OP THE CAHAR DAHVESH.

There are other Urdu versions of the wi$?a e Cahar
Darvesh the examination of whioh in a scheme of a'oom^
parative study of the Moxwfya* I oould not afford to
neglect, especially when the question of the original
text and author of the stories and the influence of the
Uuragga* on then was involved.

I therefore discovered

and studied seven of then and the results of my investiga
tion are laid out in this chapter.
(1) Sarahar'a Version.
The Car
Qulahan

Next to the Mura§§a* in point of tine and one year
prior to Aomen's Bag o Bohir is a netrioal DakhnI version
of the stories of the Cahar Darvesh, called, the Car Qulshan, composed by harsher, which hitherto has been un
known in India and Europe.

A manuscript oopy of it was

probably recently acquired by the authorities of the
British Lauseum where in its unpublished catalogue it is
*

numbered Or. 6658. It oacugiiea 442 pages and written
in old Dokhnl naakh in a neat beautiful‘hand.

It is

an extremely correct copy, transcribed In A.II. 1252,
A.D. 1856, by one Sayyad Yaqub far the study of a
Naw&bzada at w&dar Nagor or Tanjore. It is named
Cahar Darvesh In the colophon as also in the intro
duction of the text and is a complete rendering of
that story, the various stages of which being
(1) Introductory .Account of Xzad Bakht. fol. 10b;
(2) Story of the First Darvesh,

"

14b;

(5 )

"

"

" Second

"

"

49a;

(4)

"

"

" Sag pnrast,

"

82a;

(5 )

"

«

" Third Darvesh,

"

147b;

(6 )

"

"

" Fourth

"

176a;

"

(7) Concluding Account of Izad Bakht.

*

198a-221.

Before the commencement of the tale the author de
votes about So pages to the praise of God, the prophet
and *All and also eulogises his contemporary Nawab *dmdatul
Umara, ruler of Aroot, and another nobleman Dolor Jang, to
whose son iiajlbuddln Kha. poetically named IS jas, he was
attached and owed the idea of versifying the stories.

He

also states that when the poem was oonxpleted and pre
sented to his patron he was so immensely pleased with
it that in his enthusiasm he ordered his servants to
thfow on him (the poet) gold and silver to be distri
buted as largess.
The author gives no account of himself, not even
his full name;

1 suspect that because the ending of

this lengthy poem is very weak, some concluding verses,
which the scribe

of this MB. has waitted. probably

contained particulars of the poet’s life.

However, he

mentions his takhallus as Sarshir on fols. 6b and 10b
in the prologue and not *Sharshar* as taken down in
the B.M.

He finished the composition of the work in

one year as oan be seen from the second verse on fol.
10b, and entitled it Car Ghilshan which expresses a
chronogram for A.H. 1216, A.D. 1801, fol. 10b.
He does not refer to the source from whioh he de
rived his material of the stories,

hut internal evi

dence makes it abu&dantly clear that he used & Persian
text like that of the B.M. MS. Add. 7677-

he has,

nevertheless, altered some of the original names: he

colls the aeoond darvesh llrozmand, fol. 49a, the
s&udaqor Baoca in tho third story Baud Mirza, fol.

133a,

and the Princess of Ba§ra the daughter of the

merchant of Ba$ra, fol. 147b.
No traces of the influence of its northern prose
predecessor, the Mura^a*. are to be discovered in the
Car Qulahan.

Apparently that did not reaoh Sarshar in

the far-off south and he was oven unaware of its exis
tence.
His rendering though very faithful to the original
In substance is entirely free and independent in form.
The development of details and issues is so organio and
natural that a reader not conversant with the sources
is likely to be impressed witli the belief that the poet
is also the creator of the stories.
is the same as Amman's in prose.

His style in verse

It is powerful and

charming and of moat engaging ainplioity.

ICiTqUjQThis book Is of international fame and deserves
the distinguished, fato.

It has frequently been printed

by European and native presses in India and also in Lon
don, translated into English a number of times, rendered
into French by Garcin de Tasey, and into GuJrati (Bombay,
1877)* transcribed in Roman character (1859) and DeonigrX
(1847), published with annotations both in English and
Urdu, appeared in selections, and has been regarded up
till now as a classical work.
In order to satisfy myself about its text I examined
all its available editions and I have only to say a few
words about them.

Its first complete edition saw the

light in 1303 and a oopy of this date is in the B .U. ,
Uo. 14112, e.2, with a critical preface by Gilohrist.
However a portion of It was published a year before in
Gilohrist*s Hindi Manual, a separate print of whioh is
preserved in the B.U. under Ho. 14112, b.2., filling in
all 112 pages and not 106 as recorded in the Catalogue
of the B.U. where 12 pages have been numbered as leaves

1-6 instead of pages 1-12.

It begins with the preface

of the author and ends with the story of the Princess
of Than, but has no

title page or date.

rightly assigns to it the year 1802.

Blumhardt

It sli^itly though

immaterially differs from its fuller and later edition
of 180J.

Some words like

and 2a) and

(fol. lb

(fol* Ja) are written in Roman

character and others like

in kagri

in the midst of Urdu script.
The edition of 180} was followed by another one in
1813 (B.M. iio. 14112, 0.4 ) and demands some notice.

It

is alleged to have boon edited or, as on the title page
of it the editor observes p£ulSm Akbar kl §a£t se", cor
rected by ^ulam Akbar, who was barishtednr of the Hindus
tani department in the College of Fort Trillion.
remark is not true.

But this

The text is rather tampered with by

the introduction of superfluous brackets round adjectival
or adverbial clauses, such os,

Similarly the preface prefixed to this edition under the
heading *Advert isoment1 by Thomas Roebuck, Executive

Assistant Decretory to the college, consists, excluding
the concluding lines, of Gilchrist's entire masterly
preface to the edition of I8O3 with a new arrangement
of paragraphs.

This is also an unfortunate fact as

the criticism of the style of the Mura§§a' made In it
hy Gilchrist is, as a rule, attributed to Roebuck in
India as veil as here.

Blumhardt, to give only one

example, has clone so in both b

his catalogues of the

B.M. and the India Office.
I have also gone through a very carefully written
MS. of the Rag o Bohar without date in the library of
the Royal Asiatio Society (Cat. of oriental MSS. No. 11)
at the end of the preface of whioh occur the words 'Mir
Amman Lu$f', as though it were the very oopy of the work
which the author himself wrote.

Forbes, as he says in his

second edition of tho Big o Bnhar,

1849, (B.U. 14112. 0.2)

had collated his text throughout with this MS.

So far as

I have been able to compare, the text of tho US. and that
of Forbes both agree with tho edition of 18OJ issued from
Calcutta.

In the India Office, however, there is an

earlier MS. Ho. TJ.47 whioh was in the possession of
its Librarian, James Ballantyne, in 1834 and resembles
the first Instalment of 1802 more than any other copy of
the Be" o Bahar.
The storle3 of the Bag o Bahar are arranged in the
following order:(1) Introductory account of Ling izad Bakht:
(2) Story of the First Darvesh5
(3 ;

"

"

" Second

(4)

"

"

* Bog-worshipping Merchant;

(5)

"

•

n Third Darvesh;

(6 )

"

"

" Fourth

•

«

(7) The Concluding Account of King Iza.il Bakht.
This arrangement does not tally with the Mura$$a*
in that tho story of the Dog-worshipping Merchant comes
here after the Second Darvesh while in the Hura§§a* it
is placed after the Third Darvdsh.

Blumhardt's state

ment in the 1.0. Cat. p. 68, ool. 2, that in the Persian
original the order is similar to that of the Big o Bahar
is true in the oase of the first two B.M. MaS. lio. Add.

8917 and 'xid,. 7^77 (andiiLso of the Bodleian U & . ) but not
In that of the third B.M. US. Add. $6)2, in which the
story, like that in the Mura$$a*, follows the Third.
Barvesh, (folios 6<Jb to 9°h)» sad not the Second.
The first and most inportant problem which invites
our at ention is concerned with tho sources of the Bag o
Bahar.

Proa Gilchrist *s prefaoa to its first edition

which, in view of its significance, is partly quoted
below, we learn that it is a version of the Mura§§a':^Tills work has long been admired in the
original Persian under the name of Klssai Chahar
Parvises or tale of the Pour Darviees.

It was

composed in that beautiful tongue by Amir Khusrau.
. . .

'Ata Huson Khan originally translated it

under the name of Hoax Tara i Murassa . . . but
as a specimen of this language it was rendered
objectionable by his retaining too much of tho
phraseology and idiom of the Persian and Arabic.
"To obviate thin, the present version, from
tho translation now mentioned, has been executed
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mention Tahsln or the Huro^a* above or anywhere in hie
whole preface.

My comparative study of his book, however,

reveals ti e foot that it is an adaptation in whioh he has
made use of the Persian text as well as Tocsin's Hurr.§§a*
and in certain places exercised his own imagination in
the coining of new names of persons and places and adding
new matter to the narrative.
I will now consider these three phases of his book
one by one.
Amman
follows
the
Persian
original

The first piece of evidence is afforded by the name
of the king-hero of the stories whioh appears os Isad
Bakht in the Bag

0

Baliar in imitation of the Persian

source, whereas in the Mura§?a* it is given as Farkhunda
Siyar in its six MSS. and the printed edition invariably
and also in the remaining two US5. occasionally.
Similarly the expression, Ae falane, a form of adcr
drees, px^ofusely used in the Persian as Ae fol a is re
tained by Amman as a sort of accidental survival on p. 18
of my edition of the Bag o Bahar.
He trans
lated
USS.Add.
7677

Although Amman takes the greatest liberty of form
and spirit in his translation end escapes all detection
as to whioh Persian MS. he actually utilised yet he is

betrayed by B.U. U8. Add. 7677 end I have the following
reasons to believe that it was some copy of this US.
which he had before him while writing, his own books—
(1)

The order of the story of the Dog-worshipping

'erohant in the Bag 0 Bahar agrees with that fixed in
this US.
(2)

tfhen all the four Dorveaheo meet together on

one spot, one of them proposes that in order to while
away the night each should relate the events of his life
without admitting a particle of untruth.

To this the

other Dorveshes agree and say (Add. 7677, 4b. 1.6):-

Bb£ o Bahar, p.10.,

The clause

comos one line before in a

different context.
(3 )

Another passage which is rather lengthy hut

serves as a very good example of how Amman sometimes
closely followed his original and how he was inspired
hy its simplicity of expression and natural phraseology,
is as below:B.U. US. Add 7677. fol. 54b:"Ba'd osa Buraia gul i muradash Shuguft va
guft shehryar I marde ka dar janib i rast i man
naahashta aat bradar i busurgtar i pa ast va 1 yak
aso kooaktar ast wa man as her do kooaktaram va as
vilaysti Faralam.

Pidre md tajire hud ta hist hasar

turnan ciaya a tijarnt ml «»««<} h»«T tea san i ||U|ri ha
cahar dih raald.

Pidr ra muddat i ^ayat munqa^I

gardld va ou as ta'slyat i pidar farig ohudem wa dih
ros bar a higusaaht shabi baradara ham! guftand falane
tfrub ast bar kira ki as B f 1'* amine dan! bitalabl ....
Bi»£ o Bahar, p. 70:"Kbwaia ne kaha As badahah ye mard jo dahnl
taraf he gul an ka bapa bhil he aur jo bel taraf ko

khafa ha aanjhla bhal ho.
ohota hu.

Mora bap mulk 1 Fario ka

aaudagar tha.
ka

hua

ko

bap

taqsla kar
so

lua

gahl

o takfln

t
•
Hroc in

kaha

Jab ns oaada baras

tu qibla

Jab tajhSs
to

MS In demo so

no

ao

ra^lat kl.

farogat

hui

donau bthaXyu no
ka

mal

le, jiaka

karo . . . ”

Jo
dil

kooh he
Jo

oahe

(4) When the dog-worshipping noreliant declines at
first to recount the real foots of his story before King
load flftfcht he observes that by imprisoning his two bro
thers in a cage and keeping his faithful dog in an exal
ted state he is called a dog worshipper, condemned by
every one and has to pay double taxes as penalty and that
#

he submits to all this humiliation but does not divulge
the secret of his heart.
This episode is to be met with In the log o Bahar
as also in MS. Add. 7677, fol. 50b with complete agree
ment but it is wanting in the Mura$$a*, photostats of
Berlin MS. fol. 115b, and Pers. MS. Add. 5632. fol. 64a.
(5) 1 give one more instance of this similarity
whioh conclusively proves that there is a great deal of
truth in Amman's assertion that he has translated his
book from the Persian original.
The story of the Dog-worshipping Merchant is made
up of a number of episodes whioh are separate from and
independent of one another.

At the end the merchant

details the last of his adventures whioh is described
in the llura^a*, photostats, fol. 131b and MS. Add.

n *

5632, to

be brief, thus:Vtoen the brothers of the merchant throw him in

a river from which he oomes out not without trouble
he meets later on a Persian officer on a hillock
containing mines of preoious stonea and with the
aid of this man he digs out loaos of jewels for him
self, then through the good offices of the brother
of the said officer gets the daughter of the vaslr
of that kingdom in marriage; some time afterwards
his wife dies and he is, according to the custom of
that lend, looked tip in a dungeon together with the
coffin of hie dead wife and some provisions to live
on; here he passes a few months in misery.

aanwhile

other dead bodies ore brought in with their living
partners and the Merchant kills some of them, taking
possession of their victuals to drag on his wretched
existence.

At last, there comes a young lady with

her dead husband whom he marries and then escapes
from the dreadful place with his load of jewels,
accompanied by his bride and a Child whioh she had
in the meantime brought forth.

How In the Bq£- o Bahar os well os in ±era. US. Add.

7677, fol. 78b, this story is ascribed to another mer
chant who is given a wholly new name of .audogor bacca
e %arbaejon and who is mentioned as narrating all these
adventures to our Dog-woruliip^ing Merchant when he wae
Governor of Port, and it was fron him that he obtained
the valuable jewels whioh he put in the collar of his
faithful dog.

W

Although Amman fully imitated this MS. even in some
Amman
also
minute details of scheme, there are testimonies to the
follows
the
i'ura§§a‘ effect that he also followed in the footsteps of the
'.ura$$a*
(1)

He has determined the order of the stories of

the four dorveshes not according to any of the Persian
MSS. but clearly according to the Mwaffa , the second
story of whiCh is the third story of all the Persian
originals, while its third story is their second story.
Amman has precisely the same arrangement us that of the
Murag§a*. There is one more interesting point to be
considered in this connection.

Amman in placing the

story of the Dog-worshipping Merchant after the story
of the Second Darvesh has obviously followed the serial

/4

order of the Pers. US. Add. ?677 but his second story
is the seoond story not of this US. but of the Ifnragya*
which is. as stated above, the third of the Persian US.
(2)

Tafosln Includea, amongst others, the following

names of persons and places in the story of the First
Darvcah:(i) Khlradmand. tho Vazlr,
(11) 'Isa, the Jarra^ or Surgeon,
(Hi) Tirpolia, name of a plaoe,
(iv) Carsu bazar,

*

"

(v) Yusuf, the clave—merchant.
In none of the

Persian MSS. do *Ioa, Tirpolia or

Yusuf appear; in place of the vazlr Khlradaand all of
them give vaslr Roshan Rae; Carsu bazar is to bo found
only in S.U. US. 5632, whioh Amman never made use of,
but he has all these five names in his first story whioh
#

he apparently borrowed from Tahsln.
Likewise in the story of the Third Daxvesh of the
Mura$$a* there is mentioned one Bedar Bakht. a host in
Ba§ra.

This name is not traoeable in any of the Persian

texts but Amman has it on p. 41.

(3 ) The episode of *Isa, tho surgeon, in the First
Darvesh, hears closest similarity in the wuraysr/ and the
Bag o Bahiir.

It is different in all the Persian MS. and

in MS. Add. 7677 which, as may he remembered, Amman had
before him for translation, one more detail, unsuitable
to the occasion, is given on fol. 12b, namely, when 'Isa,
after examining the beautiful Princess of Sham, listens
to the pathetic story of how she was wounded from tho
appealing lips of her paramour, the First Darvesh, he,
instead of being moved to pity, slaps him on the face
with the greatest force.

In the Hura^a' no such brutal

treatment has any place.

On the contrary the surgeon is

described as very humane and devout, taking pity on tho
misfortune of the Princess and consoling the Darvesh by
holding out to him hopes of her speedy reeovery.

Amman

prefers the latter oiroumutanoe and reproduces it.
(4) The sweetheart of the abominable Yusuf is deploted as a very oharming girl in the Persian narrative,
which robe the episode of its absorbing interest and
naturalness, whereas Tafysln presents her as frightfully
ugly and a she-demon.

Amman adopts TaJjsIn’a conception.

$4

(5 ) The beautiful moral story of the wueon of
Ba§ra, interwoven in the tala of the Second Darvesh, is
non-existent in the Persian US., Add. 7677# used by Amman,
but it is included in the Muraj^a*. Amman also gives
this story.
t

(6) Tahsln quotes along with other versos two purely
Hindi Habits, (pp. 45 and 117# printed edition), the occurronoe of which in the Persian texts was an impossibility.
Amman reproduces them on pp. 43 and 43 of his book.
(7) With the exception of those verses whioh intro
duce the story of each darvesh, oomposed by Amman himself,
there are comparatively very few verses intermixed with the
prose of the Bog o Bahar; they are a little over one dozen,
not a single one being Persian, as against 450 in the liura§§a*. Out of these verses , of the former at least 4 or
5 are taken from the 1attor and linked to corresponding
contexts, such as,
;.3ura$§a*, p. 50#

o Bahar, p.31.

Mura$$a ,pJL5*> Bo^ o Bahar, p.5$

DO.

Amman’a
own im
prove
ments

176

DO.

104

%
As shown above Amman follows the Persian text and
also the Mura§§a* but his creative talent does not con
tent Itself with this.

Besides putting his stories in

an absolutely free and idiomatic language and an original
perspective he has himself coined certain names and given
touches and flourishes to certain apisodes
(1) In the story of the Dog-worshipping Merchant there
are two of the episodes, one of whioh is headed, story of
the Pukhtar 1 Rae 7*zeun and the other that of Shahsadl i
Parang, in ths Persian versions.

Tahsln repeats almost

the same headings, but Amman has entirely changed them,
entitling the first, £erbdd Kl Rani and the seoond, Sar
andlp Kl Rani.
(2) In the story of the Second Dorvooh there is an
episode in which the Prince of Persia, who, out of a

desire to surpaao Hatam in generosity* used to bestow
on the' necessitous daily pieces of silver and gold
through the forty gates of his dharity-palaoe, built
for the purpose, was one day indignant at the avaricious
and impudent conduct of a Fo^Ir, who, after having re
ceived alms through all the forty gates, re-entered from
the first and again begged for 40 pieoes of gold.
altercation ensued.

An

The prince explained to the Faqlr

by way of admonition the meaning of the three letters
whioh oompose the word *fa£*“•, saying
fa^a, (starvation),

signifies

qona * at, (oonteutment), and

riya^at, (devotion), and the Fa^Ir, after having
thrown down on the ground all the money he had got from
the prince, retorted that it was very difficult to be
truly generous and elucidated in his turn the meaning
of the three letters of whioh the word *aakhl* is mode
up, saying that

is derived from soraal, (endurance),

comes from khauf i Xlahi (fear of God) and from
proceeds yad (remembrance of one's birth and
death and so forth).
The duel does not exist in the Persian, end Judging

It from tho Hindi word 'samnl' used by tha faqlr it
oould not have formed a part of the original text.
does it appear in the iiura^a*.

Nor

The story is generally

asoribed even by grave historians to the mother and the
younger brother of Hataa himself who is said to have
built an actual charity-house.

After his death his

brother endeavourod to act the generous, but was dis
suaded by the mother who in order to prove what she meant
assumed the garb of a faqlr and acted as above,

presuma

bly Amman knew the story and added it in his rendering
in order to heighten the effect of tho point at issue
between the Prince of Persia and the Foqlr.

m

^ X J S S ^ J m s a M 3 & V^rsj-QfeB.M. MS.,
Add.18697

It la a very large sised MS., covering 4J2 pages
without a preface and of unknown authorship.

It has,

however, a oolophon, giving the date of transoriptlon
as 2nd of October, 18)0.

Obviously it vas compiled

some time before this date and hence it is the fourth
Urdu version of the famous stories of the darveshes.
Its writing is neat and in no way shiknsta, but the
greater bulk of it is marred by the defect that most
of the words are undotted which lenders it difficult
to read and whole lines are illegible.

There ere other

numerous mistakes of eppylng, and words and sometimes
lines are omitted, particularly in the concluding part
with the result that the narration has become distorted
and unintelligible. The book is not worth publishing
in its present form.

In the Catalogue of the B.M. the folios of the various
stories are not fixed, which afe as followsj(1) Introductory Aooount of King Jamshld

la - jia;

(2) The First Darvesh

JJb - 28b;

(3)

* Seoond

"

29a - 48b;

(4)

" Third

"

48b - 72b;

(5)

" Sag parast

72b - 129a;

(6) Tho Fourth Darvesh

129a - 152b;

(7) Concluding Account, etc.

152b - 216b.

From this it oan been soon that the order of the
stories Is the seme aa in the original.

But an analysis

of the text has brought to light the fact that the general
course of the narrative itself is not the same as Blum
hardt thinks, but partly different.

Its first story is

entirely new and does not exist in the original or any of
the known versions; to the tale of the Second Darvesh is
added the lengthy epidode of an enchantress, and the last
part of the US., whioh fills 80 large pages as against 9
printed pages of the Mura^a* includes several small
storlos and also, curiously enough, the story of the
First Darvesh is interwoven here into a wholly new con
tent.

Thus this version of the Cahar Darvesh has at

least one long independent story more than the stories
hitherto popular.

There can be observed other divergences

of minor importance, additions, alterations or omissions.
The names of persons are almost completely altered.
Only two, Bahsad Kha and Carsu bazar in its story of the

Fourth Darvesh hove escaped alteration.

In the second

story one name has suffered partial change; Uubirik,
whioh is given in all the other texts of the Fourth
Darvesh as the name of a slave who served his master
through thick and thin, is displaced by ihibarik Shah
whioh appears as the name of a king whoso functions in
the story are however the same as those of the slave.
There are no well-narked indications as to whioh
of the previous Persian or Urdu versionswas imitated
in the present rendering.

Butt there are two bits of

testimony, namely, the fixture of the adventures of the
Sag-parast after the third story and absence of the name
of saudigar Baoea e Xgorboejein show that it was either
the Persian US., No. Add. 5&32 or most probably the
Uura$$a' which supplied to the unknown author the mater
ial for his work.
Qlumhardt remarks that the plot of the story is
laid in India.

It is not so.

It is in fact laid in the

■Ma^rib, which name signifies Spain or sometimes H. V.
Africa in Uohamodan literature.

The First Darvesh, however

Is called. the King of Bengal and the Prinoess of the
Franks the sueen of Darya 1 Hhor, or the Bay of Bengal,
in the story of the Third Darvosh.

Such disagreement

about countries or peoples is not uncommon in other
versions.

For instance, Ammon calls the Princess of

the Franks, the Princess of Sarandjp or Ceylon and
Shamlch changes the country of the Franks into England
and includes Hindus amongst the subjects of Farkhunda
Siyar, the king of Hum.
The author has made an ambitious though unsuccess
ful attempt to destroy wholesale the outlines of his
original, with, apparently, the special aim of striking
a note of originality in his stories, yet he had not the
audacity to assert like Zarrf
the originator of them.

(p. 17/ below) that he was

On the contrary he acknowledges

in the very beginning of his book that others hove also
"written and related the tales".
The style of the book is plain and beautiful; its
language is not Inundated with Persian vocabulary, it is
idiomatic and in plaoes undoubtedly alas ioal; it includes
pieces both of Persian and Jrdu verses, but none is bor
rowed from the Mura$$a* or the >ersian.

The author

/ a

employs at times archaic expressions. viz., aatI in
lieu of so, fol. 4a, W $ h l a

for 'U-^hl, fol. 22b, and

loykapac. for layakpun, fol. l6lb.

Tho book is not in -

fluenood In tho least by any previous ef orta of its
kind and so far as the diction and language uro con
cerned it is a highly valuable work.
We must now proceed to treat of the various tales
and to bring out their chief features and as the First
Story is entirely a new one, we will give a brief sunaary
of it.
(1) The introductory story.

The hero is oallou

Jamshld Zarrln Euloh, King of the Meyjrib, and his vaslr
Hoshmand.

Tho King Is introduced trith the same misfortune

and grief of childlessness, and ho also socks blessings
from the Darveshes for an heir-apparent, but the rest of
tho account has been abridged and put in a new form, having
nothing in common with tho oocounta given in other render
ings.
SuBBDsry
of the
First
Story

(2) The First Darvesh is described as the King of
Bengal instead of as the son of a wealthy merchant in the
original, the U'xtagpa* and other works.

This king secretly

/Si

abdicates in favour of his vaslr and goes cntt into the
jungle to pass the rest of his life in retirement and
seclusion.

There he ohanccs to

boo

an old non being

flogged by his slavo and uttering at every stroke the
expression: "As nafs i knfir hhuu in§af°, "0 ungrateful
soul, be always just".

This shocked the king and he

asked the old man to unfold the mystery of that dread
ful self- infliction. This the man promised to do on
condition that the king should be prepared to die a t or
the secret was disclosed,
to which lie agreed.
»
Old maxfs
story

The old man said that, while young, he was the friend,
of a prince who, then placed on the throne, made him M s
vazlr and reposed in him the utmost confidence. Some
time afterwards the prince full 111 and despite the best
medical aid his ailment did not subside, till at last a
certain darvesh advised the vazlr to proceed to the na
tive place
of a merchant named thisoffer
who was well-known
*
*•
to be in possession of magical remedies for Incurable
diseases.

The vaslr started on too journey, arrived at

the place, put up with Uueaffar and was kindly treated
by him during the day time, but towards the end of night

he was rudely asked to leave the house.

But the vaslr

surnamea to stay in and while he was lying in bed pretend*
ing to be asleep Husoffor unlooked a room, took out a
8he~oss and a bitoh and beat them mercilessly.

Then he

vent into another chamber, kneeled down before the corpse
of a fairy and wept bitterly.

The following morning the

vasslr inquired of the man the oauoe of his strange beha
viour, and he saidsMueaf*
fair's
story

After his father's death he was brought up by his
fabulously rich uncle and when he was of age he inherited
the enormous business of his father.

OHe day there called

at his shops two women who after approving of an expen*
sive ornament requested him to accompany them and fetch
the price.

He followed them and as they were of dazzling

beauty ho fell in love with them.

The women turned out

to be sorceresses and in order to test the sincerity of
his passion transformed ivfuzoffar into a donkey; but he
was restored to his human form by his uncle by means of
some magical preparation.

However he was driven to the

women three times more by the pangs of his love, and was
on each occasion changed, first into a deer, then into a

/S T

cat and finally into a parrot.

Sooli time his unclo

helped him out of the misfortune but at the last hie
stock of preparation was exhausted and Uugoffar had to
live is the form of a parrot until the arrival Of a
fairy friend of Ids uncle.
heanarhile he ashed his uncle how he became acquainted
with the fairy and how he got his immense fortune* and
was told that in one of his commercial journeys, his ship
having been wrecked* his uncle was driven by waves to an
island where he found the fairy captive in the hands of a
demon whom he killed through the supernatural assistance
of her religious master and freed hear.

Since then she

used to pay visits to his uuale and befriended him in
various ways.

The fairy than arrived after two months*

but that time she brought with her another fairy, a cousin
of hers,

lugaffar was released by her from his parrot-

fora, and as he was young and handsome there sprang up
at first sight attachment between him and the oousin of
the fairy.

At iiight when they both were sleeping in the

same chamber the two soroeresses mentioned above suddenly
put in an appearance and, out of jealousy* enohaatod the

/(t

fairy into a constant sleep.

In the nomine his uncle

cane to know about it, was furious with rage and changed
the two wicked women into a she-asa and a bitch by means
of some conjuring shell.
Later on, his unclo died and from that time he was
feeding and punishing them and mourning for the fairy
she
in the hope that Asight return to consciousness. The
vanxr pondered over the situation and through Hugaffar’s
uncle's shell brought the enchantresses to their original
form and asked them to ours the fairy, which they did.
But Mugaffar, anxious to get rid Of them, killed them.
The fairy then learnt the object of the vaslr's
visit and tho ailment of his king, and gave him two grains
of barley, saying that if one was eaten it would free the
body from all sources of disease end bestow one hundred
years' life, and that if both were taken they would dou
ble the lifetime.
to his oountry.

The vaslr was now happy and returned
But on his way he thought it inadvisible

to administer to his king a medicine whioh was never tried
Go he himself took one of the grains, the effect of whioh
was magical.

He was at onoe rejuvenated end felt the

vigour end. vitality of a youth.
Journey.

He then continued his

It. however, again occurred to him that when

he had left the king his condition was precarious and
that there was every likelihood that he would have expired
by that time.

Thus he was tempted away from all considera

tion for his king, and swallowed the seoond grain also.
But then he reached his destination he found to his eabarraasmont .that the king was still alive.

He immediately

concocted an excuse and said to the king that his Journey
wee fruitless as Muzoffar was already dead before he arrive
at the place. The king in despair breathed his last,
i'he vazir ascended the throne.

But afterwards he felt

such strong stings of remorse for his treacherous conduct
and fear for the Last Day that he decided to embark upon
a campaign of self-torture.
On hearing this explanation the King of Bengal of
fered hie head to be out off according to the agreement.
But the old man. having regard for his royal position,
pardoned him and brought him to his palaoe and gave him
his daughter in marriage.

I'he King passed sons time vith

his new father-in-law, then feeling homesick he departed
from the place with his exceedingly beaut if J. wife.

jfr

During his journay, hemover, the queen disappeared; he
was bewildered, travelled far and vide in search of her
and eventually being despondent determined to put an end
to his life but vas prevented frou so doing by some mys
terious voice and ordered to proceed to the land of Jaashld for help.
(3)

The Second Darvesh of this book is the fourth

the ifura§§a*. But the incidents are considerably altered,
particularly in the beginning and new episodes introduced
at the end.

Here the father of the darvesh is named and

called Flroz Shah '&111 and the beautiful girl, of vfoom
the king of Jinnat vas enamoured, is described as the
daughter of an old blind mendicant in other versions, but
hero she is the daughter of a vasXr.

Towards the conclu

sion vhen the darvesh incurred the displeasure of the
shah i jinnat by falling in love with his girl and vas
thrown by him high up in the sky an entirely new story
springs up, the gist of vhioh is that the darvesh before
falling bock to earth vas rescued by a witch who, in her
turn, furiously angered at being disappointed in her mad
love for him, transformed him into a parrot and put him
into an iron oogo.
The witch was the dloolple of a powerful jog!

residing in another town whom she vised to visit from
time to time by climbing on a huge tree whioh by virtue
of some magic would move and carry her.

Qnoe the parrot

also managed to follow her to the magician and remained
there while she returned, won his favour by flattering
and pleasant speeches and poisoned his ear against the
hag and caused her to be burnt to ashes.

The JogI then

restored the darvesh to his human figure.
The rest of the story is somewhat similar to the
particulars given in other renderings.
(4)
the Mura§?a*.

The third story of the US. is tho sooond of
Although in broad outlines there is no

appreciable difference from the original in the main
tale, tho body is so handled that almost every incident
is given a new colour.

However, the introductory in

structive account of the education of tho first darvesh
when he was a prince, the episode of Hatao*s ideal charity
and manliness of character, King Haufol'o military at
tack on his territory and the pleasing anecdote of the
wood-cutter and allied matters have beer dropped.

The

queen of Ba§ra is replaced by that of Khurasan whose

wonderful story of incalculable riches has also suffered
omission and whose deeds of generosity are recounted not
by a foqlr but by a Greek ambassador.

When the darvesh

roaches her kingdom in disguise he finds waiting three
other suitors to her hand like himself.

She, after

consultation with her ministers, deputes him, seemingly
as a condition for marriage, to discover a clue to the
mystery of the mourning town of the i’rinoe Gao Savar,
while really ahe intends him to be killed by its in
habitants in the attempt and never to return.

The story

then develops at great length with ooeasional divergences,
and, at last, the darvesh is instructed, while in the
cot of suicide, to have patienoe and seek the help of
xiing Jamshld by some mysterious voice.
(5)

The story of the Sag parast is pieced, as in

the Mura$$&*. after the third darvesh and coincides, in
a high degree, vith its account up to the point where
the daughter of the vaslr brings the merchant before
Jamshid (or 3aad Bakht).

Further on, too, the agree

ment is conspicuous save that the merchant is thrown,
instead of into one, into two wells on two different

occasions and, that, once, his two brothers invite rich
persons to a feast and, getting them deau arunk, kill
them and rob them of their valuables, os also a few
other minor details.
(6)

The last darvesh is the third of the :hrrag^a*

who is presented in all the chief versions as ;rime of
'Ajazn but in this >18 as that of Khafra o Kttutan. and a
new name, Jan 1 A'aam, is coined fat him, which was
probably suggested by a contemporary name, Jan i fAlam
of the Fasana e fAJaib.

This story is the least altered

of all the stories in consequence obviously of the fact
that the writer's imagination was exhausted, at this
stage, with creating new things and affairs in an effort
to make his work appear original.
He introduces tho story with the 3aao hunting ex
pedition of the frince, the wounding of tho deer, inter
view with hu'man, the traveller, who is called here
Sanaa purest and whole details of his mercantile travels
«r»d love—adventures hove been set out.

But he is repre

sented as being in love with the princess, not of the

Franks as in other versions, but of Darya i 3hor.

To

wards the end, however, he loses sight of this innova
tion of his and mentions tho father of the princess as
the Sing of the Franks.

Tho tale then progresses with

out change, and, finally, Jan 1 X'xoa meets Bahzad Kha.
his later lieutenant, at a rendezvous oallod Cah”r Su
bazar, which, as is noteworthy, ooours, not in the fourth
tale as here, but In the first darvesh of the ,'Jura§§a*.
(7)

ill the foregoing stories ond on fol. 152b but

the MS. still covers about 128 large pages more.

In

the Uura§§a# and other versions the concluding account
of Farkhunda Siyar occupies but a fov pages in whioh a
son is bora to him through the blessings of tho darvoshes
and tho prince, when he attains to maturity, is married
to tho daughter of one ShShpal, King of Jlnaat, who,
after a swift and sweeping search in tho four corners
of the earth, procures the lost sweethearts of the dorveches, bringing the tolos to a happy and logical end.
But in the MS. these briof events have been described
with new episodes and lengthy details, and. as stated
above, the story of the first darvesh of the original
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Tills partial version, I-O. l!2., 0. 54, consisting
of only two stories of the Collar Darvesh, wan, as re
ferred to above, composed in 1852 by hujjataaad Hadl,
vlcf11, and called the l&rvarld.

Tho author states in

his preface to the work on fol. 22b, cnong other things,
that he read the first story of ths Qi$$a c Cellar Darvesh,
written by •liura§$a* raqaa, faliib*, and was uuch pleased
with it and that then it occurred to him that it would
be nios if the remaining stories were rendered into
?Hindi*. Accordingly he obtained with some effort two
more stcrieo In Persian which ho translated into simple
'Urdu’ and gave it the title of llarvarid.

He incor

rectly calls his stories those of the second and the
Third harveshes; they are the tales of tho Third Dar
vesh end tho Dog-worshipping Merchant, respectively.
C,Efil follows the original in the Third Darvesh
in every respect.

But there is one particular, vis.,

l.u'aSn, the traveller, tells the Trine e of 'AJam, the

Hr
*

third darvosh, that ho has a goodr-natured jin-coapanion
vho comforts him la his miserable solitary condition in
the jungle, fol, 92a* whioh has been inserted by him in
the story from outside.

He also puts the last adventures

of the sag parast under the name of GaudSgar Baooa e
T&arbaejan, fol. l6jb, which shows that his stories wero
taken from B.M. MS. .Add. 7^77*
£efil seems to belong to the school of Lucknow but
his stylo and diction are muoh simpler than those of
the highly i'ersiaaised contemporary fable, the Fasana e
#Ajaib of Ilaj&b #AlI Beg, Serth; of the same school.

He

hg« perfect command of expression and the ease and faci
lity with whioh he narrates tlio t&lo and maintains co
herence of thought mouse admiration.

(.5.) guamis* 3 Teyslo a
There is a book in the B.M. Ho. 14119* o.3.(4),
of 8J pages with the inoorreot title Beg Bahar Maujsum,
published at Lucknow and translated into French by
Garcln de Tassy but unknown in India at the present
tine.

Tho name appears on the title page in all pro

bability as a later substitute after the death of ths
author who originally entitled it Pasana e So$r whioh
occurs on p. 7 in the couplet

Blumnardt fires its date A.H. 128p, A.it, 1a66, whioh
is not correct as con be soun frou tho following ohrouogram on p. 83

expressing 1273 , 1356^57.

In the beginning of the

poem the author versifies some particulars of his life
but he nowhere mentions his name.

Wo know only his

non do guerre which vas Shomla.

He vas a native of

Anup Shehr (p.4) and employed in the Settlement Dept.,
*

being first posted, in the district of Canderl. against
whioh he pours out abuses, and subsequently transferred
to Hoahangabad where he had proceeded with his offloer,
one Mr. Thornton, whoa he profusely and sincerely praises
in the prefatory lines.

Meanwhile probably the Indian

sepoy mutiny breaks out, the land is involved in chaos
and disorder and he is thrown out of his job.

During

this time he had leisure, and happened to peruse the
'Wi9$& o Collar Darvesh' and deoided to reduce it to
verse fora.
Shamla does not specify whether by Cahar Darvesh
he means the Persian original, the i2urag§a‘ or the Bag
o Bahar.

However he gives & a d Bakht as the name of

the king of Hum

whioh occurs in the Persian text us well as in Amman's

!fe
work.

The headings of the stories ere in prose and

oxocfcly the aane as those to he found in Amman, viz.,
*Eer Peble Darvesh Kl*, and so on.

The story of tho

Sag parast is narrated after the Second Derveah.

There

are other indioat ions which all go to show that Shonla
has versified /sracn’s B

B r ,0

Bahar and

eoramon with the Ifura^ga*.

The stories are oonpleto.

Some of the minor

facte are. however, ehhrr.vioted dr in oortain places
onitted, for instance, tho long interesting dialogue

between la ad Baldit and his vaz5r Khiradnand or the cam
paign of llufal against Hatnn is dropped; a few episodes
have been altered.

As against nil other versions land

n.-Jdit who ruled in Huia. (Turkey or Asia Minor), includes
among M o

subjects Hindus also and says

Similarly in tho tele of tho Third Dorvosh the Princess

of Faraag is described as tlie Prinoeoo of Knglend

The poen is a mosnavl

having the some metre as

that of Mir Hasan's SaJjrul Dayan, namely

The style is also an imitation of

l&r

Hasan who has boon

froq.u9 n.tljr roferrc*d to as an acknowledged master of
poetry.

His versos are also introduced in some places,

for example, whan King

Izad

Bakht suddenly sights tho

four darveshes and mentally discusses the impropriety
of his intrusion on then or the hopeful prosj>ects of

meeting them he thanks God thus (p.7).

or again, p. 44,

or p. 5°.

(Sa^rul Bayon, B.M., Ho. 14119. 9.22. (3 )

Shamln sometimea brings in one or two Persian
worses but on p. 59 he has put in seven of than con
secutively.

The language of the poem is simple, lucid

and forcible and flows without break.

Towards tho end,

however, it loses its freshness and force.

(6)

Am

A

*5 Version.

Anothur version of the sane romance is the aan
Tars i ifurn$§a*, written by Hufrnmmad *Jsvo§, poetically
called. 2arrf u

It was published, at LuCknow in 1869; one

copy of the work is pr-served in the B.M. and two in the
India Office, but it is out of print and has never been
mentioned in India, except in the recent publication,
the Arbab i Boer i Urdu, and even this contains only a
cursory reference entirely based on tho informative note
by Blunhardt in the Catalogue of the B.M.
Appended to Earri *s book is a short preface; it
does not give any particulars of its author save that
he was probably at or in the district of Luoknow in the
private service of one Baja Bam Bln.

But in it Zarrf .

claims that ho is the original writer of the Wi$<?a o
Cahar Darvesh in Persian whioh his patron the Baja used
to read and enjoy and that one day the Baja asked him
to rewrite it in Hindi and he oorried out the wish.

He

mentions this detail both in Urdu prose and verse and

pratonus to fix the date of composition of the book in
tlio following lino

Tho concluding words *Beg o Bahar* in it also
form a chronogram for Amman's Bag o Bahar whioh yields
A.H. 1217 or 1802 and not I869 when Zarrf . produced his
▼orsion whioh, curiously enough, he entitles Hau Tars i
Uura$$ar. This shows that he was acquainted with tho
olassical works of both Tahsln and Amman, and only ex
ploited their titles for his own end.
Apparently he had also read the stories in Persian
as he makes use, for example on pp. 6, 7. end 11, of the
distinctively Persian vocative expression, Ae folan,
frequently occurring in all the Persian texts.

Moreover,

he depicts the slave girl of Yusuf as very dhaxraine
according to Pers. US. Add. 7677.
matters he follows Mir Amman.

However, in other

In the story of the First

Darvesh he calls the two slaves of the Princess of Sham
Yusuf and Shidl Bahar respectively, whioh names were

p i

taken over by Amman from Tagain and which do

notappear

in any of the Pors. MSS. at all.
He has suppressed oertain small episodes.

In Amman

the tidings of the return of the vazlr zadi and the orrival of Sag paroat are carried to food ilokht through
his head chasseur who had by chance visited the Sag
paroat at his place of encampment,while in Zarrf

this

news spreads of itself and gradually reaches the king.
Zarr?

leaves out oertain names as that of

Isa, the

surgeon, whose account, however, is given in

full,

he

altered oertain details as well, for instance in Amman,
as also in Tocsin, the Princess of Sham is married to
the first darvesh with due matrimonial rites whereas
according to him they both enter upon conjugal life
without undergoing then.

Similarly he mentions, as

against all Persian and Urdu versions, the Princess of
Zerbad os parda nashf. lie has considerably abbreviated
other very interesting events, reducing the stories to
the insignificant volume of 52 pages which his book is.
All the main stories are, however, complete in

general broad outlines.

Verses are used in profusion

but they are all Urdu and none borrowed from Tahsln or
Amman, probably they are his own composition but they
do not oonfoxm to refined taete and disoemment.

His

prose also exhibits
the artifioiality
and bombast of
V*f
•• • ;>'•• * :' r
Lucknow; it has no design and elegance of diction.
At best his book is a summary of the Beg o Bahar in
an unpolished and nruoh inferior wkarb.

L71

Sarur*a Version

This last version is included in a book, entitled,
the Kharitn e Sarur, (B.U. No. 14119. Q-22
is ohronogramatic for A.H. 1290, A.D. 1879.

(4) 1, whioh
The KharTta

is a collection of qo§idas composed and recited by several
Hindustani poets on the occasion of the marriage of Uu~
^amraad Bahadur Kim, the heir apparent of Juaagayh state
in C-uJrat, followed on pp. 89-149 by an adaptation in
veruo of the story of tho Four Darveshes by £ulam Uxt^ammad Kim. Khablr.

This rendering is briefer than the

preceding prose one but imitates Amman more closely.
No traces of the ifuro$§a* exist in it.

Although the

chief stories are given in their vell-defined forms yet
some important names and episodes have been omitted in
it, e.g.,
(1) Behrvar - Second story;
(21 Kiel a Parang - Sag parast's story;
(31 Hu*man - Third story;
(41 Kal Khusrau -

Do.

(9) §adi<i - Fourth story.
(61 the episode of the Sag parast having been placed
on the stake and rescued at a critical moment;
(71 the whole story of the Rani of zexfead.

The poem, as usual, is a tangnavl suite.bl
narration of long stories.

for the

But all Its characteristics

are of a very common order and In no way commendable.
It does not provide entertaining reading] its descrip
tion is involved and too poor to attract attention.
style is cruoe and immature.

The

Compared, with the vital

masnavl of Shamla the poem appears to sink into insig
nificance.

A HISTORY Of HBlfi PROSE

FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES DOTH TO 1773

COHTEOTS.

(1) Introductory.
(2) Sttiekh *Ainuddln, (1306-1393 ).
(3) Sayyad Muhammad, (1321-1422).
(4) Shah Ulrajl. (d. 1496).
(3) Shah Buriwmddln, (d. 1382).
(6) 'Abdullah, (ab. 1622).
(7) Miftafcul J£airi.t, (I63O).
(8 ) VaJhI, (I609-I635 ).
(9) Ulrajl of Hyderabad (d. 1659).
(10 ) Miri Ia'qSb, (ab. 1668).
(11 ) tolwuddfn, 1 'la (d. 1675)*
(12) Shah Mrifrananad, yadirl, (ab. 1675)
(13) Sayyad Shah Mir, (ab. 1680).
(14) Shegh Maraud (1680.1704).
(15) Mir Ja'far, Z«|allX (I65&-1713 ).
(16) J. JT. Xwtelaar (d. 1716).
(17) Shah Vallullah, wadirl, (d. 1731)
(18) Muhammad, Qadirl, (ab. 1729 )•

(If) AaoBfoom Translation of £5$l Hama (18th Century).
(2 0 ) Fefl 1 *All, (1711-1756).

(21) The Anonymone Prose Version of Shari'at flana (1736,
(22) Mafeeead feilii, Kalla (ah. 1750).
(2 3 ) Benjamin Sohults (d. 1764).
(24) 'Oklet (*b. 1759).
(25) PothI Salotrl Kl (1761).
(26) Mohammad Shakir, (ah. 1762).
(27) Anoopggs Translations of Anvar i Sihaili, (1 7 6 6 ).
(28) Jahaglr liana.
(29) 'hakefcabat i ‘aI I M .
(30) Oulista.
(31) Saadi (1 7 1 3 -1 7 8 O).
(32) Aararullah, (Ob. 1773-74).

INTROOTCTQHT.
Investigations into the origins and the rise and
growth of Urdu literature have only recently been in
augurated particularly since the establishment of the
Osnania University in Hyderabad, Deccan, end a band of
workers has taken the natter in hand with a seriousness
of purpose demanded by the nature of the subject; a
fairly considerable amount of literature has been brought
to li|$tfc and presented in some form or other to interested
circles.
It goes without saying that the earliest foundations
of Urdu literature were laid in the South of India in
stead of the North where the Urdu language vas first
launched on the stage of existence.

Various reasons have

been assigned by scholars to this astonishing phenomenon
but in order to arrive at satisfactory results much re
mains to be explored.

Tbs obviously chief reason was the

greater and deeper hold of the Persian language on the
North than on the South.

But even in the South there

existed a strong objection to the employment of Urdu as
the vehicle of thought of vhioh evidence is available in

the utterances of Shah Burhanuddln, Jnnam (d. 1382)
who protests in his poem Xrshad iiaaa against the general
spirit of his times whioh condemned the use of UCrdn in
preference to Persian.

Moreover, those who for some

reason or other started to write in Otrdu wrote far more
in Persian, e.g., *Ainuddln, Banjul 'ilm, Gesu Doras and
others.
In the following pages I -have dealt with twentythree prose-writers and their works and eight anonymous
compositions.

They embrace in all a period of five

hundred years. Oaring the first four centuries, that is,
from Shekh *Ainuddln, Ganjul *Ilm (1306-1$ 9}) to
tia^mud (1680-1704) there flourished 13 authors but they
all wrote on the one theme of religion mid mysticism.
Of course, Vajhi introduced in his book, the Sab Has,
new topics which may be termed ethical, but they too hove
been treated from a mystic viewpoint.
The next century and a quarter, from 1650

to 1775.

produced 16 writers of prose, (ineluding Tahsln), of
whom 5 wrote on religion, one on a technical subject

10 on literature.

The first purely literary Dnkhni toA s are the tvo
trroslations of the Persian Tut I Hama, one by Muframmad
Qadiri in 1729 end the other anonymous in the B.U. of
about tho same time.

Other non-religious writers in

this period are
(1 ) Za$alll, (1658-1713 ).
(2) Uu^aneed tfusnln, Salim, (ah. 1750).
(3 ) 'Ofclet, (1759).
(4) lCufamaad Shakir, (1762).
(5) Anonymous Translator
of Anvar 1 Suhaili and other books, (1766).
(6 ) Saudi., (1766).
(7) Tocsin, (1768).
(8) Asrarullah (1773)Most of the works, especially the earlier ones are
translations from Persian.

The following are definitely

known to be original:(1) Mi* rajtil *Xshi%in, by Qearu Daraa;
(2) SaliaatuL ^aqalq., by Shah Burhanuddin, Janam;
(3) OanJ 1 Hakhfl. by Aalnuddln, I*la;

(4) Shokh Maraud’s Tracts;
(5) Safolll's disconnected fragaexxts;
(6) *Uzlat'3 Preface;
(7) Insha a Shakir;

(8) Saudi.*s Preface.
It is rather instructive to fixvl that none of the
*

«

Dakirnl writers call their language Dakhni.

They either

name it Hindi or lose often GuJrI.
It may also be acted that
the first extent Dakhnl prose is Mi'rajul ‘Sshiqliw (after1400
"

"

Northern

"

£a$alll’s Fragments,(ab.169

*

•

Delhi

■

Fefll's Preface, (1732);

•

"

Lucknow

•

Tajjsln's ilurajga* (1768).

As regards Setelaer's and Schultz *s prose it is open
to doubt whether it is really their own composition.
It should be borne in mind that the illustrations of
words and phrases oited in various notices may be found
in other dialects of India but here they are mentioned
as forming part of the Dakhnl vocabulary.
Language; There are certain obstacles in the way of
study and determination of the linos on which the new

language of Urdu was evolved.

Most of the material

hitherto discovered has mot been published in its en
tirety and we have to depend largely on fragmentary
quotations from manuscripts whioh are sot long enou^i
to give a oorrecrt idea of its progressive stages.
However, it is possible to mention a few peculiarities.
The early writers had no prejudice against the use of
Hindi words for holy ideas.

To them a Hindi religious

term was as valuable, sacred and expressive as a Persian
or Arabic one.
They formed verbs directly from Persian and Arabia
roots but their number is very small.

They generally

joined Arabic and Persian nouns and adjectives to Hindi
auxiliary verbs and brought into being wholesale new Urdu

compound verbs.
They never tried to restore any corrupt words from
Arabic or Persian to their original forms, holding that
such words were now Urdu, not Arabic or Persian.
Stvle. for more than two centuries the style seems
to be governed by one 1aw.

The writers thought mainly of

what they were going to say and not of the way in whioh

they were to say it.

They oared so much for the matter

that they did not give heed to the manner. The style,
in consequence, was natural, easy and sober, newer turgid
or laboured, and if the import and force of the expressions
arc thoroughl? realised, pleasant and enjoyable.

Vith

the great Oesu Daraz it was precise, compact and vital,
avoiding all that was affected and ornamental.

But from

about the beginning of the seventeenth century tho process
was reversed.

Ingenuity began to be displayed in striking

out new path* to expression.

In this VaJitI (I609-I635)

gave the lead but he was greatly influenced by the highflown rhyming and jingling methods of Persian.
Down to the middle of the next century the diction
hesitated between tho early simplicity and the later
artificiality.

In the Horth Pa§ll oombinsd both phases

but '>in own power of expression prompted him to be rather
simple, independent and original.

Snuda, however, does

not rise above the level of seni-poertical prose, for he
is anxious to appeal to the artificial taste of his age.
Tajjjsln was probably the creator in prose of the semiPersian school of Lucknow, where learned rhetoric and

flowery style are admired more than anything else*

SHKKg 'AIHUDDIh
(1306-1593)

He la nantionsd as f5fl but a perusal of the account
of his life shows that he vas more of a scholar than a
mystic.

As a recognition of his literary attainments he

vas eoononly called, Gonjul *Ila, the repository of know 
ledge.

Ho vas bora in Delhi in I306 bat he is not known

there; he was famous in the Deooen where he is described
in gufl tqgkiras and important historical works, stub as,
the Tarlkh i firaahta.^1 ^
He left his native place at an early age and arrlred
in Gujrat where he prosecuted his studies for same years.
He then west to the famous city of Deulatabad whioh vas
the capital of Htf^maad 'Pqglaq (1325-51 ) at the tins and
also the centre of scholars, writers and holy man.

Here

he receiwed mystic end religious education from various
renowned personalities. In 1336 he proceeded to *AinSbad
Sager where he spent 3$ years and finally settled down in
Dijapur, dying there in 1393 *t the age of 87*

^

Vide, Urdu e Qadla, pp.39-41. by ShamsuLlah, -»adlrl
of Hyderabad, Deooan.

Be la acknowledged aa a prolific writer.

Some say he

produced about 132 books of various descriptions.
chiefly in Persian.

He wrote

But Sharasullah, QSdlrl, the author

of the Urdu e vadlm, (pp. 40-41) ascribes to him some
tracts in DakhnI prose of whioh three, he says, were pre
served in the library of fort St. George, together ooe£
prising 80 pages and treating of the elementary rules and
precepts of religion.
There is a vary valuable old catalogue in three
volumes of Port St. George in the India Office, entitled,
A Catalogue Raieonneeof Oriental Manuscripts in the Library
of the (Late) College Port St. Georgs, published in 1857,
whioh comprises three different collections, known as the
"Mackenzie", the "East India Bouse"

"Brown's".

In

its first volwe, p. XII, where the numbers of MSS. in
each language are tabulated, there appear the number of

8 Hindustani books which have been described with soma
details in another I.O. catalogue of the first of the
above three collections, called, A Descriptive Catalogue
of the Oriental MSS. collected by Colin Mackenzie, by
Professor H.H. Wilson, Vol. II. pp. 145-146, but this
list does not include any of the treatises referred to by

ShameuUSh, Qadirl.

Ho p are they to be found on its pp.

CLXXXVI—V III., where under the heading *Unbound Translations
etc., Claes Z. Persian*, oertaln other important works have
been mentioned.

It nay further be added, that these MSS.

of Fort St. George College have been incorporated in the
Government Oriental MSS. Library, Madras, of which e
voluminous Alphabetical Xnddx is available In the India
Office, So. 2. 1. 19.

Here else on the last three pages

some other Hindustani books are enumerated but none belongs
to QanJuL 'Ilm.
In view of these data the statement of sae— wniiftH.
Qadirl, seems to bo doubtful, if not entirely Incorrect.
Possibly the traota spoken of are preserved In some library
other than that of Fort St. 80Barge.

SAYYAD MUyAivlMAD

(1321 - 1422)

He is better known under his surname

Gosu Daraz or

the long-locked, and is one of the most popular saints of
the Decc*n.

He was bora in Delhi in A.H. 721, A.D. 1321 .

At the age of 4 or 5 he oame with his parents to the south
but on the ueath of his father hod to go back to Delhi when
13 years old.

As a result of the chaos and disorder that

followed AaXr Timur's invasion of Delhi in 1398 he again

loft that city; this time he wont to Gujrat and after stayin'
there for some time finally fixed his abode in Gulbarga when
he was troated with every mark of regard by Flroz Shah Bahhis

manl and^suooossor Afymad Shah.

Ho died shortly after the

letter's Secession in 1422 at the age of about 105 lunar
years, leaving numerous descendants in the enjoyment of grea
wealth and honours.
His tomb is held in the hipest veneration in Gulbarga.
Kven Aurangseb frequently prayed there while engaged in the
conquest of that country, and it is customary for the Hizim
of Hyderabad to take part in certain eeromonios oonnuoted
with his anniversary.

He was hi$ily educated and was a great scholar of JPersi
and Arabic.

His writings number about }0 of which a few not

li]

very important hare been desoribed by flhnmaullah, yadiri
In the India Office Library the following of his Persian
works on mystic topios exist, none of whioh, excepting
(Bo.2), has ewer been spoken of by writers in India.
(1) Vajudul *£shiqln, (3 copies, and in £13. Bo. 1850
there are to be found some Hindustani poetry and
several prose pieoes whioh will be discussed
separately).
02) Astairul Asrar
(5) Istiqamatush 3harl*at, (2 ooples, composed in 1390;
(4) Tarjunta e IdSbul Murldln, translated in 1410.
(5) Hadniqul Ins, compiled in 1422.
(6) #Iahq Hama, contained in a collection of Sufi works
Bo. I869
Catalogue,

is wrongly ascribed to him in the 1.0.
te will refer to it below.

(7) A life of the saint, entitled the Torikh i JJuoainl
written in Persian by one *Abdul *Asia and dedi
cated to A^oad Shah, Bahmanl, the first, and a

00Hoot ion of his letters, called, the daktubat
i i/usainl va Khatima e Oesu Baras, are mentioned
in Stewart's Catalogue, pp. 3° and 37*

Of the

last-named elaborate work on the whole doctrine
of

uflsm there are five copies in the India Off!

Another work, the Khavarlaat. containing an account
of the life and deeds of the ahakh. his descendants and
spiritual successors, compiled in 1373 * 1574, is also
preserved in the India Office.
The Javaml'ul Klim, discourses and spiritual teachings
of Gesu Daraz, taken down from his lips by one of his dis
ciples, is catalogued in the British Museum.
Gcsu Daraz*s main subject is oyoiioism and religion,
the problems of whioh he sometimes

e x p la in e r

to his disciple

in the Urdu language of that time and a(t the request of
some of them he compiled for the benefit of those who did
not know Arabic or Persian several tracts in Dakhal.

The

secretary of Anjuman Taraqql e Urdu, Aurangabad, Deccan,
claims to be in possession of a number of them, but he
describes only one, the Ui'rajul *7*shiqln.

Shaasullph,

Qadlrl, mentions another, the Hidayat Mama, by name only.
i
Another book, called, the Hishutul 'ishq, the Pleasure of
Divine Love, a commentary in the Dakhni language on one of
the gufl treatises of the celebrated G.osul 'Izam, *Abdul
wadir, JllanI, is asoribed by Shaosullah, Qadirl to his
grandson, Sayyad Mufraranad 'Abdullah, yusninl, But Stewart

!*]

includes it among the works of Gtesu Doras himself in his
oatalogue on p. 132.

I think ShnmsaLlah is mistaken, for.

as it would appear from his statement, he newer saw the
hook
while Stewart
examined it in the manuscripts of
' '' *
•* * r
Tlpu Sultan.
Recently Dr. LJujjdyuudln, Zor, has brought to light
another of his prose treatises, oalled, the Risala o Se
Bara, preserved in the private library of Nawab ‘inoyat
Jang of Hyderabad, Deccan, and mentions it, though very
briefly, in his book, the Urdu Shah .ore, page 320, quoting
from it about six lines on the topic of faith.
The Ul'rajul '^shlqXn has been published under the
supervision of the Anjuman Toroqqi e Urdu, with an intro duotion by its Secretary in whioh, it may be noted, he has
raised a doubt as to the authenticity of the authorship of
the book.
ence.

The question deserves more than a passing refer

The situation discussed by

summed up thus:

him at length may be

He has got two MSS. of the Mi'raJ, one is

undated] the other is dated A.H. 1176, A.D. 1762, end in
the colophon oontains the information that it was oopied
from another MS. whioh bore the date, A.H. 906, A.D. 1500.

//'

All the throe are desoribed. as by Qeau Oaraz in the manu
script themselves.

And, as the Seorotary says further on,

the Mi'raj has been spoken of as his in on important volumi
nous JufI work, the 'ishq, Kama, written between 1425 and.
1458 by one of his disciples 'Abdullah, who gives numerous
details of his teachings and sayings.

In the face of this

evidence the Secretary indulges in a doubt and bases it on
the ground that sometimes people writo books and ascribe
them to heroes and saints.
echoes it, p. 40.
justification.

Alpsan i Marihravl also re

In ay opinion it is without sufficient

If we allow ourselves to be swayed by stela

misapprehensions all researoh will be suspended.

The Mi'raj,

on the basis of the data furnished by the secretory, should
be accepted as a genuine work of Qesu Deras whioh was com
piled roughly between 1400 when he ooae back to the Deccan
and 1422 when he died.
It is a brochure, comprising 19 pages and not 29 as
stated by £hson i Marihr&vX, p.40, and dealing with the
mysteries of Jufism.

Every theme begins with short quota

tions from the wur'on or sayings and precepts of the prophet
in Arabic, followed by DakhnI translation whioh is often so
free or rather arbitrary that it can hardly bo called &

translation, o.g. on p. 18 ho translates 7.tu:aakat by apnl
hastl sab lutnna which wftans, give away all your selves.
But j|oknt is sever selves, it is alias. Most of tho inter
pretations are ellegorioal and throughout an effort has been
made to educe some Bidden meaning from a simple Arabic text,
or put one into it.

Nor is there an

evolution of any

mystic scheme based upon psychological or common religious
experiences.

The whole trend of his exposition of abstruse

mystical matters is ascetic.
The treatise to published, with some of the mistakes
existing in the US.
(1) The language is in certain places not perspicuous
and intelligible.
(2) It is colloquial rather than literary and Arabic
words are spelt as they were pronounced by the
illiterate, such as, manfi for mans', and ma'rlfsfc
for me'rifat.
(3) It does not suffice for the expression of abstract
ideas preached therein.
(4) However, it affords interesting glimpses of the
language of that period.
(5) It abounds in Persian gufl technicalities. Nasut,
(humanity), Malakut, (the engelio world). Jabrut,
(the highest or empyreal heaven) road Lahut, (the

ffu

Divine Being realm;, etc., are used, unaccompanied
by explanation.
(6) Sanskrit words like nirgun (without human passions
no longer used in standard Urdu are to be found
in it.
(7) In certain Persian words a redundant ye is added
as in badbul for badbu, darmiyanl for darraiyan,
bukhll for buiihl. Jdljnmd Sheronl says, (Panjab
me Urdu, pp. 80-81), that s ;ch annexation of ye
is the tendency of Panjabi. In Delhi £aal for
gam and qodiml for qadlm are used to-day.
(8) Persian and Arabic words appear firmly absorbed
showing that the indigenous and the foreign ele
ments were blended together long before the fif
teenth century.

Hot only the oompound infinitiv&i

formed from Arabic words, suoh as, aa'lum Kama,
taaam hona, salam phorna

ore profusely employed

but from the Persian famtudan,

faxmana,

from

guzashtan, guzoraa, and from the Arabic Khar.1.
Kharaona occur at that early period.
(9) Distinction of gender was in a state of flux; bet,
rufc, dostor and poshak are treated as masculine.
(10) Sometimes Persian construction is followed too

//J

closely, as, muqom usko shaiijanl nafs uska amaara.
The following peculiarities of Gesu Barns's language
are still in vogue in the Dakhnl dialect:Uaur for aur
nnku

" mat

po

• par
ko*

kar

anpa^na for pohunona
jhay

*

darnkht.

He of the agent is not employed;
plural is formod by a;
bolna is very frequently used;
ovas is masculine.
And the following words and farms are now obsolete in
the Deccau:daana (to see);
Kiya (plural of Kl);
firaahtea and banden (plurals of firashta and banda res
pectlvely'J;
jaga (for Jagih, place);
te (for se);
lak (for tak);

E (for ye, this);
sakna (to be able), as an Independent verb;
naraos K a m a (for namaz payhna.

It may be noted that

Voll and Iqbal, poets of the north, have used
namaz K a m a in recent times).
The style of Qesu Daraz is straightforward, lucid, and
spontaneous.

Th em is no redundancy or trace of effort.

Though it is not marked by literary flavour yet in its sim
plicity it occasionally rises to eloquence. The sentences
are terse and compact and move vith vigour and force and
not infrequently with grace.

The author never excludes

elegant Hindi words but weaves them into the texture of his
composition with adroitness,

he breathed a new spirit of

freedom from the shackles of i’ersian end fostered the rise
of Urdu prose.
The style of the Risala e Se Bara, spoken of above, so
far as is possible to judge from a quotation of six lines,
has the same vigour and spontaneity.

I lf
s

j iJ h

m

I

b

X

j

I .

(4. 1496)

He was a native and one of the distinguished saints of
Bljapur and the first of a family whioh produced a scries of
writers and holy men of distinction.

He was successor to

another saint of note Khwala Kamaluddln, Bayebani, who was
second Khalifa of Gq 3u Doras. Mirsa FafI^uddin Khaksar,
hollowed to be the Amir Shuarau of the Deccan, wes one of
his disciples.
Mlrajl oonpleted his education according to the standard
of tho time.

His date of birth together with other necessary

particulars of life lie in obscurity.

However, he went on

a pilgrimage to Mecca and lived for twelve years at Medina,
whence he visited Mecca each year as a pilgrim.

From Medina

he came to

He died in

BljEpur and dwelt outside the town.

A.H. 902, A.D. 1496, as expressed by his ohronegrammatlo
gufl title, dhamsul *Ushshaq, the Sun of Divine lovers.
He used to teach and explain to his followers gufl and
religious problems in the old iakhnl dialect and h-s loft
behind the following works in it
(1) Khush Hama.
(2) Khuah dagz.

Hi
(J) Shahadatul ^jtaiilq&t.
(4) Ganj 1 *Irfan.
(5) Shara^i i Margubul qulub.
(6) Jal Tarnng.
(7) O'ul Bas.
All of theso expound intricate topics of mysticism
in parable and stories.

The first four are §ufl poems.

In the third the author makes the important statement that
people in general do not understand Persian and Arabic so

he ohooscs to write in "Hindi*. The last two are mentioned
by Shaasullah, vadirl, who says that he has perused them
but he gives no account of them.
The Skarnty i Margubul vulub is a prose work.

The

Secretary, Anjunan Taraq.ql e Urdu, has two UBS. of it whioh

iio described in the journal, the Urdu of April 1927, (pp.18
190)

Both bear the author's none and are genuine.

It is

briefly mentioned by A^san i llarihravi, p. 42, who gives
a snort extract as specimen of the language.

The date of

composition of the book is not known for certain.

ariiirov

puts it a year before his death.
The Seoretary of the Anjuman Taranql e Urdu and others
hare thrown no light on tho problem whether the SharaJj i
Margubul Qulub is an original work or a translation.

I

have, however, found, out a similar Persian text of whioh
three manuscripts are in the India Office, one in the
British Museum, and others, as stated by £the, in Vienna,
oto.

I examined the

1.0, MSS. of whioh „o. 1765, a Per

sian magnavl is entitled, Targlbul Wulub, Ho. 1840, also a
aaanavl, Margubul wulub, identical with the Xarglb, and,
&o. 1841, also Maxgubul Qubub (this n m e is motioned in
the MS. in different places, e.g. on fol. 20b, in a verse
and on fol. 21a, in the colophon), but Kthe prefers to
entitle it Shared? i Margubul wulub on the strength of the
Same's having been written in ihglish on the fly-leaf.

This

last copy is different from the other two preceding MSS.
It is provided with (a) a prose preface, and (b) quotations
from the $adls end the Qur'an, accompanied by a kind of
translation and short explanation in Persian, both prose and
verse, tho verses, which are few and far between, being the
same as are to bo found in the other two 1.0. MSS.

However

its last section entirely consists of verses in mosn&vl-foxa
end agrees with individual sections of the other two i>3S.
At any rate this MS. is much fuller but it is in no way a

Khara^ as supposed by Ethe.

Because if we detach the

Iorsian text from the book the remaining Arabic fracjaento
oarnot constitute a continuous text by themselves and be
called a book.

The fact is that the real name of the

treatise is iiargubul wuLub as in the B.M. and Vienna
copies also.

The title Targltul wulub may be treated as on

error on the part of the copyist of that MS.
Tho date of composition A.H. 757# A.D. 1356 is found in
most of the oopies.

It is asoribed in the MSS. themselves

to Shamauddln, TabrizI, the spiritual guide of Jalaluddln,
HumI, but as TabrizI died in A.H. 645* A.D. 1247-48* i.e.,
112 lunar years before its composition, the statement, as
rifgitly observed by sthe, is absurd.

But Ettas*s remark,

embodied in hia note on MS. 1340, that "tha author's name
Shams which Hieu found in the last verse of his copy is
missing" in MS. 1841 is equally erroneous. This name ac
tually occurs in one of its concluding verses on fol. 76b.
The Dakhni version by MirajI is the real Sharaty and
follovs the outlines of MS. 1341.

It opens with a short

introduction with praises of God and the prophot and with
translation and explanation of certain verses of the Qur'an
and then,
end the traditions, in accordance with all the Iorsian MSS.,
it is divided into ten chapters, viz..

Chapter X. on Penitence

n

"

II. " the Path of Jufism.

*'

III." Ablution.

"

XT.

" Abandonment of the World and its Vanities

"

V.

" Celibacy and Retirement.

*

VI.

• Knowledge of Self.

•

VII." The Divine Love.

"

VIII.

"

IX. • Death and Life After Death.

"

X.

"

"

Beloved.

" The Last Journey.

Every chapter, like its Persian original, is prefaced
with some text of the Qur’an or the traditions, mostly the
latter, and then follows the oommentary with a thread of
$ufl8tic sentiments, running through it.
The Secretary, Anjuman Taroqql, has quoted about three
large pages of the Dakhni text whioh ie coherent, clear
and perfectly intelligible.
flawing and emotional.

UlrajI's style is simple,

Some of the constructions are,

however, loose and the phraseology is dialectic.

Persian

and Arabic words corrupted by the illiterate are not res
tored to their proper forms.
va$a for va$'.

Madat is used for madad and

Sorana from the Persian saraldan,(to praise),

and navazna from navakhtan.(to bestow), are of frequent
occurrence. Baisna (to sit),of Gujratl derivation, is

also there.

Andhla is used for aadha, (blind), .'ind anpajna

for palrxaona, (to oone to hand).

a£Sh BmaSwdDaly.
(d. 1582)
He was the son and mpstia successor of Shah HlrajI
and poetloally oailed Janam.

He Is reprted to he a great

scholar, a §ufl and a sen gifted with qualities of both
heart and head.

He obtained complete literary training

from lils father and was fond of music, the modes of whioh
ho supplied in his dobras, nothing Is known about thd dote
Of his birth but he died In 1582.
■la^1 ^wrote more worse than prose to Instruct hie

followers in religious and mystic Ideas of whioh the follow!

C W Vide. The ‘Urdu’, July, 1927. pp. 519-544-

9 poena, mostly short, are e x t a n t (1) Va§Iyatul Hadlj
(2) Sukh Suhaila.(J) Uanfa'atul Iman; (4) iiukta e Vajjld;
(9) liaslnml Kalem; (6) Hvmrcisul Va^illnj (7) Basharat^
r_lkr; (8) i^ujjatul Baqa; (9) IrshJLd Naaa} and (10) Bayan
i Khulasa.

The last Is rather doubtful, but in the last

but one whioh is fairly long ha tells us that his contem
porary men of letters who gleefully indulged in Persian
considered it below their dignity and taste to oraploy old
Urdu as the vehicle of expression and that he, realising
the absurdity of the idea, mads it a point to address the
people in the language understood by them.
So far as is known he compiled only one prose book,
the Ealimatul ^aqaiq^ ^ ^ whioh is of considerable length,
dealing, as visual, with mystio themes in dialogue-form.
In some places, which are few, the questions and answers are
i
both in Persian. The author calls his language sometimes
■Gujri" ***** sometimes "Kindi11* It is full of Hindi expres
sions and only tinged with Gujratl, e.g., he uses baiana
for beflma.

Persian and Arabic terms and phrases do not

(1) Vide, Ths "Urdu", July, 1927, p. 539-

U l

preponderate tut the sum-total is Urdu in its earliest
manifestations.

He wrote the Arabic 'alatyia as alahda

end retained the linguistic peculiarities of his pre
decessors . However his style is simpler than his father's.

'a b d o u J h
(ah. 1622).

There exists no information regarding this author
save that he vas a contemporary of Mrifraaimad vutab Shah
of Golcomda (1611-1625).

Be wrote in 1622 a prose work

under the name of Ajjkamug Salat, which was first discovered
and described by Haflruddln, Haahami, the author of the
1JDak&n me Urdu’, p. >1.

It oontains. as its raws implies,

rules for prayer and a compendium of tenets of the ganafi
soot.

It seems to be a Dakhal translation of some Persian

book.
AJjkamus §alat embodies all peculiarities of the old
mr

Dakhnl. Kaini is used for Kahna, Kiya in plural form for
Kl and so forth.

The language is not loaded with higi

sounding Persian words; even the popular word vafrdanlyah

h i

is avoided tu favour of ekpona.

The diotion, however, is

not oharaotorisod by literary polish, ton. successive sen
tences terminating with one and the same predicate ’jata
hoi'. Certain clauses are constructed after- tho Persian
original.

But tbs language as a whole is plain and direct,

nothing is involved or unintelligible.
*■-

. v-
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It aeuaa to be a

.
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great improvement on the preceding prose attempts.

> V-

This

nay be oue ratiier to the fact that the instructions conveys<
in the book arc not mystic in their nature.

The book is

of immense value for linguistic study.
A similar metrical work with interlineal prose has
been diaoussed below, (p.

tbs

US').

MiyrHpuL j&

aib Ji

(1630)
It is an anonymous prose work most probably of the
same period of early seventeenth century described in the
•Dakan me Urdu*. It is an exposition of primary beliefs
and. religious duties the knowledge of whioh is inoumboift
upon a good Uusiim,

Iho tract, whose author seems to be a

sort of Puritan Manlvi, is ooucbea in luoid and intelligibl

U(f

language, but it protends to be rather learned.
stylo, however, contains laodom tendencies.

Its

There are

indications of tho book19 being a translation from some
Persian original.
ceding work.

It is not less valuable than the pre

US S. of both are preserved in tho ^tate Lib

rary, Hyderabad, Deccan.

wai
(ab. 1609-1635)
v S

*

.c

/

*

This eminent poet end. prise writer is mentioned by
Indian biographers as a contemporary of King 'Abdullah
VUtab sthah (IO35 -IO83 » A.D. 1625-1672), but obviously
he lived long before that time; he enjoyed the position of
poet laureate of Qull Wutab Shah (1580-1611) whoso imaginary
love-adventures he has related In his remarkable poem,
vutab aushtari, oompoaed in 1609, 1.0. MS. p. 1532. fol.
58.

From the prorogue of this aasnavl we oan gather that

Vajiii was brought dp in an environment In which old Urdu
literature had liready gained ground.

He was a native of

Golcon&a and by religion was an orthodox Shi'a.

He made

satiric attacks on most of his literary compatriots, es
pecially against tho famous but oonoeitod C owv5§I. He was
also attached to the court of 'Abdullah Qutab Shah, with
whom his relations wore close and friendly for a long time
and at whose command he translated in 1635 the celebrated
Sab Eos into DakhnI prose from the Persian prose romantic
fairy 3tory, the ^usnclA t®r fafyya, Fatta^I of Ueahapur who
died in A.H. 825, A.H. 1422.

The original book is not

bigger than a tract but VajhI has added considerable matter
relating to mysticism, intellectual and moral qualities,
such 03 brewery, reason, love and the like, enlarging the
else of the book Considerably.

His version, of whioh two

HSS, ore extant in the State Library of Hyderabad, Deccan,
was versified by #auql in 1697 end Jujrial in 1702 uador
the titles of Vi^alul 'A a h lq in and Qulshan i Jostan i I’ll
respectively.

( 2)
The Sab Has, whioh has recently been published by the
AnJuana Taraqql

-ith a valuable introduction, has a prefac

in whioh the author states, on p.8, that one day his royal

For further particulars regarding the origin of tho
story see irefaco to the printed Sab Bos, pp. 7-12.
(2)

Another of Vajhi’s prose works on mysticism, called, Taj
Haqaiq, is mentioned by name on p.5 of the above prefac

u
patron, whom he mentions simply as *3ultn» 'Abdullah*,

"was seated on the throne end an boim mysterious intuition*;

Impulse he called him and showing extraordinary kindness
asked him to write a book on Diwine Low© whioh might per*
petuate his memory,

He (Vajhl) obeyed the order and pro*

duoed the present book whioh he named Sab Has, that la,
hawing all tastes as it was the vueon of Books, dealing
with subtle and deep topics and clothed it in the most
eloquent ’Hindi' language whioh even the writers of Hin
dustan, (northern India), newer attempted.r
The outstanding feature

thajt

of the book is ^it contains

one long continuous story on a mixed subject of religion,
mystloiam and uthioa. The mystic tons, however, dominates
and with the aid of allegories metaphors and allusions the
Muhammadan JufI system is unvailed and gradually developed,
The working »nd struggle of tho human emotions are discuss*
with charm and beauty and all tho characters have allegoric
names, suoh as. Heart, Lowe and faithfulness.
The language of the book is literary in the true aenac
of tho word.

Vajhi had a difficult task to porforn and he

acquitted himself with oreoit.

His treatment is quit© sim

ple and the narrative is elear and flowing.

Tho pros© is

both xhythmloal and rhymed and believed by some critics to

be modelled as regards its style on the prose of jc-ahurl.
1 do not think it ia. Zahurl's So Hasr is the greatest
masterpiece of prose having refinement, spontaneity and
majesty unequalled.

It is almost the last word in the

florid Persian style cultivated in India; while Vajhl's
stylo was only the beginning of that ornate Ordfi proas
whioh found its culmination in the last school of Inoknow
sad of whioh gallb was sometimes fond.

It has glaring

signs of labour, artifiolality and immaturity, and occa
sionally grammar is sacrificed for the sake of rhyme and
high-sounding words.
from Vajhl's fame.

This fact, however, doos not detract
All have paid tribute to his genius

and attainments as he laid down ths true foundations of
literary Jrdu prose.
He oalls his language not Dakhni but Hindi; adorns
his descriptions with Persian and Urdu verses and Hindi
kabits; freely intermingles Arabio, Persian and Hindi
o

proverbs and sayings and well-known texts from the
Traditions and ths wur'an.

Ho uses khabar. shrab, §urat

and dunya as masoullno, si for ga as the sign of future,
m
gamsea and bhalya as plural of gamsa and bhal. He adds

for the soke of emphasis, a oe at the end of his words
whioh is common, in the Cocoon up till now.
$

With him

is dalna, $an$ is dan$, and tufa, tufea.

Instead of

ghar ghar and rag rag he says ghar© ghar, rage rag.

Like

his predsoessors he changes tho *ain of the Arabic words
into allf, such as, nafa, (nafa*), maha, (aana*), vaga,
(vaga*), tana, (tarns'), vaqa, (vaqi'a), raaala (nra'amala),
and employs them as rhymes which to-day the lows of poetry
do not allow.

Andeaba (pondered over) as past tense from

the Persian andoahldan occurs in one place, and fansudl
instead of farmuda

is formed from farapdsn.

Uffifcl Of HYDERABAD
(d. 1659)

Ilia full name was Shah Mlrajl $aaan.

He was sayyad

by aasto and employed in one of the important state depart
ments of *Abdullah Qutab shah, (1625-1672 ), whioh was oallec
"'Xlaa i Roagir".

Once the king sent Hasan on a political

mission to tho ruler of Bljapur and when he was about to
return he happened to moot tho saint Amlnuddln, 4*la, the
subjact of tho notice after tho next, and was so impressed
his
with gufl attainments and culture that ho placed himself
A

under hi? spiritual direction and later cm, an hid davtifc, lu

1)0001110 his Khalifa.
and holy nan.

He was looked upon as a very virtuous

He died in the year 1659 a»d vaB hurled

outside the oity of Hyderabad.
He was commonly known by the title of
displaying).

Kuna (Ck>dr-

Zt is said that Anrangsdb in his interview

with him put the question to him, "Are you Khuda Buna?"
to whioh he replied, "If Z am not Khuda Buna Z oust be
Khud Buna"* that is self-displaying.
lluma is reported to hove composed a number of
n«ir>»Tij tracts on $uflsa.

But one of his books notioed by

JProfossor *Abdul Qaq in the’tJrdu'' of April 1928, is of
great importance.

Zt is entitled Shared 1 TamhXd 1 Hama-

danl or SharaJ} 1 Sharaty i

Qaq has seoured two

very valuable MSS. of it, probably oopied In the author's
life-time. One US. contains the remark, "the original
book of *Ainul wufat is in Arablo, Ha§rat Banda Havas Gesu
Doras has written a commentary on it in Persian and that
Sayyad ulrajX ^aidrabadi has compiled his commentary in the
DakhnI language."

But this statement seems to have been

added by the copyist, and, as £aq rightly observes, is
baseless.

The original book was composed not in Arable but

la Persian, and, as it would appear from gaq’s loos notice,

there is no MS. of the Persian original extant in Hyderabad

and consequently he was unable to compare the Dakhni versio:
with it and to fora definite opinion about it.

But for

tunately there is Brailable in the library of the India
Office a very distinct Persian US. Ho. 1793* splendidly
adorned with gold and sprinkled with silver throughout
whioh formerly beloved to Tlpu Saltan. It is called the
Tamhldat i *Alnul vug at and is a work on the gufl doctrine.
It has nothing to do with Oesu DarSz.

It was ooopiled by

Abul Pag ail 'Abdullah Almlyajl with ths honorary epithet,
*Ainnl vug at 1 Hamadsnl, who was a pupil of Shekh Atyaad
Gas all, (the brother of the celebrated Algozall) and put
to death in A.D. II38 . The book is divided into ten Agio
or ehapters* the lr.at being the longest.
The word Sharafe in the nans of the Dakhni rendering
of the TamhidSt suggests that it is an annotation of the
original but $aq (and following him Shaasullah, Qadirl,
also) takes it to be a translation,

gaq has a copy of

kthe's Persian Catalogue in whioh the opetlng passage of
the Persian original in praise of Qod is quoted and was

in a position to compare it with the corresponding sen
tences of the DakhnX Sharoty.

So far as these sentenoes

are concerned the latter appear to a slight extent as
translation.

But ay comparison of the fairly long oonoludi

passage of the DakhnX, olted by him in the Ifrdu/' with the
1.0. Persian US,, fol. 170a,reveals the fact that iQmda
Duma's book is certainly not a translation.

Hor is it a

commentary in the strict sense of the term.

It is more

of the nature' of adaptation in which the original teachings
have been not explained but expressed in a new perspective
and in a language whioh has alsolutely nothing in common
with the original.
The style, though crude and colloquial, is natural,
simple and flowing, but it does not seem fitted for the
expression of abstract suflstlc thought.
the elements of the old DakhnliTumi

for

Tun ne, (non. you).

ft

Jo, (whioh, who).

munje

ft

mujhe, (to me).

Ztolco

m

na, (not).

m

mangna, (to ask for).

galna
oskhna
jalna

ft

it
ft

galena, (to melt).
oakhna, (to taste)
jalSfta (to bum).

Zt contains all

2/1

tauolll hona for tasalll pens, (to be satisfied),
khoy

" kfcot (defect).

are to be found in abundance.
denhara (bestower) also oocrur.

Similarly navasanhara and
He also uses the following

words whioh probably fell into disuse very early in the
history of the language:~
BaJ

•

without

nihnavad *

child

hlfa

flesh.

s

nisi ya'wOb
(ab. 1668)

He belonged to the Ooloonda group of writers and
flourished roughly in the middle of the seventeenth
century.

He was himself no saint but he had a mystic

frame of mind and believed in saints.

He was also a

poet.
Ya'qub translated into DaKhnI the Persian Shanailul
Anqiya (and not Atqiya as usually hitherto written) va
Dalnilul Atqiya, under the same title.

It is an extensive

dogmatic work on the principles and traditions of Jufism
compiled on the basis of some hundred Arabic and Persian
treatises by Buknuddln, *Inad who was a pupil of Shah
Burhonuddln, jiarlb (died A.P.
the request of his ahskh.

).

*Imad wrote it at

A good US. of it exists in the

India Office Library, Wo. 1836. It is divided into four
subjects and ninety-one Dayans.

The subjects treat of

(1) the mystics; (2) the prophets; (}) the Essence of God
and finally, (4) the Creation of Adam and the nature of
Vice and Virtue, etc.
A manuscript of the Dakhni translation is preserved

in the Igafla Library, Hyderabad, Deccan, Ho. 663. Specimen
passages of the language are given in both the Urdu e Qadlm
and the Dakan me Urdu.

The translator prefaces his work

with a description of the circumstances in whioh it was
undertaken, the ahief of which are that his spiritual in
structor asked him to render the ahamail into "Hindi sabsn"
so that every one eould get access to it but the transla
tion could not be started until his death whioh occurred
in I667. Be was succeeded by his nephew Shah lllra son of
Sayyad $usoin and then the translation was executed.
dently it was completed a year later in 1668.

Evi

$

The language of Ya'qub is Tory old Dakhnl; klya
plural of kl and bahut for bahaut still linger on.
Bakhanna (to praise) and kudhan in tbe sense of super
natural deeds also occur.

The style of tbe book, how

ever, is clear, simple and attractive.

Tbe sentences

and tbe general flow of tbe construct ion is in no way
subordinated to tbe Persian original. He uses Urdu
verses most probably bis own.

AMINUDDIh
(d. 1675)

His aoa de plume was Amin.

He was tbs son of Shah

Buxhanuddln and a contemporary of 'All *Adil Shah, King
of Bljapur (I656-I672).

He was born after the death of

his father evidently in 1582.

The date of his own demise

is supplied by the phrase "j&ata Vail", A.H. 1086, A.D. 1^7!

(•*■) The death of his grandfather took place in 1496 and that
of hi8 father in 1582.

These dates are too far apart.

less one or two generations are presumed missing they do
not seem possible.

Un

i/r

He

v%sgenerally 'believed to be a madar sad vail, a born

saint.

He held a very higi rank as ^ufl and had a large

number of disciples of whom the moat brilliant was shih
UlraJI of Hyderabad.

Many supernatural deeds are ascribed

to him by his oreduloua biographers. His habits were not
laws
conformable to the religions, nor did he observe the daily
A

prayers, and Sikandar Shah, the seoond. ruler of Bijapur,
ordered, by way of punishment, that the people should
boycott him entirely.

Aooordingly he remained segregated

for a time, till at last, it is said, he performed his
prayers in a miraculous way on the surface of a lake with
out being drowned.

The biographers record that he passed

most of his time in trance and his poetical utterances
during this state of mind were taken down by his disciples
cud collected in a book, called, the Javaharul Asrar.

Tho

author of the drdu e wadia, as he tells us on p. 77* sow
the book, at Veliore,whioh cowered £00 pages.

The library

of the Editor of the 2aj referred to shore includes two of
his treatises in worse, entitled the Qurblya and Vajudiya.
He also wrote a panegyric in praise of his father and two
other poems, Hu^ib or &u^abbat Hama and Rumusus Sailkin.
Professor 9aq. has discovered two of his broohures in

DafchnI prose, the Ouftar i Hagrat Shah Amin, treating of
the doctrine of the mystic and explaining its technioal
terras, and the Ganj i HakhfI. forming a theme of Shahld o
Uashbud (the Seer and the Seen).

But he cites specimen

extracts from the Ganj alone of which Afyaan i Marihravl.
p. 45, reproduces a few lines.
His language drops out most of the characteristics
of his father's and grandfather's prose.

Neither HlfldI

Yogi words nor Arabic and Persian words occur frequently.
The style is no longer crude and immature.

Still there

is evidence that the language is not standardised and the
writer despite great command of expression and simplicity
seems oonscious of the poverty of the language he had to
handle.

i
o --------------

The following two authors were first described by
ShamsullSh, Qidiri and have subsequently been referred to
by most biographers.

Unfortunately no further information

is available concerning them in this country and I have
no alternative but to rely absolutely on the authority of
ShamsullSh and to content myself with the reproduction of
the meagre details supplied by him.

anfa MmiAUMAfl, (JtolBl
(ab. 1675)

Anlnuddln X'la vas succeeded in his lino of mystic
teachings by another great personality, Sayyad Shah Muhammad,
Qadirl, who vas the founder of a distinguished family, the
Hur i Darya of 7lros dagar, nov called, Baiohur, and vhioh
is inoluded in the Dominions of the Bis am.

Originally

Wadirl belonged to Bljapur.
Me is reported as haring composed in Dalchnl several
prose treatises, dealing vith the same Indo-Islamic problems
of mystioism.

Shamsullah

himself read tvo of them in

US.; they throv light on the subtle questions of the Unity
of God and the Fate of Man.

SAYYAD SHla iilR
(ab. 1680)

lie is said to belong to the same period as Shah Uu^ammac
wadirl, and has been mentioned vith practically no particu
lars either of his life or of his prose work, known by the

title, the Asrarut Tattyid, excepting that he was a native
of the village Racautl, that his book formed tho subject
of the doctrine of the Unity of Qod and that a MS. of it
is preserved in the private oolleotion of uhamsnllah'a
friend, the Editor of the now defunct journal, the "Taj".

SHEKH EA§M5D
or

UJUpiJD BAqlEII

(ah. 1680-1704?)

There is a Persian manuscript Ho. 1858 in the India
Office Library, containing tvo books of the saint Oesu
Daraz, the Khatima and the Vajudul 'ISshiqln.

Its folios

14^-160 are filled by another hand vith some Hindustani
poetry in masnavl-foxm and several small prose treatises,
partly in Hindustani too, partly in Persian, dealing
mostly vith the same topics of Muhammadan creed from a
e&fS standpoint.

Tho author's name or the date of composi

tion of the proso-pleoes which are purely Dakhni in charac
ter is not given.

However, in one of the aaanavl verses

whioh precede the prose there occurs, on fol. 151b, the name

«

aujjaud* as nom cte plume, who is evidently also tho

author of tho prose.
Among the early Dakhni writers two Mahmuds are known.
One is Sayyad Maraud mentioned by VajhI in his prologue
to the poem vutab-l-ushtarl, 1,0. ilS. P. I^p2, spokon of
above, and the other more oelebrated v<a§I Maraud Bajjrl.
Apparently ours is not Sayyad liotyaud as he styles himself
ghekh. The other Uafymud is characterised by all biogra
phers as only wifi.

He certainly was not Sayyad as this

epithet, denoting high birth-distinction, is covetously
retained in their names by descendants of 'All, especially
so in olden times when an unduly great importance, verging
on superstition, was attached to this feature,

che ab

sence of it simply implies that WufI «a^mud was fthejsfr
and therefore probably the author of the Dakhnl pieces
contained in the ilS.
Ha was a prolific writer of mystic views and flourish©*
towards tho end of the seventeenth century and after.

He

belonged to a Tillage, oalled, GogI in the kingdom of ElJap

Be held on appointment in the ooftrt of Sikandar *Xdll Shah
in 1684 and Trent to Hyderabad two years later.

On hie way

he was attacked by robbers who carried away all his pos
sessions including his writings.

In 1700 he composed a

mystical poem, the Ban Lagan, which has been printed.

It

was shortly after annotated and oalled the Asat Ban Lagan.
Be also wrote lowe poems and elegies, etc.
His prose in the I.0.M8. is divided into five parts,
each separata from the other.

The first consists of a

oonuaentory on the significance of

(

J

* ***•

second sots forth the five duties incumbent upon a good
ttuslim, the third certain points about prayer and cleanli
ness; the fourth explains the expediency of prayer and the
fifth those donditions whioh nullify an ablution.
The prose style of ohekh Uu^mud is masked by simplicity
and harmony,

not a single sentence merges into obscurity.

The language is made up of all the DakhnI vocabulary. The
*
\
for se, madat for madad, mane for me, hallu for hole se, a m
ba'd as for ba'd aaa are to be found.

Ul

m Ih j a *f a r , zaja lli

(1658-1713 )
Ho was a n a t i v e ^ of Harnaul in the mode m native
state of Patiala and bom. shortly after the reign of
Aurengeeb (1658-1707 ).

His father was one Sayyad *Abbas,

a shop-keeper by profession, vhom he lost at an early age
and was then brought up by hie unole.

On leering school

he obtained service as horseman vendor Earn Batehah. the
youngest son of Aurangseb, and went with him to the
Deccan.

It is said that Zebun Uisa, the daughter of

Aurangseb, gave Ja'for the sobriquet of ZafallX, "the
Jester”.
lead for the first tins introduced his name as
writer of Urdu prose (lb 1 $ayat, p. 23 ), but his obser
vations about him are so ambiguous that they practically
mean nothing.

I have studied five MSS. of his Eulllyit

preserved in the India Office and the British Museum, vis.
(1) 1.0. u.55
(2)

•

P.2746

(3-) See Panjab mi Urdu, pp. 195-204, and India Office
Catalogue of the Hindust. MSS. pp. 70-71-

IIL

(3 ) i.o. u. 56
(4)

•

V. 57a

(5 ) O.K. Or. 387Be vrota chiefly in Peraftan and seems to be a good
scholar and master of that language but he is the most
remarkable figure as satirist unsurpassed by any known
writer.

From Prince to plebeian none could escape hi*

boisterous and savage attacks.

His language is always

bitter, abusive, sometimes leaning towards pleasant
humour and sparkle but often it is so obscene and filthy
X

that it oan not be published without deletion.

1lowever,

he has unique brilliance and power to turn an ordinary
point to animated ridicule.
His Xulllyit la a curious mixture of ftrdh and Persian.
Though it is short yet it contains numerous glimpses of
the Urdu tongue of his time.

The Persian prose in two of

the above 1.0. Copies, P. 2746 and (7. 56, and in the one
B.M. US., is interspersed profusely, in addition to words,
phrases and expressions, with Urdu proverbs and sayings of
whioh some examples oan be notioed In the B.U. oopy on
folios 29a, 29b, 30a,
and 56b.

32a. 33a= J6a. 596. 43b, 46b, 48b

On 21b and 22a there are whole Urdu sentences

smoothly linked together with the Persian text, and fro®

fol. 2Ja to 26a there Is a continuous piece of Urdu prose
of more than two and a half pages, comprising a recipe
with imaginary names of medicines, instructions as to
its vise and the benefit likely to be derived from it, and
is characterised by the

satirical vlt of Ja'far.

m m

All these various bits are together sufficient in amount
^

‘
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to fill about six or seven pages.
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So far as is known hatallI's is tbe first northern
attempt at prose as distinguishedfrom Dakhnl.

His style

is natural, spontaneous and flows without break.
,
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language looks colloquial but it is veil balanced and.
apparently written vith oonsoious effort.

He vas fond of

rhyme and rhythm but vith him this artificiality enhances
the beauty, force end elegance of his utterances. He
joins Hindi and Arabic words together in such a way that
their bonds seem to burst but in reality they create a
perfectly harmonious and delightful effect, as in Cu
gha? ghayaha^ur ra'd fllgaaam; sometimes he hxnoaoualy
forms his Hindi tancen by means of Persian conjugational
terminations, for example, na hallad na ^ allad na Jumbad
sa ja.

The proverbs that he has quoted are current In Urdu

in the same forms up to the present time, as, tujhe paral
kiya pafl tu apni naboy, basl rahe na kutta khas.

J0H8I JOSmJA KST&LAEB
mm*
(d. 1716)

Atysan Harlfrraari, P r mentions nix* and M s Hindustani
Grammar from which ha quotes a pieoe of Urdu translation.
He obtained his material which is extremely sparing of
details from tho journal, tho Vrdu'of January, 1924, not
available in this country.
li ght.

Vie are, however, sot without further*

Benjamin Schulta

or Sohultse, whose work on Grammar, 1.0. MS., P. 2531,
originally written in Latin in 1/41, will be discussed in
tho following pages, makes an important reference to him
In his preface and most of the facts supplied by him are
corroborated by Grierson in his notice of him in the Lin
guistic Survey of India, Vol. IX. Part I., p. 6.

We ex

tract the following particulars fron them both.
Kotelaer was b o m it SLblngon in Prussia. . His date
of birth is not known.

He was, however, accredited to

Shah 'Slam Bahadur 3hah (lfOB-1712) and Jahadar Shah (1712)
as Dutch Ambassador, and in 1711 he was appointed the Dutoh
East India Company's Director of Trade at Surat, which post
ho hold for 3 years. In 1716 ho was sont to Persia as
See MSrihravI, p. 58 .

n r

Dixfcdh envoy.

While he was returning from Isfahan he died

of fever at Gombroon on tho Persian Gulf "after having
boon two days under arrest because he would not order a
Dutch ahip to act under the Persian Governor»s orders
against acne Arab invaders".
died the sane year

According to Marlhravl he

1716.

Sehultz states that he resided at Agra but Grierson
says, "he passed through Agra both going and. coning from
Lahore", between December 1711 and October 1712, "but
there does not seem to ba any evidence available that he
ever lived there though the Dutch Coopeny had a factory in
that oity subordinate to Surat.
in glowing terms.

Schultz speaks of him

"He has", says he, "certainly the merit

ef making it (’Hindustan language* ) known and recommending
it to the attention of the adepts in tho Oriental tongues,
and, by his illustration of laying open a path to a new
extensive tract of erudition which we have now enlarged.*
Ketelaer wrote a grammar and a vocabulary of the
"Lingua

hintlostanlca" which was published long after his

death in 1745 by David ilillins (’kill*, according to
Grierson), Professor of doored Antiquities of Asiatic

Languages at iJtreoht in his iliacellanic. Orient alia,
described briefly by Grierson on p. 7 of the
Linguistic Survey.

The date of composition of

the book is nssxsmd both by Grierson and Marihr&vl
aa 1715*
Grierson discusses it largely as a wrk.
on Grammar but to tae its principal interest con
sists in the fact that it includes the Torsion
of the Ten Ceonandrseirts* the Creed and the Lord* a
Prayer, of rhich a specimen of the last is quoted
both by Grierson and Mariiiravi.

Its singular

value is that it is the earliest known translation
frost any bUropeon language into Hindustani.

The

style of the passage is rjptistic, fluent and simple,
toother interesting feature is that it follovs the
foreign construction very closely, the translator
keeping in vier; probably the revealed nature of
his subject.

SHAH MOHAMMAD VAlj’
JTJUH, QADIHI.
(4. 1731)
>• has boon noticed by Haflruddln, Bteri iT, In th*
Dalian Me Jrdu, pp.

116—118,

and should be distinguished

from his nanwanVe Vail, the celebrated poet of the Deccan.
U s father was Shah gsfrlbullah, wadiri, who advised his.
(b« be states in the DKfaoo) to translate into the DoJdinl

dialect the Persian work, ila'rifatus Suluk.

His date of

death A.H. 1144, A.S. 1731, la mentioned in another 218.,
called the dlahkat

1

ilaburvok.

The translation was nade in 1697, of which two M8S.
oan be oonsulted in the State Library, Hyderabad, Deocan,
one la doted 1780

.

do^Iruddln, HaahimI has quoted a

soeolaan of two omraa from the .arhul Ma*rii".tns Suluk.
The original work deals with or rather repeats the
suss sufistic ideas and theories common to the Muhammadan
world in those days.

The pxobloas of Existence, Ood,

Oneness of GOd, Mind and its various selves, avarice,
envy and anoity and other kindred matters are all dis
cussed in the light of the Quranic teachings supported
by Avidia (Traditions) and stories o o m w M with apostles

m

and prophets.
The translation follows the original faithfully
ee aan be seen from the construction of some of its
sentences.

It is strewn vith all the Dakhni elements,

such as, haur (and), and yo (this), etc.

Kitab Kama,

(to write a book), which probably vas newer popular,
la to be found in one place.

But its diction is not

obscure, stilted or difficult to understand.

It is

easy, sober end impressive and shows scholarship and
mastery over the subject. In ValittLlah* 3 hand the language
also does not seem to be poor in oppressions and expres
siveness.

It inclines to bo literary and majestic rather

than colloquial and commonplace.

WJ^miAD WADIBI

(ab. 1729)
(1 )
la 1729

be translated into Dakhnl prose $15 o

Hakhahabi’a Feraian Tut! Naas, (the Tales of a Parrot),
itself based upon a Sanskrit original.

He has retained

tbe same narje for his book and added a preface in which
he gives his none as above.

But ha should be differentia

ted from another IMjammad Qadlri who made a Persian abridge
ment of the original and from whose book Haidar BaJ&sh,
JaiderI,
w

of fort William fame, translated his Tota
+m +m Kahanl.

The Dakhnl gedirl has explained that as the Persian
work looked terseness of expression and was difficult of
•understanding he fait it desirable to put tho stories in
easy and polished tongue so that all may be able to enjoy
them.

But his diction is full of archaisms, ungainly idioms

ncl cumbersome constructions on aocouat of which it was
never popular.

^

See Idarlhravl, p. 62

AKQHYilOUS TRANSLATION OF TUTI
NAMA.
#• M
(18th Century)

There is another Dakhni prose translation from the
great AbuL Paul’s abridged Persian version of the same
tales

preserved In the B.M. MS. Add. 10589*

prises two hundred pages.

It com

Jhe author is not known, nor

tho date when the rendering vas undertaken.

Blunhardt

plaoes the date of tronsorlptlon in the eighteenth cen
tury.

'The language, however, seems to be much older, at

least of the early time of Vail (1667-1741).

The trans

lation is Interlineal and runs parallel vith the Persian
tort, but it abruptly ends at the 35th tale and is not
elegant.

It follovs the original too closely, losing

vitality and naturalness of eonstruotlon.

In sotae places

where the idea is not suffioiently expressed onoo, the
sentences arc repeated with some improvement. Its language
shows throughout a severe struggle between its own mode of
structure and that of the rersien to which it is subordi
nated.

However this very long piece of old prose is highly

valuable in so far as it provides interesting and instruc
tive specimens of the early stages of the language.

23/

1K$L I 'All
(1711-1756)

Ho 13 tho author of the celebrated Clh Majlis which
was described by laid as tho first book of Urdu prose,
written in A.K. 1143, A.I). 1732.

7aod did not give his

full name, mentioning him only by his nom do pluao, Paijli.
He placed him in the reign of Mifyaaaukd Shah (1719-1748)
and quoted a short extract from the preface of his book.
Since Isad all biographers have been repeating the sane
meagre details and basing on this quotation their criti
cism of the language whioh is not justified.
Karlmuddin, (A History of Urdu Poets, p.57), gives
his full name and a much larger part of his preface.

Proa

the remainder of tho preface which he has omitted, and
which In all probability contained a good account of tho
author's life, he furnishes the information that at the
time when Fa^li wrote the Dih Majlis, his age was 22.

At

the end of the preface Fa$ll himself supplies two other
datos, one of which, A.H. 1143, A.I). 1732, is yielded by

the word maahar occurring In a qata* and tho other A.H.1170

’ «,v ;

i ■*

V ,%

v; '

•

... \

•'

a.D. 175^* is obtained from a whole couplet. Tfie first,
os he says, is the dote of the completion of tho book D r
the first time and the second that of its revision.

From

these figure3 it nay be computed that he was b o m in

1711

and lived at least till 175^•
He gives his father's name as Nawab Sharf i 'All who
was apparently a man of aeons and consideration.

The na

tive place of ?a$li Is Shrouded in darkness but from Rorlmnddln's statement, as well as that of Is ad, that he was a
contemporary of Muhammad Shah, it is evident that he be
longed to Northern India.

Besides, Fa^ll in relating with

enthusiasm and minuteness of detail the story of on inspir
ing dream which he had, cukes mention of a building whioh
in its characteristics he likens to "wodam Sharif".

This

well-known building, supposed to contain some marks or
relics of the foot of the prophot, still survives and is
situated in tho west of the town of Delhi, and affords tho
olue that he wan a native of Delhi - a surmise whioh is
considerably strengthened by the peculiarities of his idiom
and style, to be considered presently.
Shi'a by sect.

He was also a poet.

He was apparently

Karlmuddln states

that he wrote many invocatory poems and marslas of whioh
ho oites specimens, but they are not of great poetic merit.

As indicated 'by the preface Fasli originally styled
his hook, *Karbel Kctha*. Korlrauddln changed it into Dih
sinjlis, notwithstanding tho fact that the hook oooprisos
twelve raajlises.

It is said to be the translation of the

Persian Ro^atush Skuhada, recording an account Of the mar
tyrdoms of *Al£ and his family, and written by gusoin Va is,
Kashifl.

But according to Jajll it is not the translation

of tho complete book hut of its Persian KJrulasa or summary.
/.ariiaudntn yossos' od a oopy of it and perused it from bc-

.•inning to end.

No MS. of it, however, is known to exist.

It was, as la^ll tells us, first written in simple,
easy language whioh even "women and the unoduoatod" could
understand.

Later on it was revised and made ornate by the

introduction of artificial and oon/entlonal elements.

In

any oase the main te ct was couched in language much simpler
than the language of tho preface of whioh the most florid
.uioeo is the one quoted by Toad which but euiowa how up till
the age of Xaad balanced structure and highly embellished
pro3o was indulged in and admired.

The rest of the profact

which is itself mutilated oovors five pages and suffices t<
give an idea of the potentialities of tho prose whioh was
possible in Fagll's time.
powerful and flowing.

Its language is majestic, coapw

If we leave out a few sentcnoes

which era consciously arranged to evoke harmony and rhyddng
sounds the style is wonderfully natural end simple. Evan
to-day a writer of tho old sohool can not produce better
a

prose,

Fasll*s subjoct is religious, but his style is

literary through and through,

he has expressed himself wit]

groat ability and erudition and his expressions bear indis
putable evidence of being "Dahlvl? as in tho following
illustration:-

I hove, indeed, no hesitation in calling it tbe oldest
known Delhi prose.
a Maulvl.

It seems that he was of the type of

He employs learned words of Persian and Arabic

extraction, but they are almost all such as are oommon
among the educated Urdu-speaking class of any period.

He

iss

really kaovs tho value of words and. avoids our,barsone phrasi
Ho uses few archaic wordes- lekin for lekiu, log for tak,
and formoo for fanuuya.

t h s auowym ous

fHO: i. v e r s i o n

OF THS aHAai'AT HAMA
(17>6 >

A work, entitJod, the Shari'at liana, India Office MS.
P. 12^6, was oonpoo vl by Shah Unlik (not Jlulk, os Blumhardt
writes in tho 1*0. Catalogue) of illjapur in 1666 of which
a ntuoh earlier MS., dated 1699> is preserved in the library
of the Aditor of tho journal, the Taj,

This latter was

perused by Shoacdliah, volirl, who in hie artiole on Shah
Malik, (vide Urdu c Qadln, vr>. US), calls it Aljkanu$ §alat
after the none of a similar proso book by 'Abdullah notloed
above on p.

2.02..

\

Ths I.0. metrical Shari'at Bins is identical In subjoc
natter with 'Abdullah’s Aljkanug .olivt, but contains

interlinear paraphrase and occasional explanation in prose
fron folios 8b to 48a.

The name of the author of the

prose is not traceable but on fol. 47b he provides in a not<
between the lines of the original poem, tho date of his
writing as 1736.

His language is pure Dakhnlj though it is

dialectic yet the writer has taken pains to ahold looseness
and redundancy.
4m

Sirislrtea, plvcr. of firashta,(angel) occurs on fol. 12b;
(to be or to remain)

"

”

14b;

lokha. for logti, (people)

"

*

15b;

and Hallu for heulo se, (slowly)

"

*

38b.

uapiat/a> rpxAiu, ealxu
(fi. 1750 )
He has been mentioned by several biographers. He
belonged to Delhi, and,,as Uirsu

All Lutf (Gulahan i

Hind, B.lf. Bo. 14114.a.a.(2 (3 )), says, ranked among the
best poets of that city.

Be was a near relation of Mir

TaqI, Mir; and was already dead whan air Hasan wrote

bis tqgkira of Urdu poets la. 1776.
He translated into Urdu tbs famous Arable woafc on
.

mysticism, called, the Pugu$ul $ikaa by iiufciyuddln Ibaul
*ArabI, and also wrote aa original proas treatise oca Prosed;
Ulr Hasan and Uirar. *111 Lutf both ooncur in saying that
he composed another book in ’Hindi' prose and HIr T}o&on
sires an illustrative quotation from it which is, however,
too artificial in its style to Vo Of «BQr value.

In it Kalli

refers to the tragic event of the Emperor /Jjmad Shah's
haring been blinded by his Prime Minister, *Tmadal tfulk
m
Gisluddln Kha, which suggests that the book was written
after 175*.

However all the three proce works, alluded to

above, together with other neoesss^c feats of the author's
life, ere buried in oblivion.

bKtUAMIB SCHULTZ
(d. 1764)
He was a German by nationality. He studied and, as hi
claims, probably knew Hindustani very well and translated i
considerable portion of the Old and the Hew Testaments.
teas useful particulars of his life ore to be found ii
the

rendering of his HindeetSuI Grammar- (original]

in Latin), 1.0. MS. P. 25>1, jotted down in oooasional not*
by the translator whose naas does not appear anywhere and

u

Y

who derived hla information from a journal, called, the
Gent: Magt, vol. 1$, June, 1745, and also in a note, based
on an Annual Resistor for 1764, and enbodiec in another
MS, P. 5423, styled, the Persian, Hindustani, Arabic and

Sanskrit Miscellanies, whioh also contains a part of Schultz
original Latin Grammar.

In his preface to the Grammar

Sahultz himself furnishes sons foots of his literary acti
vities.

Prom these various sources 1 am able to piece to

gether as below some sort of sketah of his life and work:Schultz was a Protestant missionary from tbe Court of
Denmark at "Tranquebar in the Mast Indies*. He lived for
years in the town of Hagapattmas.

He was the oldest and

most active minister of the Bible and applied himself with
uncommon ardour to the duties of his calling.

In 1725 he

finished the translation of the Bible into the <alabarian
speech whioh was originally commenced by one Zlegeaobslg.
In 1726 he vent to Madras to re-establish .a oharity school:
three years later he wrote some short rudiments of the
Telegu language,

finally in 1764 ha is reported as "dead

lately".
He vas well acquainted with Tamil, through whioh and
Telegu, as he says, he learned the Hindustani language; he

mentions tho difficulties he had to encounter in these
early days in the acquisition of his linguistic knowledge.
He translated into Hindustani the Psalms of David, Daniel* s
Prophecies, the song of the Three Children, the History of
Susanna and the two Elders, of Bel and the Dragon, together
with the first four chapters of Genesis, mono of shioh is
extent to-day.
At Madras he completed on the 30th of June, 1741, his
Latin "Grammar of Hindustan Language”, 1.0* US., under re
view, whioh was printed at Halle in 1745.

On the title

page of the US. occurs the remark: "With whioh are blended
further observations on the language collected in Bengal
in 1761”.

It comprises an instructive preface dealing with

the origin of the HindustSnl language, whioh is described at
"oommon through ell the dominions of the Great Uogal", and
explaining the sub-divisions of the Grammar, of whioh the
last section on syntax embraces Hindustani translations of
(1) The Apostles' Creed;
(2) The Lord's Prayer;
(3 ) The Deoalogue;
(4) The Baptism;
and

(5 ) Tbs Lord's Supper.

The language of these prose fragments is rather of the

Uadraai-DakhnI type whioh la often heard spoken In the
streets and among the families of Hyderabad.

It is vulgar

and colloquial, used by the illiterate and the menial class
of people.

In the Apostles' Creed *he shall oomo to Judge'

is translated by 'Kutv&l (Commissioner of Police) ho ko
Svegi.' An attempt of this description can be called prose
only by courtesy.

Arable and Persian words, though not

assimilated vith taste and adroitness, are sprinkled through*
the sum total Is eld Urdu in some form or other; the trans
lation is ooapaot and follows the original faithfully and
serves splendidly the purpose for which it was made.

*BZ1AS.
(ab. 1759).

Hie name was *Abdul Vail.

He was a noble and s native

of Surat and passed the last part of his life in Hyderabad.
According to one authority he took up his abode in the
wioinity of Lucknow and attended the court of Aurangaeb
at hwihi who ruled from 1658 to 1707*

Be was alive in

1759 when a oopy of his famous Big Mala, 1.0. MS. P. 2>80o

and also Of his selected KuLlIyat, Z.O. MS^P. 2}804, and
not Divan of gasals, as stated by Blumhardt, was made by
his desire, the latter to be presented to one Henrab Munirudd&ulG,
The Kalllyat contains an autograph note on the fly
leaf and is introduced with a abort preface of 2 pages in
prose vith which re are concerned here.

*Uelat begins it

with the praise of God and the Prophet, gives the name of
his father as Sayyad 8a'dullah and then sets forth the
reason vhieh prompted the selection which he had executed.
He asserts, though in a very humble tone, that his Kulllyst
has poetical gems scattered throughout and that his poetry
is stamped with loftiness of thought, delicacy of emotions,
melody and rhythm.
His prose is

clear and beautiful with an admixture

of Hindi words and phrases.

There occurs only one Dakhni

word, karanhar, and no Gujratl.

It seems that through his

long association with the artists of the north of India ha
oame to discard the archaic expressions of the Deccan.

His

piece oan very veil compare with the contemporary prose of
Saudi.

^

However it is here and there marred by the artiflei

Vide Blumhardt, I.O. Cat. p.55-

orrangomoat of JiDgliDg

yhyming T/ords not oonforndLnc

to canons of grammar and by similes and metaphors too
rich and too many for tho very limited soopo of his preface

rOTHl 3AL0TRI

kI

(ab. 1761)

This is a US. unearthed in the Punjab by the author
of the 1’anjab Me Urdu, who places it after tho middle of
the eighteenth century in about 17&L.

It is written in

nasta'llq and comprises 26 pages, tbe last folio missing.
Tbe name of tho author is not traceable. He was, however,
as shown by oertaln definite proofs in the manuscript, a
Hindu.
Prom tbe introductory paragraph, giving tho story of

a Brahman, named, Aspct, and his son Salotar (the word mean
a horse-doctor) it appears that tho book was originally
composed in samo other language, probably in Sanskrit, by
Salotar who entitled it after his own name.

The present

treatise may thus possibly be a translation.
The subject dealt with in the book is implied in its

title; it is a sort of hand-manual for horse-dootora, and
is diridsd into the folloving ten sections;(1) Ths Breeding of Horses.
(2) Ths Training of Bosses.
(3) The feeding of Horses.
(4) Bril Omens oonneoted vith Horses.
(3) Ages of Horses.
(6) Purchase of Horses.
(7) The Breeds of Horses.
(8) Qualities of Horses.
(9) Diseases of Horses,
and (10) Their Treatment.
Sheranl has given a very short quotation of the
original text.

It suffices, however, to show that the

Arablo and Persian element strewn throughout is in right
proportion.

But pure Panjabi words are also freely used.

Te comes for se as in the old Dakhni, and ar for aur. The
writer does not seam to possess perfect command, of the
language and his style is rather loose, unpractised and
in no way literary.

MtHJAMMAD SHJKIH
(ah. 1762)

He is the author of an I.O. US. P.2675* of about a
hundred pages, described in the catalogue vith oonslderabl
details, under the heading miscellaneous. But as a natter
of fact it is a hook on the art of writing in general and
mostly official and legal composition in the Hindustani
language and should have been classified accordingly.

The

name of the hook, not noticed by Blumhardt, is written
thus In Maglish on a leather pieoe attached to the flyleaf:"Inshah Shahkry
In Indostan, languo^e*
The definite date of its composition is not to he found.
Sons of the specimens of the documents, however, are datec
and the dates range from 1733 to 1762.

Moreover, on the

first page of the preface appears the signature of one
William Bolts for whom the present oopy, as stated in the
colophon, was made by one Sirajuddln, lia§url. Bolts is
mentioned in Auckland* a Dictionary of Indian Biography*
lie was horn, pexhapa in 1740( was a merchant of Dutah
extraction: being in Calcutta in 1759 he joined the Bast

India Company’s service: vas Second in Council at Benares,
1764: being oencurod by the Court of Directors for his
private trading ho resigned in 1766: quarrelled vith the
Bengal Authorities, was arrested in 1768 and deported to
England.
The latest date,1762,in the MS., and this one, 1768,
give us a clue to the period to whioh the US. apparently
belongs, and I nruah prefer ths earlier of ths two years
aa Bolt's date is that of the 1.0. US. and not that of the
actual compilation of the work.
The name of the author is given in the preface aa
Uunahl Unfranmad Shakir whom Blumhardt believes to have
boon in the employ of the Beat India Company as Secretary
to Bolts.

In the fairly long preface of the book there ia

nothing to warrant this view.

However, since in some

groups of the correspondence are included, as in group
Ho. II., replies to letters issued by the B.I.C., and In
No. IV., letters from Clive, Maodowan, Drake and others,
and in Bo. VII., a fazman from Jdqperor Shah *31am, noti
fying that the village authorities in the Provinces of
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa had been ordered to give every
assistance to the E.I.C. in the establishment of factories
it is evident that '.fu^asmad

had aoao connection

vith the early British officers and traders.

The writer

w
of tho preface le one gabrullah, probably a relation of
the author oho states that the original drafts wore col
lected and arranged, by him.
about Shakir.

Nothing farther Is revealed

Be was probably a Bengali as in his composi

tions besides the hijrl era he makes use of the Bengali and
the Viliyatl eras, both of which are discussed by Cunningham
in his Book of Indian Bras on p. 82 in oonneotion with the
Bengal Foyll sen.
The book oonaiata of a oollootion of official and other
letters, famous, orders grants, petitions and other docu
ments.

The correspondence is compiled and designed, as

observed by Blumhardt, for use as specimens.

It is, so

far as is known, the first book of its kind on the subject
in Hindustani.

Its most striking feature is that many of

the persons to whom letters are ascribed and round whose
personalities hang numerous entertaining and sometimes
serious particulars are, against ell expectation and custom,
not unreal and Imaginary but are all living and historical
figures,and some actually contemporaries of the author,
. such as, Shah #*laa, Nadir Shah of Vorsin and JM&aamad Sja,
Bahgaah,

N aw ab

of FarrukhSbad and

native governors.

rajas and
such
And they are treated in^a way that a
in n u m e r a b le

sense of reality seems to pervade the letters.

On fol. 44a

a letter is addressed to Shah 'Ham, setting out in detail

"the round, of duties whioh was practised toy his father and
should serve as a guide for his conduct in the administra
tion of tho kingdom."

0 M h foots lnoline as to the opinion

that some of the documents may too translations from Persian
originals.
At the end two historical anecdotes are also annexed!
one is oonoernsd with a Turkish emperor and "hie exhortatia
to his ministers on the duty of abstinence and the arils of
profligacy", and tho other with Alexander the Orest, "who,
when about to die, oomaanded that hie hands should toe place
outside the bier, thus signifying his going empty-handed to
another world, without taking with him the vast wealth and
possessions he had acquired.”
Blumhardt says that tho documents "are written in an
ornate stylo of Dakhni". His view is not oomplstoly Justi
fiable.

hone of the old or mo dem Dnkhni vooabulary we her

citod in the notice on Qeeu Darax or other writers of the
south has a place In the text.
not in operation.

Similarly DakhnX grammar is

He of the agent is used; the plural aign

a in rogue In the Deooan even at the present day is in most
oases replaced toy u.

Satl for se is employed not infrequen

as in the DakhnI dialect, tout, aa we know, it was oonner wi

the northern writers long after the date of this manu
script . In Dakhni of all times the word bolnn is used
in season and out of season but this prose avoids it
more frequently than even the standard prose of the north.
Mo is so often mane in the Deccan but here it is always

nru.

One tendency is very oonspiouous.

Most substantives

are treated as masculine: taqat* fol. 21a, tyayat, fol.28b,
khabar and even *auret, fol. 29a, are included in this
category. The famous instance of the Bengali-Urdu dia
lect, hatnl aya is indicative of the same attitude towards
the gender of nouns.

In fact, InshS e Shakir is not a Dakl

nl production but a Bengal manuscript and is attended by
all the evidence of Bengali-Hindustani. Besides, most of
the persons and events narrated in the correspondence
belong to the north and to the east.

In none of the

letters the Dakhni Fa§li era introduced by Shahjahan and
current up till now in the Deocan is used.

The IIS. is

written vith vowel signs and even the Persian and Arabio
words are not excluded from this innovation.

Probably

this feature is also Bengill and la not ast vith in ths
USB. copied in the Deccan.
As regards the style of the book it is ornate in
the preface whioh vas, nspointed out above, written by
one gabrullah, and also in the beginning few letters

§
but further cm to the end it is simple, oloar and In
telligible.

There is nothing obscure, laboured or turgid.

The same standard of clarity and expressiveness is maintained in all the compositions from the legal petitions
to the historical anecdotes.

It is characterised slightly

by excessive use of Persian and Arabic vords "which are,
however, veil Chosen.

Archaism and evolutionary features

of the language make it less effective.

But as a whole

the prose is of the right sort and has much value

AS ABOHIJKWS THAflSLATIOH, IS HISDUSTXhI ,
OF THE AUfKR I SOHAIlI”
(ab. 1766)

There are six manuscripts of this name preserved in
the India Office, (vide Hindust*. Cat: pp. 44-46), and
one is contained in the B.U.AiS. Add. 19811.

An investi

gation into the language shows that they are various
copies of the same translation.

The translator’s name

does not appear, but I have reason to believe that it
vas.iftseKher vith other facts of the translator's life,

given at least in the B.U. US. on its missing fol. 8, as
the opening lines on fol. 9* (with whioh. the US. begins),
whioh are continued from the previous page, afford the in
formation "in the service of a French land-holder he translatcd the following works into Hindu!:—
(1) Anvar 1 3uhai.ll.
(2) Jahaglr Hama.
(}) Abul Fifl *All5ml.
(4) Insha e Yusuf!.
(5) TutI Hama.
(6) Oulista
and (?) Bosta."
On the fly-leaf of the 1.0. US. 11.42 is the name of a
former owner, Randolf Harriott, with the date 1766.

Of

the remaining 1.0. HSS. four belonged to Richard Johnson,
who lived in India daring the time of Warren Hastings
(1772-1785)*

The language and script of the translation

arc old: to all appearance it was executed before 1766 and
hence it falls within the range of our enquiry.
Of the Persian original there are several HSS. in the
India Office.

Ho 3157 ia probably the best and I have mads

use of it for purposes of comparison.

It is, as is well-

known, itself the modernised translation of £altila and
by yiMrnV'i son of ‘All Vs.*is, Xa shifl, (died 1505 )*
based on a version by Ha^rullSh, a century older.
She Hindustani renderings are all either incomplete
or defective,

ihe first 1.0. mS. U.42, however, is the

bast of the collection,

Xt includes the translation of

Husain Va'iz's preface, a list of ths contents of the
books. Of ths story of Has Dabshalia and Baidpai Brahman
vith 14 precepts and of Four books out of Fourteen of the
original Persian,

It is not improbable that the Hindustani

translation vas originally complete and is nov only par
tially extant.

However, the pr sent volume covers 872

pages and is indedd a great vork of Urdu prose.

Further

examination has disclosed adequate grounds for believing
that US. 0. 42 is the oldest of all copies and probably
the original copy of the translation.

There are certain

peculiarities of script in this US. in ootmaon vith Insha
e Shakir of the preceding notice
(1) Most of the Hindi words are marked by revel signa,
such as facing, kaara, etc., while the Persian
and Arabic words are not]

I t I

(2) ths majhol ye is expressed by kasra, tbs letter
tuo by te, sin by se and gif by kaf, and so on
These peculiarities are less apparent in the other ass.
than in the 1.0. MSS. J.43 and P. 1399, whioh signifies
that their script is better and that they are of later
dates.
BltBQjiardt'b wary short notes on these MSS. are cor
rect.

But the opinion expressed in the note of 1.0. MS.

U. 42, and also in the B.M. MS. Add 19311

that the lan

guage of the translation is the Dakhnl dialect is in
correct . On the latter MS. 's fly-leaf there is a note
in English:"The Xulllah Dumna or Pilpay's Fables 'in Moors
Language spoke in Bengal' but wrote in the
Persic characters."
Evidently it is also a Bengal manuscript in Bengell-Utrdu
and is of importance on this account.

It contains most

of the linguistic characteristics discussed to a certain
extent in the article on Inaha e Shakir.
is sprinkled with archaic element.
invariably for

Its language

Mu or bio occurs

n
tn
ad endhyora for andhera.

It

m

tinee colloquial: mafiq., fol. ljb, jad and tad, fol. 15a,
take the piece of nraafiq, jab and tab, resi>ootivoly. In
finitives Ilk© ^asarna and baffiushnii derived fron the Per
sian imperatives ore also to be found end the ordinary
•i

.

’

‘

*'

’

t

*" •

Hindi verbs costly have the forms p&ona, plona, gaona and
u^haona for pana, plna, gana and ufchann.

Bren the Perso-

Hindl farcana has undergone the same Change and coaos as
faraaonH.

lb o hara and ]jikayat occur as masculine.

Much thought and labour seem to have been devoted to
the translation which is very faithful and correct. no
thing has been avoided, or omitted: even verses of great
Persian poets with whioh the original text is strewn and
whioh are of frequent occurrence in all Jrdu prose, have
been translated ixrto prose.

Tho language furnishes very

good examples of the rise and evolution of Ehrdn and the
extensive and penetrating Influence of Persian on it.
Most of the words extracted from the original and re
instated in the rendering are suoh as suit the nature of
Urdu.

Unwelcome instances, however, are not altogether

wanting.

The Persian are (yes or verily), the compound

mo&adgarl (for madad, ns^istaace; and tlie Arabic rajah

irlj

(for tarsi}, way) are need, wnioh bad never galneu. currc u a y in

J rd u .

!
Zbe translation is flowing, clever and perfectly
Intelligible,

lot aa it follows tbe original strictly

it ooula not develop a style of its own: it 30netiiaea
verges on looseness. She Persian text is enveloped in
a mist of flowery rhetoric and superfluity of language,
cuabarsoee allusions and endless metaphors; so la the
translation,

dot the work aa a whale 1s a meritorious

and accurate performance.
It may be noted in conclusion that there are other
prose versions, partial, abridged as well as full, of
the fables of Anvar Suhaill, written by Lllraa ’tahdl pro
bably in 179o-97 (B.M.US. Add. 25073), by Hafiauddla Atyaad
and revised by £. Roebuck In I8O5 , by tfufrnmmad Ibrahim In
Dakhni In 1822, by yaq.tr Mrifraamad g | , Goya, In I838,
by iiawab 'timar 'All Aha. Vs$shl, In I862-63. The only
known metrical translation was made by Janl Binart Lai
in 1879.
Of the remaining translations made by the writer
of the Anvar i Suhaill, only tho following portions exist.

r
fhey are to be fcroud mxonc the leaves of the B.II. US. of
the Ajavar 1 Suhaill, Ho* AM. 19311.
(1)

u ~pia.

(fol. 36b-101a).

ae indicated in tho red-ink heading,

This translation,

pretends to give on

account of the first six years of Jaiiaglr’s reign, (fol.
07a),

It starts with a long letter from tho King of Per

sia addressed to Jshaglr and then sets down curtain events,
.-rrticuLarly connected vita Kabul, of the fifth year of thi
t®poror's reign, (33a), followed by o story of ^ur Jab.,
tho favourite wife of JChaglr which is interningled with
numerous details of performances by jugglers.

On fol. 91b

some particulars are supplied of the seventh year after
Jahaglr's accession to the throne.

Finally the Chapter

closes with the story of a pugilist surrounded with other
tales.
It is worthy of mention that in the Persian original
there have been circulated two distinct works of the me
moirs of JehigTr, called the Jchaglr Hama dr TtnsUk i
Johaglrl.

Oreof them, the B.M, MS. Add. 6554, is univer

sally rejected as spurious for it is confused in its ar
rangement, arid makes up for what it lacks in historical

foots rgnd precision., by digressions and irrelevant
oubjeotu

silly stories.

Our translation is stooped

by tho same defects.
(2)

A translation of a tale from Sa'di’s Gullsta,

containing the dispute of Sa*dl vith a pretended Darvesh
as to tho qualities of the rich and poor.
(J) Abul Fq}l *AllaaI. (Fol 105o-112b).

By this

title the translator evidently moans the ’lukatabet

i

#Allan! which name is to be found in the preface on fol.
105&.

Ihakatobat are Persian letters written by Abul

Fogl, also called 'Allnmi, the Secretary and Minister
of Akbar, partly in the B speror’e neete, partly in his
own, which were collected and edited in l6of by *Abdn§
Jnmad, the son of Abul Fa$l*s sister.

A MS. of ths

Persian work is in the B.il., No. Add. 6348.
The present Hindustani translation consists of two
letters from Akbar, the first to the kins of Persia (fol.
106a-110a) and the second to 'Abdullah Kha. uzbak, (fol
110a-112b).
The peculiarities of the script, the language and
tli© stjla of the three foregoing translations,sthe Jahaglr

“ :

•'<£ ' ! t*i.leM*ft t

rf-vo.tabdt arc ox:.otl/ the

same as those of the AnvarfSdhaili.
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Mirsa Uu^amaad HefI*, Honda, sou of a laorchant vas
boro in Delhi in 1713*

do reoeiveu. liberal

aucatiou

from Shah §ataa vho spoke of hin vith feeling and pride.
He flourished act a tine when Delhi vas an object of re
peated shooks and onsets of invaders and ooieeqoeutly
life, property and honour were not safe.

He chiefly

relied on his patrons

whotreated, hin

and respect. He capture a the attention of Ahah *Ha»,
Ring of Delhi, Shuja'uddaul. and Hie son Afafuddaula.
But Sauda’s temper vas fiery and easily aroused at the
merest trifle and his tongue vas quick at making a sharp
, ' \ • ,y,V

'V' ‘ '• *" " >>*

»' *;*?-_y ► if' S•

Or sttirioal retort.
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This causea serious ruptures and

quarrels vith his royal patrons «us veil as vith his
literary contemporaries.
of extreme poverty.

He vas onou reduced to a state

He vent to FarrujsJjabad where he

stayed for a short tine and finally settled down at

I f f

Lucknow in 1771-72, where he was created by 4§afuddsul&
poet laureate with a grant of an annual stipend of
?s* 6,000/- and where he died in peace and comfort

( 1)

He was universally considered to he the greatest
($ '
tbrdu poet and he has written copiously? His immense
services to the language are e d p i *

He raised its pres

tige* enriched its vocabulary, widened its range, created
original idioms and constructions and fused and blended
Kindi and Persian words, and in short, he made the lan
guage flexible, nervous
f >r any purpose,

and capable of being wielded

Though Saudn1s chief domain was poetry

yet he has left two piecos of prose.
(1) A prose translation of the Masnavl £9m*la e *Ishq
(flame of love) of Mir TaqI is msnfeion^by Isad: perhaps
it is no longer extant.

In this connection I have exam

ined sixteen KulllySts of 3aud& preserved in the B.U. and
the India Office, vide, KLumtisrdt's Catalogues, pp. 28-52,
and 76-80 respectively, 3omo of which are excellent copies.
One I.Q« MfS* P.

, written perhaga m\dor the author*©

suy^rvlsion, \ms presented to Mr. Richard Johnson, Ranker

Sec lb i $ayat for a full account of his life and work,

to V arren Hastings, who v/rota vith his own pen on the
recto, nths gift of ye author Uiraa oauda*.

/usothor I.Q.

MS. P. 2X19 is the most oouploto collection of Lauda’s
woxk3, a oop

of which was mado for Mr. J.T7. Taylor,

frofessor of Hindustani at tho College of Fort T/illlam,
cowering 1146 wary large-aiaeu pages.

All MSS. contain

one or other of oeuda’s compositions but his translation
of Mir13 iwaanavl is non-exiatonfc.

It must, hovovor, be

borne in mind that laid speaks of it as if be actually
possessed a copy of it which was not with him at the time
of writing about it.
r
jbe a-her prose is a preface said by IzSd to be pre
fixed to daudi's Divan of elegies of whioh he quoted a
little more than a paragraph.

This place also was unpro

curable during, the lost 50 years. A^san 1 ISarihravI,
(p.

72 ), as
h only reoently given it in its entirety.

It

is to be found in three of the B.M, 888. of :'auda’s oollcctive works, Sgorton 1039, Add. 16379 'Jad Add 8922, and
in two of the 1.0. UBS.,

U. 6
3 rad

in the 1.0.MB, P.2119 is free from mistakes and a coniparison of it with Marihrervi'b quotation has revealed certain

grave errors ix the latter.
However, it Is not a preface., as hitherto des
cribed by

all writers, but a letter addressed to one

ordinary poet, ITlr l ^ a m d Teql Mir. alias 'Ir GhasI,
as written In one of the ifiS., vis., Add. 8922, fol.
22db.

In it Saadi, appears pcruring out ridicule upon

iilr GhasI and speaking glowingly of his own genius, out
standing: qualities and aoh1eve.uorrta . however he pays
his hoeage to Mufetaahln, the famous early writer of
.crsian marslyas.

He further says ho has teen practising

the art of poetry for forty years,

d o m in 1713 he shoul

hare written the letter-prefece between the ages of 55
and 60, that is to soy, between 1?60 and 1773 •
The language of the preface Is seuipoetical, teems
with Persian phrases and contains Arabic aphorisms.
is difficult and occasionally involved.

It

Grammar is sacrd

fioed for tho soke of measure which has produced an in
congruous effect: all sentences are hi$ 1-flown end netaphorloel and adorned with Persian verses: balanced struc
tures and o arefully prepared antitheses reign supreme.

Sauda in hin prose is tied down to his age and has hope
lessly yielded to its singular taste and custom.

It should#

however# ho remembered that if he had adopted siarpler
methods of treatoent he would here bean put dorm as vulgar
and uncultivated.

Nevertheless, there Is soiaething about

the diction which makes it look vigorous and majestic and
shows the writer* s mastery over the language he is employing.
Saudi uses the word $hor moauing place by itself.
day it always eoaes in the phrase %hor thikana.

To

Gosh 1

dil dona (to listen very attentively)# which did not ac
quire citizenship in the language# also occurs.

A i > E A ) i J L I f l l * o jiA iifLfiU X * SiX'

TXi

(ab. 1775-1/7 *)

Loader the title of Madarul Afajil there is in the
libraiy of the India Office a Persian-Hindustanl lexicon
of J large-siaeu volumes# covering about one thousand
pages in which the ieraian or Arabic words ore defined in
Urdu sentences,

Naa03 of diseases and medical terns#

literary expressions and phrases# nomenclatures of Philosoph

Logic and Astronomy are not only attended by long ex
planations but in oertain oases elucidated by interesting
anecdotes and thus a definition develops in a whole para
graph sometimes extending to two pages.

The notes on

sakta (apoplexy), on tasdXs (an old Astrological tern,
literally meaning to divide into one sixth part) and on
salasa e gassSla (the three glasses of a special vine used
in the morning to alleviate eioknees arising from intoxi
cation) are all instances in point.

And if the explana

tory passages on historical persons be detached from the
lexicon and pieced together they will, no doubt, form s
short treatise on biographies.

I therefore have no hesi

tation in Including it in ay sphere of discussion.
Blumhardt has described the three volumes of the
Madar under Z.O. Nos. P. 7&7» 1650 and 1503*

It is a

translation from a Persian original, bearing the same
title, by Alahdad Fai§I of awhinA, who according to a
chronogram, *?ai§ i 'Am*, completed it in 1593*

There

are 3 copies of this Persian original in the India Office
of which I have used for comparison the one catalogued urx

80 . 2472 whioh was transcribed for some Hindu scholar.
It is oomplete from alif to ys but the MndnetlnT renderl]

breaks off after the letter kSf. In the beginning of the
first volume there are up to several pages side by aide
vith Hindustani definitions of the Persian and Arabic
words Sanskrit synonyms written in Deonagri character whioh
fact denotes that in its original scheme the book vas tri

lingual but the Sanskrit equivalents oould not be all fille
up.

The one thousand pages of the existing volumes were

written in two years’ tine from 1773 ' to 1774 as indicated
in the colophons.
The lexicon is unaccompanied by the translator* a pre
face.

But from the colophons of the seoond and the third

volumes it is clear that it vas translated by one Asrarullah who vas a close friend of one Ur. Chandler of mystic
views tat whom either the translation or these copies were
made.

The place is mentioned as Maqgudabad* probably an

alternative name for UurahadSbad.

Hence this also is a

Bengal composition like the Insha e Shakir and the Hindus tarn Anvar 1 Suhaill, some peculiarities of the script of
whioh are to be found in it.
Its language is tinged by unfamiliar modes of ex
pression and absence of quaintneaa.

It is also archaic to

a alight extant.
ingredient in it.

But there is not the least Dakhni
Sonatinas it is too subordinate to

the Persian texture.

But simplicity of diotion Is its.

key-note; it is mostly spontaneous and has no aigi of
labour.

Occasionally it is eloquent and never overlaid

with ornaments and figures of speech.

It has a natural

impressive and admirable style of its own.
Ths translator uses invariably the colloquial
word daryao for darya and renders the Persian nla by ths
Incorrect expression aur bhl; the plural of adal appears
as admle and khuah aya occurs for pasand aya, and so on.
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School of Qrier
al Studies

(134) Ha'rifatus Suluk by Shah Md.
Vallullah, Qadiri

3§afia Library,
Hyderabad
Soooan

(13?) ?StI Hama by Ud. Qadlrl

f-;
JL|£*
(136 ) Anonymous wTut! Hama

Vide, TarlJ& 1
Near
mm i Urdu bj
Harlhranrl
‘'^pS*'£•'#*%*:»•' '■')
\Vi-%/j&pl
B.U. Add 10589
••

(137) Dih Majlis by Vafll

Vide, Karlmuddln’e History
of Urdu Peats
1.0. P .1236

(138) Shari*at Hama
• .x 1

'*

' j v -:.

'- ' I f

-.v

*.

' - > / V v ^ '- . - V t r *

••-

1

.* '•**' .*

* '' • .1*1 j

,'W**■ V ’ **.' '

•*

/•

.«> ■

(139) Fujgugul dikam (Urdu)

(140) Persian, Hindustani,Arabic and
Sanskrit, Uisoollanieo

*

♦*.

’**» •-

'

v

_ ^.v^v

'v v a>

^

^

. * - " i

Vide, Qulahan i
Hind, B.U.
14114.a.a.22
1.0. P .3423

1.0. P.2380O

141) Big Mala
142) Kulllyat i 'Jalot

DO. P.2380d

143) fothl Salotrl Kl

Vida, Panjitb a
OWn

144) Inaha • ShiklT

I.O.P.2675

143) Anrar 1 Sohalll, (Urdu)

Do. 0.42

146)

Do.

Do. P.1342

147)

DO-

Do. P.1336

148)

m»

Do. P.2076

149)

20 .

DO. IJ.43

150)

Do.

Do. P.1899

151)

BO*

152)

Do.

153) Kulllyat i sprats

B.M. Add. 19811
(Paralan.)

1 .0 . M0.3137
Do. P.353

134)

DO.

DO. 0.63

155)

BO.

DO. P.2405

156)

DO.

Da. p.2646

157)

Do.

Do. p .2119

158)

DO.

DO. 0.64

159)

DO.

DO. p.3352 -5;

160)

Do.

Do. O .65

161)

Do.

DO. P.3396

162) KnllXyat i Sands

Z.O. P.2181

163)

Do.

B.M. Egartan IO39

164)

Bo.

Do. Add 16879

165)

Do.

Do. Add 8922

166)

Do.

Do. Add 26326

167)

Do.

Do. Add 14038

168)

Do.

Do. Or 14

z.o. p.767, 1650

,169) HadaxuL Afaail. (Urdu)

and 1303
170)

Do.

(Persian)

171) Haonavl • falak 1 £*gam

Z.O.

2472

B.M. Kgarton 1036

172) Anvar i Suhaill by M i n i Mabdi

Do. Add 25873

173) JahSglr M&aa

Do. Add 6354

(Persian)

174) IWkatabai i *AllanI

Do.

Do. Add 6348

,175) Madiral Afagil by
Alahdad Pai^I

Do.

Z.O. 2472

